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PREFACE
This is the third in a series of NSTA Material
Guide's designed to'facilitate the introduction of
contemporary environmental topics into the
IC-12 classroom. It is primarily an annotated
bibliography, containing brief descriptions
more than one hundred popular level books
selected on the basis of their appropriateness to
the interests of classroom teachers and their
students. No attempt has been made to provide
an all-inclusive listing of population titles, rather
we have attempted to select those books which
seemed to us to be outstanding in terms of their
readability and accuracy. We have tried to include
references which reflect the broad, range of
viewpoints held on vinous population topics and
which are readily available, either through
commercial bookstores or by direct order from
their publishers. We have purposely omitted -from this bibliography textbooks'., magazine and
journal articles, and specialized works dealing
exclusively with one particular aspect of
population study.
The hooks choseti for inclusion here have been
organized both by subject (i.e., Basic General
Reference, World Population, Population of the
U.S., etc.) and by reading level (i.e., Readings for
Teachers, Readings for Students, K-I2, etc.).
Most of the books, of course, are not as specialized
as these categories would imply and there is
considerable overlap. The user yvVi is interested
in one specific topi4ould do yvell to look at the
student readings as well as at those recommended
specifically for teachers and to look for hooks in
the, Basic General Reference section.
We have supplemented this bibliography with
several appendices designed to provide a
sampling of the kinds of teaching materials
can
available to the population educator.
These include a gui to films, a guide to
curriculum materials nd a listing of the vari
agencies and org:aniza oils involved in
population education. I is here that the reader
will find brief descripti ms of some of, the
excellent -materials produced by organizations
such as the Population Reference Bureau, Zero
Population Growth, etc. Most of these arc easily
available at little or no cost and should prove to be
quite useful in classrooni teaching.
Other ,1fiti(Twt, Guido in this series incliide:
-Enriountoil ,11(tterialc (;ulde (NSTA, Stock
1-1-1159-L S2.00: 1975) and Ilunca: The
s/ Cri.sh (NSTA, Stock No. ',I71-14708:
S2.50: 47)77).
I
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READINGS FOR TEACHERS

READINGS FOR TEACHERS

An annotated bibliography of books
and articles selected for the classroom
teacher.
Basic General References
1) Population, Headline Series, No. 206,
Valerie K. Oppenheimer (New York: Foreign
Policy Association) June 1971 (*pp.; $1.40)
Foreign Policy Association, Inc.. 345 E.

46th Street, New York, Neiv York 1001,7.
Published by a private_
nonpartis-an
educational organization this is an excellent
reference for anyone seeking a quick, practical,
and popularized introduction to the magnitude

upgrading the status of women in society and
generally improving the standard. of. living by
stimulating economic development. Several
policy questions are raised briefly in the
concluding chapter, but for the most part this is a
book designed to raise questions, to stimulate
interest, and to establish a base of understanding

upon which to build through further reading.

I
2) The People Problem, Dean Fraser(Bloomington, Indiana: indiorta University

of the world population priVern and the policy

Press) 1973 (248pp.; $2.95).

issues involved. The aim of the Headline Series,
of which this book is a part, is
stimulate wider
interest, greater understanding. and more

There are certain topics, like doubling times,
for instance, which would seem impervious to

effective participation by American citilits in
world affairs."
No previous exposure to the population
problem is assunied, and the text is almost
entirely descriptive, with very little in the way ofsupport data. Only the siNplest tables and graphs

are employed to illustrate\the points under
discussion. As a result, this)is an extremely
readable book that manages to carry ;i great deal

of information about population issues without
seeming weighty or- forbidding. To cover so
broad a topic in so brief a book has meant that
twiny topics are not discussed and many others
are necessarily mentioned in passing only, but the
basic concepts arc here and each ,is presented
clearly and concisely.

The introductory chapter provides an
extremely useful overview of world population
growth, past, pThesent, and future. It is followed
IF by two very informative chapters on the race
between food production and population growth
and the environmental impact of industrialized
societies.

The remainder of the book, however, is
focused on one topic
family planning.
Oppetateimer does a good jOb of noting the
difficulties involved in trying to ccintrol
population- growth by simply putting current
contraceptive knowledge into communities via
mass educational programs. She argues quite
persuasively that subtle factors are at work to
sustain growth rates and that the way to combat
their influeinct is through dramatic social change
away, Iron pro-natalism, primarily through

most attempts at making then-1, 126th interesting
annTintelligible to the layman. Fraser, howeYer,
has met the challenge admirably. He provides
here an excellent introduction to a wide rang_ e of
population topics, all of them carefully
explicated, often with very clever illustration and
wit. It is, however, a serious and authoritative
reference, full of the kinds of background
information that it, necessary for an real
understanding df what the population dilemma is
all about.
Fraser begins by examining exponential
expansion. He strips away the mystery that
surrounds growth by doubling by using terms
that are quite familiar to the average reader, but
which make the point clearly and strongly that,
"even with no fur her increase in rate we can
confidently pred ct that the present doubling
every thirty-five years will soon prove
_

impossible." In Part II, "Factors Limiting
Population Growth," Fraser provides separate
chapters on the interrelationship between
population and space, food, water, mineral
resources and energy, pressure from
competitors, and pollution. Finally, in
"Population Control," iiraser provides a good
overview of the special dimensions of birth
control questions, the various methods of control
which are currently available, and the increasing
tendency for birth rates to drop ofily in the more
developed countries.
All of this combines to provide the reader with
a very broad, incisive introduction to the basic
concepts and tools which permit an

understanding of the population dilemma. i

The Humah Population, t Scien -c
fricarb`Book (Sp Fr\ncisco: W.H. Freeman
and Co) 1974 (147pp.; $430).
Originally published as the September 1974
iAsue of SeientUic American, this collection of
eleVen essays provides a corn" pp; etensive overview

of the demographic problem's confronting the
world today. The familiar, &Ale numbers for
-world-birth and death rates are all here, but the
bulk of the articles go beyond mere head
counting to address the complex social issues that
have accompanied the transitions in population
growth and change.
Ronald Freeman and Bernard Berelson
introduce the volume with an extremely useful
review artide that summarizes -the historical,
trends in population growth and provides a look
at various future growth scenarios. A more
d4talled examination of the causes for the current
growth rates is offered by Ansley Cbale in an
article that focuses on the dramatic declitievin
death rates that I)as occurred over the past 21_10
years, Sheldon Segal provides a. fascinating
account of the physiology of human
reproduction and the Stanford geneticist, L.L.
cavam_1 forza. provides a complimentary',
discussion of the genetics of human population.
The seven remaining articles all de-al with social
aspecls of the population transition: migrations,
thi74-imilv ill developed countries, factors
all ecting the decline in population in the
de\ eloped countries, ihe changing status Of
women, population patterns in the developing
countries, the food and 1)cipulation problem, and
the iransfer OI technolog-v to underdeveloped
(outlines. I here are nearly WO illustrations
1(1 liroughout the text :man\ of diem in
color, and a fairly extensiV._ ihliographv is
appended.
\s is elk t_
vial) ,Srie
the
,-1,/wrica
odes are (A( epiH)IMI1V lcH
WC more ddrilAdt 1(11)1('S

jnd

Available: AA S, 1515 Massachusetts Avenue,
440,W., Washington, D.C. 20005.
The thirty-ode papers which comprise this
comperidiu,w appeared in .Science, the journal of
the AAA ",over the decade 1965 to 1975. They
provide a very broad overview of the kinds of
population problems that are currently under
research. The topics range from very specialized
ones, such as the physiology of reproduction and
the relationships between birth order; family Size
and intelligence, to the very broad topics of
population growth and ecological stress.
All of the papers have been authored hy
reputabl researchers within their particular
fields, including Bernard Berelson, Kingsley
Davis, Frederick Jaffe, and Ansley Coale. While
they are addressed to a scientifically literate
audience, they are not so specific and detailed so
as to be of interest only to colleagues within the
same research areas. Rather, they are designed to
inform and involve the nonspecialist in the issue,
currentbi under studs', and they often provide a
kind of state -of-the-art overview of research into
a particular-question or policy israe, Almost all of
tiler-flare accompanied by tables of data and/or
clarifying illustrations, along with fairly extensixe
citations of related literature.
Anyone wanting a good summary of what has
been happening in population research during
the past decade should lirid this to be an
invaluable reference. There is a tremendous
amount of information condensed into/these
articles and they Bake for extrewelv stimulating
reading. In short, this compendium provides an
excellent rncchanism for bringing the reader
u1) -to -date on population iluestions, and it
suggests the broad array of icipics-which can serve

as guidelines for teaching within the areas of
population dynamics, ethics, and pcilicv.

\Vidl in 1 sty C

intelligible and
imeresting to the general reader. Iii short. this is
,11-VI 1;11401;1'4-C

AdvanCement f Science) 1975 (184pp.; $4.95),

inAkC

an ex( client !del ence with diRl) to begin the
stately of the human population. and it is one that
should he of ilitews1 lo a lir( Kid audience.
irk hiding teachers and the more capable high
st.hoolistudent.

1) Population: Dynamics, Ethics and Policy,
dned In 1"ris(illa Reining mid Irene Finkel( Washington: i))elit.anAssotiation for the

5) An Essay on the Principle of Population,
Inas Robert Malthus, edited by Philip
Applcwan (New York: W.W. Norton and Co.)
1971i (21i0p1A.: S3.45).

Several population anthologies are cm 1 end
prini, butt this is it pal liculai ly scholarly and
thoughtful collection which should he of special
inieresi to the leader seeking an introductic in to
population litr:mire. It is, of course, 1)11111
aroui
wt-itings of Malthus. His two principal
impels
n Essay on the Principle of Population"
( 1708) ai tI "Air Essay on the Principle of
1

Population: From the Revised Edition" (1803-)are here in their entirety.
They are preced,ed, however, in a section titled
"Influences on Malthus," by a series of papers
from David Flume Robert Wallace, Adam Smith,
Coridorcet, and William Godwin, which set the
Malthus works nicely in the context of concurrent
critical thinking. Similarly, the two sections which
follow, "Nineteenth-Century Comment" and
"Malthus in the Twentieth Century," contain,.
reprints of some outstanding, related papers by
Engels, John Stuart Mill, Darwin, Marx, Shaw,
and Joseph J. Spengler, which carry the
Malthusian debate into the 1970's. Taken
together, these chapters serve, to set the stage for
the Malthus papers and to provide-the reader,
with at least a general sense of the thinking that
surrounded them.
Appleman then provides a closer examination
of contemporary population theory and
commentaryjbeginning with a look at "Some
Contemporary Anti-Malthuslans," including
Pope Paul Y,I, Barry Commoner, and Goran
Ohlin, the Swedish economist. Warren S.
Thompson's "The Idea of an Optimum
Population" (1935), and Gunnar Myrdal's,
"Population: A Problem for Democracy" (1940),
are included to address the critical issue of
molding population growth to a size which best
fits some concept of the greatest social "good" or
welfare. This theme is picked up in the next
section,. "The Current Demographic and
Environmental Situation," which includes
reprints of some recent papers by Kenneth
Boulcling, Alan Sweezy, and Robert Heilbroner.
Each of them provide a distinct and provocative
examination of the implications of Twentieth
Century population trends. One response to
these predictions has been to call for some sort of
population control, and iri"Towards Control of
Fertility," Appleman reprints a series of papers
addressed to the political and cultural
complexities oFattempung to limit population
growth.
Finally, in "Some Neo-Malthusian Proposals,",
Appleman has selected a series of papers which
deal with everything from the triage controversy
to Garrett Hardin's "Tragedy of the Commons"
anafyS'is, the Ehrlichs' warnings over the impact df
population On resources and environment, and
Lester Brown's In tin' Human Interest. Also
included is "Malthus and America," a 1974
government report which argues that, unless,
present trends in population growth and fitod

production are altered, the preclictions,bf
Malthus may well come true in the decades ahead,

All of this is introduced/6y a very helpful and
well-written paper by Applemarr which provide
/ an overview of the themes and trends in the
papers which comprise this anthology.

6) Readings in Population;,edited by William.
;tersen (New York: ThefacMillan Co.) 1972
_83pp.).

have b_ omit popular
poplar item
_ ew topics grow in popularity
and interest, inevitably several anthologies
appear on the bookshelves, each purporting to
pravide the definitive collection of readings for
that particular subject. Unfortunately, many of
them show a lack of selectivity and organizaton,,
reflecting more the haste with which they have
been assembled than the scholarship which has
gone into their editing. This particular
anthology, edited by a professional, respecte''d
demogfapher, is an example of how well die
genre can be utilized by the serious educator.
Petersen has carefully selected the entries here
to rellecrWis perception of the major trends in
population demography, and lie has exercised
great,c are to provide, whenever possible, an
added dimension to-K6 usual discussion of a
topic. For instance,-he uses papers on the
techniques involved In counting the populations
of China and the Soviet Union to illustrate the
complexities of the geif ral topic of collecting
population data. There are some forty papers
included within the collectiOn, organized under
ten topic headings: Population Growth, Past and
Future: Population Theories; Concepts and
Data; Age and Sex: Subnations (i.e., segregated
populations); Classification by Residence (i.e
urbanizations, etc.); Migration; Health. and
Mortality; The*nalysis of Fertility; and
Population Policly. These last, two topics are
i
-especally
Well represented as Petersen views
them as critical issues to an understanding of
population dynamics.
Extensive references are included at the end of
most of the papers, adding greatly to the
usefulness of what is really an outstanding
_reference, either fir use in the, und&graduate
classroom or as an excellent introductory tool for
the concerned layman interested 'in gaining a
broad perspective on the entire rauge of
population issues
recent years, a_

_

.,/

;7) Population Ctisis:fAn Interdisciplinary
Perspectiv, edited byiShg_Titus RGid and David
L. Lyone (Glenview, Illinois: Scott, FOresrnan and-,
Co) 1972. (220pp,!, $4,95),
.
`An outerowth of an interdisciplinary course in_
pop lion and neology taught by the authors at
.

Cornell University i1968, this reader pc vides
undergraduate students with".a sampling
opposing viewS-on pOpolation issues,-arong with
ant introduction to the ways in which various_

disciplines contribute to an understanding of the
population problem.'The thirty-threese)ectiions
collected here are grouped Under Six major
headings: The Popubuton Problem and.
Projections for the Future; The Natural
EncounteP; Man and Other Species; The World
Food Problem; The Quality of Life; and
Population Regulation.
°White many of the authors share the biology
and sociology background of the authors, there is
also a good .safripling of opinion from economists,ecologists, historians, political scientists,,

geographers, and humanists. All of This adds up
to a very broad-based introduction to the many
factors which-influence the dirriensidns of the
population crisis. No previous background in any
of these disciplines is assumed, and as the
selections have been chosen for an
undergraduate reading audience_, they arc
generally very descriptive, nontechnical, and
concise.

Thi5has become quite a popular reader, which '
reflects not only the comprehensiveness of its
coverage, but the fact that the articles are'also
uniformly -quite readable and interesting. While it
is probably not as useful a reference for the
general reader as it would be fbr a student in the
context of a course, it does provide a good survey
of the controversies that are involved in the
populaliOn debate. In that sense:it does provide a
useful background against which to set the
strongly opinionated books that often appear in
the popular literature.

corpmentator 'on population issues, has selected
eighty-five references' for int4iesion here, and
groups them Rader twelve headings,
Population CrisiS: .1930's Style;1 The -Population
Crisis: 1971s Style; Too Few Babies in Europe
and the United - States ?; Popillation Growth in
Non,Westein,dountries; Environment, Pollution
and Population; Food and Population;
Economics and Population; National-Power and
Populaticin; Strategies for Population Control in
Developed Countries; Strategies for Population
Control
the World; Other Voices; Further
Views; and Heads of State. .
The list of authors represented provides a
"Who's Who" -of the population field, with
everyone from Robert Malthus to Garrett
Hardin, Paul Ehrlich, andLi.j.,Spengler
providing a contribution. While\he papers vary a
great deal in their thoroughness; all are suitable
for reading by college students and educated
layman. Together, they provide an excellent,
single- source introduction to the complexity of
the population debate and the statistics
supporting various contentions in the continuing_
discussion of population problems. Arnon'g these
ere its magnitude, the distinction between and'
implications of western and non-Western
population groiAti patterns, impact of,
population growth on the environment, feeding a
,groWing population, economic and political
solutions,-klandity of various strategiesTfor
controlling population growth, both in
developing and in the emerging natiOns, and
complex moral and ethical decisions i,yhich
population questions raise.
Unfortunately, Pohlman provides es only a very
short introduction, leaving readers to %vend their
way through all these various arguments on their
own. It is, however, a worth while-endeavor, and
after having --pead through this anthology the
reader will be familiar with tino majordebate
issues that define the "population problem,"

9) The Population Dilemma, second edition,
edited by Philip Ni. Hauser (Englewood Cliffs,

8) Population: A Clash of Prophets, edited by
Edward 'Pohlman (New York: New American
Library) 1973 (492pp.; $1.95).
Essentially an anthology of population
writings, this compilation of everything From
bools,and journal excerpts to government
reports, provide;iTh invaluable overview -of the
diversity of opinions on the populatioil quetion.
Pohlman, a university professor and familiar

New jersey! Prentice Hall) 1..-169 (211pp.; S2.-15).,
Oticinaliy published in I (,.-163 as back mend
reading for the twenty-third merican .assembly,

which met to consider t nnplications for
national and intox.nigional policy of rapid
population growth, this collection of essay., has
gone through thirteen printing's and was finally
revised and updated in 1969. It has attracted a
,

"v-

4

wide readerThip and, appears as twliommencled

reading on many'pop4itiiin bibliographies, frfs,
in fact, a4 impressive bbok, tit cl it provides.'*i very

satisfactointr((fnctum tuon most major
population topics,

,

A part &Ida ri;,' good overview of the cinTrent
poi ulation -su mann) and 'the resultant problems
is presented in I lilt tser's introduclory chapters,
which address 'world popttl-ation growth in 'terms

of projected rates of increase. variations in
developed ancl emerging nations, effects of
population on economic developinent, 'etc. A
much more detailed. discussion of population
growth in less developed countries is provideil by
Irene Taeuber's essay. She examines "the
demographic transition" in several countries, the,age structure of existing developing country
populations. and the impact of population
growth and structure on the social and economic
situations in traclitior/d societies. The focus shifts
in Chapter 5 to the population of the United
States, and I !wiser provides a N'ery good historical

review of major trends, and a fairly detailed look
into the future.
The problem of matching our resources to oil
growth rate is examined in Chapter 6. A very
moderate approachls taken, refuting both.,mat
of the alarmi*Lpiuject ions that
called for
irrefutable l'aminc', rnd ninny ollhe optimistic
claims that technolo can anti will solve all our"- resource problems. It is clear, however, that some
limits nu4st be placed 1111 population growth, and
in Chapter 7, two cremographers and a
biomedical researcher provide a dkeussion of the
problem of population control, Their discussion
includes a good overview of the kilnk of social
forces that operate on ally atl( 1111)1 to Inuit
-4)optilation, ttill useful rotew 01 the vitriol's

growth. Two themes'are prevalent throughout
the tev, one directed to the contrast between
growth implications for developed versus
emerging natibus, antra secQnd,dealing.with the
ways in, -t'vh`rch population growth has retarded

efforts to improve the cluality of life throughtt
the world. Hartley = states at die outset: "Our
inability to ma.ximize both the quantity and the
quality of human life is not'merely something-to
worry about as we look forward to the future:
trade of fsliave already been occurring as a result
of the recent population explosion. Thoso-called
"Development Decade" of the I 960's would have
been &dared a great 'success if population
growth had not reduced or nullified the ad ances
made in many fields."
While the coverage of topics here- very broad, /
Hartlev has mad(!. a special effortloAranslate the
basic data related to population growiTi into terms

that are easily understandable to the
nonprofessional. Extensive -eferences are
provided at the encl of each chapter to enable the

approachs th:it have been taken and mav be
tried in the lutureto curtail population growth.

reader to go more deeply into areas that are given
abbreviated treatment ih tlw,interesfiRiproviding
as comprehensive a diScussion as possible.
Generally, the topics covered include: the pace of
ecent population growth; past, present, and
Future world population growth projections; the
causes and consequences of population growth,
both in developed and emerging nations rid the
potential impact of population theories and
ideology on national policy
While this is probably' more suitable as an
undergraduate sociolog-v text, it should be quite
useful introductory reading For anyone with a
serious interest in learning the basic concepts in
population dynamics. There is sill licient data to
wake it a useful reference book as well,
particularly for avoone teaching this topic as part
a broad-based, polio- oriented course,

, a 'Tr\ informative discussion oldie issues
involved in population poliN is providcd, vnli
spec Oil' attention to how thus(' issues affect

World Population

polic vmaking m the L riitelI States,

10) Population: Ouantity Vs. Quality, Slut
Foster Ilartlev (Lnglewood CH Is, New tersev:
Prentice Ilan) 1 972 0,1;ipp.; S(i,50),
Subtitled \ Sociological Exanaliation cil the
Causes and Coltscquences of the Population
ExplosionC this is an tilipre;sivelv( otlyrehenst
disco's (!l of the histom;_11 vools
CohLcinporm (ohNecriences
popul ;rtiiiii

1) World PopUlation Trends: Signs of Hope,
Signs of Stress, Worklmuxii Paper #8, I.estcr R.
Brown (Washington: k`orldwatch Institute)
(her I 976 f(tpp,, $2.00) Available:
Worldwatch institute, 1 776 \f,issa(iftie
200,16.
Avenue,
\ashington,
`1 his is ;HI -extremely useful mei iew

rlcl

population trends during the years 19iO to
Designed' to bring together the perplexing 1
has been (olio, red
nind Ilk world

on birthrates, emplovraent Of women, etc.,
provides the interested liolman with a concise `pictury of what is happeniiiiriu_terms.itl wort('
population pattern -iV ,tier i'Vhat those trends

+gcst for the Future.
IS 0I1C 01 Ole

raters and

because birthrates fall quickly, or because the
sporadid rises in death rates witnessed during the
last five years continue, becoming even more

pronounced as local food producingsystems,
deteriorate further and as f(dod scarcities become.
even more *:iriousf

on international developmeot and
a frequent contributor to Scirwr-,,
COII I leI11;1101'S
T10112:

'and

polio}'_'

journals, He writes concisely and, fluidly,
managing to translate coniple statistical tables
demographic concepts iuto:lium.uage that is
both. understandahle and interesting to the
nonprofessional, '1 he: are severakables and
graphs included here4o illustrate the texkbut for
Athe most part this is it descriptive' 72.1sav AVr1.1C11
provides in broad outline III excellent suirmoiry'
ylboth the prr,tllist itild the the

inhereniin the

population trends of the early I 970's. On the
positive side, Brtmji notes, the tit-ethic h
One-third of ihe U.S. poptILItion growth rate
bete. cell 1970 and 1975, and the general slowing
M the growth of world population,
Unlornmatelall of this is due to dechnn
11

Ilthin'ates,
sewn expresses substantial
noe Ii o% el- the in( leasing death rate due to

hunger-induced lactors, including famines and
malnutrition.
Brown briell lismss
circnin ances that
have resulte d in stable o r astable
rn
growth in lour 011111IF
the Genii:111
.(F

DCIINK I atic Rcp [WIN. ( East (;01 FILM\ ), the

Rcpithlit.
\Vest German\ ),
Luxembourg, :ind Austria, mid notes that several
Other countries arc beginning io show similarly
(1-wow-aging trends'. fie Wen turns to -the issue of
int ea .seig death raies in the poorer( intries and
Hie, (10(11111(1ns' the kinds ( )I If- 1 shortages
causing a cite ine ill food r eser\ es alter an increase

ill famines, such as those which have thinned
poptilations in Bangladesh, India ;_trid in the '4$
AfriL,in countries south of the Sahara
Senegal,
Nlauritania, Nicer, Upper Volta. Chad, and Midi.

Finally, Brow It turns i() a discussion of the

p()pulin(m prospe(t for the luturc, lotusing iu
growingitody of eN idence iv 111C11
particular on
11-1(11CMCS that -1E111111V le've'ls Fall most rilpidIV in
SO( letieti iu \vision 11,1,tilC SUCLII IleCdc. ;LUC SMItiliCd.
I lic key to the speed%
Bro\\'tt (
adoption o1 appropriate population politics ill
the poorest ( ountrics is likly to he die re ilization,

syiarelv laced. That the only real iliol(e
giivernments ha\ I' before them is not N, hether
population gi ok. th
shm, hut ii()Nr' \\ ill it ili4q)

rld Po
Rrpt-Tri nit

lation: Status Report T1974

Pop
nTamily Plaitiling, Bernarii
January 1974 (47pp.) Available: :The

Population (tinil, One Dag Hammarskjold
Plaza, New York, New York 100 17.
'Prepared as part of the 1974 V(iirld Population
Year and the kVorld Population Conference
activities, this overview of the population

situation and what is being done provides an
exce141ent IlarOCILICI J011 to the whole range of
current topics. Subtitled, "A Guide for the
Concerned Citizen," it is written -in clear,
intelligible language, with numerous graphs a
tables to illustrate the necesst-ity background data.

The first half of the report, "Population
Urowth: Past, Present and Prospective," provides
a review .;irld analysis of basic demographic
concepts and data in four areas: Developing and
Developed Countries, I he 11omentum of

Groth, Population Migration, and 'Ti e
Consequences of Population Trends. The
remainder is directed to "Policies and Prc)gratnith separate sections on the United Nations, the
developed countries, the developing countries,
:_ind general efforts to combat the trend toward
increasing urbanization, to provide reliable
population education, to collect more accurate
demographic data, 111( to design good
population programs in countries arouncl the

A very useful bibliography is appended,
the report concludes with a commentary b
Bert.
Which he brief-I I'CVICIVS the historical
pat
opulation gi owth andconcludes:

the nue scale appropriate for human
reproduction, only a few generatiitilS nhust
achieve this IllOillelltOLIS II ariSIII0I1 in human life.

Before Pasteur, societies required high birthrates
-to maintain themselves ill quantity; iiitetFlen'ring, societies require low birthrates to
maintaili themselves in quality, We are in the
midst of the transitional generations,

ac( omplishing this adjustment is a prime historic
task of our time. It is this generation, minus one
Ind plus

111;11 ilius1

the job.-

3) World Population Growth and Response,
Population Reference Bureau (Washington:
Population Reference Bureau) April 1976
(271pp,; $4.00) Available: PRA, 1.337
Connecticut, Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.
20036.

Produced under Contract-to the VS. tleltky4
International Development (AID), this survey
for International
of 'world population trends during the decade
'1965-1975 is an extremely useful reference for
-teachers and students alike. Major population
developments, worldwide, regional, and in
individual countries, are presented in a very
readable text, accompanied by numerous graphs
and illustrations.
The opening chapter is an over
o
World population siniation. It Mehl les a eery
good explanation of what the del
-pine
figures for the past decade mean, what kinds of

programs have been undertaken around the
world to try to influence rx.)pulation trends,
what kinds of social changes
including the
changing status of ,women
are at mirk to
complement family planning initiatives. The
population and food problem is hriefly described,
as are the trends n)ward increasing urbanintion,
international migration, and the impact of the
women's right:i movement on'fertility. 'Ibis is
followed by a summary of population trends in
eight regions (Africa, Asia. Europe,,Latin
America, Caribbean Islands, Near East, Nort11
America, and Oceania) -and in the specific
countries within those regions.
All of this is extremely useful to the student Or
teacher wflo needs a quick summary of the
population situation for a specific area or
country. While the indiVidual desCriptiOns are
fairly brief, they do provide Ow crucial numbers
and it good summary of the social forces and
political trends which are inlVencing patterns of
growth or decline. A list of agencies involved
population issues is :,ippended,plop4, with a talof world demographic data, and 4t glossary or
terms,

4) Population Geography and the Developing
Countries, John 1 (:larks (Nei York: Pergarium
Press) 1971 (2821-1-),; $5.00).

Much of the population literature de
the problems of the so-called "develoin
countries, and as Clarke points out, that
winch means different things to different pc )1e.
To some extent, this book attempts to clear up

,some
tat isunderstanding and outlines the
demo,
hie trends in Latin AmeriCa, Africa,
Southwest Asia, South Asia, East Asia, and
Southeast Asia.
Writ-CA is possible t o make
e
generalizations ali(mt these COlitttrics, it iti quite

dear that their differences °aweigh (heir
tiitnilall

and that great contrasts exist atnotig
larke is especially interested in the
signi ance of political units in the geography of
population, and he devotes quite a bit 0Lattention
to matters of boundarres, types of gmertiment,
the influence 01and the emergence
of nationalism. He is also tin-net-tied fyith trends
in -migration and urbanization; and discusses the
development t-tf these trends and what they mean
A terms of economic development
nous
countries and regions of the %mild.
Clarke concludes by noting that, iti the
reseeable future, the great majority of the
e,

,

them

.Id's population viii rentwitlini the
ecumene or habitable area," so that the bro
pattern of the population map will probably
change very Much. He forsees a continuing
Stability in rural areas, despite the increase iti
UrbaillZa11011, and tillfftretits dia 'the problem
increasing the productivity am
of life
the rural populations of (level
lg countries
presents a greater challenge thrt
he problems of
urban growth.`There are numerous maps
tables'
throughout the text, proyidmg both a very
helpful illust ion of the concepts discussed and
a good rescn
themselves for use in
1

classroom ch :uss,iOtts. Despite the rather dry
title, this is rc 1 lv 1 very stimulating hook, lull

I

good, basic- rnfortniatiou about the developing
countries, along %Nit!' a wealth of ideas about 1,vhat

various trends mean ill terms ctl 'inure pressures
on the %vorld economic_
cm and the prospects.
For change in populatiOnn demographics and
igrdphic stability.

5) Concise Report on the World Population
Situation in 1970-1975 and Its Long-Ravge
Implications,ynpulaiiml Studies, No. 56,
Dcpw tmcm of Lumoinic and Social Al lairs,
United Nations ('Sew York: United NAtious)
197-I (7upp.;
Salt's No F. 71.
lash feal the United Knit
collects From go\ eriiments (mind the oi Id the
latest l\ailahle detncci i ij)ltic dam, \(Inch is dull:
,

an,11

_

d. in conpinc ticm %cull oiher olle( led

data, and the results published in a series of U.N.
reports. This "concise" report is a ,condensation
and analysis of data collected up to 1974, and it
provides a very readable summary of major
population trends that have occurred since die
detailed analysis of censuses taken in and around

countries alike, more weight is being given to the
non-mcg-Jetary and nim-girantitative aspects of
'growth and the well-being of the individual. As
the quality of life is established as a primary,
development objective, the range and complexity
of -sotial concerns are dramatically enlarged.
Many social, cultural, and political factors, stth as

1970.

In particular, it is the first U.N. population
report nr which estimated population trends have
a development (Inc
d to be revised Cl(
pto the declining birthrates in the more developed
countries Yhich offsets thsgen',.ral declirne in the
death rates, This change is alyzed it smite

the hurnan environment or citizen participation
in public decision-making, that earlier seemed to
be at the margin of concern, have become
central,"
While imich of the itid rmation about social
conditions in many parts of the world is
necessarily speculative, there is enough data
available to enable illustrative situations to be
described as a way of suggesting the similar-

detail inthe first section at Ow report, "The
(orient Population Situation, which provides
review (If population size and growth, the vital
rates, fertility, mortality. international migration,
ago structure, school enrollment, economic
characteristics, and urbanization trends. in each
of these areas, a brief descriptive summary is
provided,',Ind useful statistical tables and graphs
are scattered throughout the text to illustrate the
major de\ elopments.
Part Two, "11,,ong-Range Implications of the
Current Situation," provides an overview
discussion of !Ince areas: the time factor in
al ecting real population changes, future trends
iii population dynamics and population
structure, and a preview of the ['lilted Nation
long-range projections, with step-by-step
discussion of such actions as birthrates, death
rates, natural increase, etc. I his provides not only
some actual figures for projected population

-11 incife serious, conditions which exist

countries where very little r?cord keeping is
done. An introductory riveriew is presenwd
which, in itself, provides a very valuable and
inkirmative summary of the global social
situation, including demographic dimesion_
the environment, economic developments,
employment, consumption, migration and
immigration, patterns of income distribution, the
status of various segments of the population by
age and sex, ',Ind' the international priorities for
development,

?ri'art One, Regional Developments," data
and interpretative infOrmation is provided on
each of eight regions: Latin America and the
Caribbean:.Africa, Eastern Asia and the Pacific,
Western Asia, Eastern Europe and the USSR,
Western Europe, North America, acid Australia,
japan, and New leAand. All of this is very useful
For anyone seeking a good, brief summary
description of how people live in various parts ol
die world, and what\kinds of pressures are
operating to influence their development. In Part

1.2auerus, but a Yen, interesting discussion (if how,

such projections are determined and the kinds of
variables whidi must he taken into account. An

anex t

i IIIC report contains c(itintry-1)1,-countrI,

data int lc,)70 population and projected
population site for the year `200(1.

Two, "Sec total Developments," a global overview

is provided of seven factors which influence
(pally of life measures: Population,'
Employment, Wage and Price Trends and Social
Security, Food ,ind Agricutture, Health,
Education, Housing, Worrren, Youth, Social
Welfare, Crime Prevention and Criminal justice,
Children .-Xdolescets, and Environment.
All of this is very interesting and valuahle
informaton, espeCiallY when trving- to
understand the real meaning, in terms of human
liars, of ihe population statistics that crop up
here: or in trying to e(imprehend the
Annet of the increasingly vocal spikesmen
III the do
unities who maintain that

6) 1974 Report on the World Social Situation,
itcd Nations Departnumt,or Eon-101.16c -,n(1

Social AlEtirs Ncw York: t niteil Nations) 1975
(280rip.: S 1 1.00: Sales No. E. 75, IV. (i).
Reg-un iu 1952, ihe ll'or/(/ Social Situ(

reports provide a unique overview of the social
factors involved in global development. Fhc
focus has shifted s(nnewhat over the ve,ns, and
what was its igili iiIx intended a -report directed
to -min ersally recognized needs '.111111 pl(didcifiti

report increasingly focused on
qustions relating to the quality and distribun
of growth: -In de\ elojAll and developing
haS

8

population
-1 is a corollary of social
economic ;.ievelc -ment, and depends, not so
much on an understanding of contracaptive
practice as it cities on an individual's perception of
his or' her qti lity of life.

7) Wor_ Population: 1975,Recent
Dernogra Ric Estimates for the Countries and
Regions
the World, U.S. Department of
Comme ce, Bureau of the Censns (ISP-WP-75)`
Issued
e 1970 (Washington: USGPO) 1976
.90).
(270p
Thit L strictly a reference hook with very little

in the way of descriptive or interpretative text'
designed to provide current -demographic data
on all countries of the world. It is a mizt of fairly
reliable figures- from the developed countries,
where census surveys are routinely taken, and
very rough data, often only estimates, from the
developing nations, many of whom have never
taken a population survey. All countries with a
population of at least 2,000persons are
represented; in the data, although many of the
smaller countries are entered only in
"Benchmark Data," meaning-that the figures
listed for them represent approximations of,what
is thought to be the "true" state of affairs. Where
that is the case,,itis clearly indicated in the table.
Despite that qualification, and it is one that
applies to any report attempting tb provide worid
population figures, this is an impressively
comprehensiVe collection of data, all presented in
a very straightforward, easy-to-read format that
makes it,accessible to readers with little or no
background' in statistics:
The general Overview data is provided in the
seven tables and figures which make tip the Data

for the World and for Continents, by Type and
Region" section which introduces the report. A
brief..text discussion-accompanies the data, but
for the most part it is self-explanatory. The bulk
of the data is collected in the section "Rita for
Continents by Subregions and Countries" which
is subdivided into five sections: Africa , Asia; Latin
America; Northern America; Europe and USSR;

and Oceania. An extensive list or references is
provided at the end of the report as a guide to
more detailed information on any particular area
of interest. This should be quite useful in the
classroom as a reference in which teachers and
students alike can look up oirrent population
figures and find them presented in a very
accessible format.

8) N17orld Population Prospects, As Assessed
in 1968, Population Studies No 53, Department
of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations
(New York: United Nations) 1973 (167pp.;
$4.00; Sales No. 72. X01.4).
Future population estimates 'tire presented in
this report for the major areas and regions of the
world in the period 1965-2000; and for each
country, in the period 1965-1985. Fully half of
the report consists of interpretative text,
designed to summarize the assumptions upon
which the projections are based and the findings
which are reported.
The result is a s-ery good summary of the major-

trends affecting the world population growth,
and a good, brief overview of what is happening
in particular countries and regions, information
that is-normally quite difficult for the
nonspecialist to assemble. Part TWQ, "Data and
Methods," provides a discussion of the sources Of
data and the assumptions behind population
_mates fbr each of five regions: Asia, Africa,
Latin America, Melanesia-Polynesia-Nlicronesia,
and the more developed regions, including
Europe, USSR, North America, Australia and
New Zealand, .japan, and temperate South
America. Finally, in the annexes, a series cif
straightforward statistical tables present data on
population by region and by country. They
include everything from total population and
annual rates of growth, through gross
reproduction rates, crude birthrates',- population
by sex and five-year age grdups, life expectancy at
birth by country, and crude birth and death rates
by country. In short, a very good overview of the
world population situation is provided here, both
in descriptive text and in easy-to-read tables,
making this an excellent reference resource fctr
the classroom teacher.

Population of the United St

1)Population and the American Future, The
Report of the Commission on Population Growth

and the American Future (New York: New
American Library) 1972 (361 pp.; $1.50).
Headed by John D. Rockefeller, III, the
(f)ntnission on Population Growth and the
American Future was established by Congress in
response to the proposal that there should he-an
assessment of the impact of continued growth in
our country. The results of their two-year study
are set forth in this report's lc tter of transmittal:

t.c
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2) Toward the End- of Growth: Population in
America; ( lcailcs F. \'estcc!l acid cctliils
(l'lewccccci Cliffs, New JcLc'v: Pu c'tctice hill)
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imciplieariccics of perfect !c'uiilitv cccuitrccl aiid tue
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other by Charles Westof f on "Recent
Developments in Population Growth'Policr in the
United States,"
It is extremely useful to have iin imalysis of this
kind available. especially one that IS yritten in so
concise and ret_idable tt style. A thorough reading
of thisvolume should be suffictent to orient even
the moSt casual student of U.S. population
problems to the basic issues currentIV Under
,diSCUSSion, and it will likely stimulate interest
further reading and stuck,.

Population: Its Relationship to Society; and "Ihe

3) Population Profiles, 'Everett Lee and others
(Vcashington, Connecticut: Center for
Information on America) 197 1-1976 (Series of

Kahn actually.succeeds very well. Iii fact, portions
of this book appeared, in somewhat /Eiffel-eta
form, in 'IV, New Yorker magazine. Obviously,
there is a wealth of information here, enough to
make even the most ardent trivia Limier a hit
giddy.
At the outset, Kahn underscores the
importance of the census taking that occurs every
ten years and demonstrates the many tivaS ill

seventeen -pag units: ,5,00/set; study guide,
S 1.1)0) Available: Center for Information on
America, IXashington) Connecticut 06793.
Sponsored by the Council of State Social
Studies specialists and produced by the (I:et-nett or I nforillation on America, at nonprOfit
nonparnSall CthicatiOnal Corporation, these
seventeen population units and thou- companion
study guide provide an excellent introduction to a
wide. rang(' of population is.sues. Designed
primarily for use i teachers at the high school
ancl college levels, eat
each unit is a sell-contained
discussion of a particular aspect of the population
problem. Each is extremely readable and
pro\ ides a single sonri_e compenclinill of
up-to-date information, accompanied by
easy-m-read graphs stud tables which illustrate
the basic statistics used iyulim the text. It is
assumed that these arc Anti oductor' materials,
tind no in it IT cNposure to population ciincepts is
required in order
understtind and use the
materials presented in the series. Brief reading
lists tire included at the end of each unit, and a
study gtude'is currently in preparation.
Fopics included so far in the series are: Why
Study Populatioq?: The United Sttites Among the
Nations: The -Vital Revolution: How 1)id Ve Get
\Vhere \Ve Arc Now?: 1 he Health of Americans:
Trends in Illness and Mortality: 1 he Bearing of
Children; Endless Movement: Amertia as a
Nation of Nhgrants: The Desertion of Our
Countryside: Growth and Etttin'f: Cities; The
Nation's Nlinorities Black America: Our Human
Resources: Tbe Vealth of the Nation; Education
and Human Capacities: Population oF the
Future: I lie Development of the United States
Census: \Vowel' ti American -Souct.N: A
lisrorit amd Demogt aphic Profile; The Elderly

4) The. American People, :

Kahn, Jr. (New

York: kVeybrigt
h and Tlley
a
9
173
(340pp.;
Ss5(:u))t.itled

-The Findings of the 1(.:17 0 Census,this book is the product of a journalist's attempt to
sift through the volumilunts data compile'cl by the
Rureau of the Census and to translate ill of those
numbers into a readable summary of the
American people as they exist, "in fact and not in
Lint y.- It is it commendable undertaking, and

VIliCh the resultaht numbers Ifilthienrcs our In. es.

Btil Ile iS also careful to point out the
shortcomings of the census operation, noting m
particular that it is at -nudajo-clitss" operation.
Tlte L.S. census clearly fails to reach and/or count
. some unknown number of poor and/or homeless

Americans, many of them illegal aliens,
\Vith those qualifying points established. Kahn
moves to the real
of his task
Minima! izing
the major trends in U.S. ',optimum growth ;Hid
shifts, We are told a good deal about the major
migratory patterns
front solidi to north, from
rural to urban locations, I rum metropolitan to

suburrin areas, and from almost anywlme to
California. There is some discussion of the drop
ill birthrates and of the many social lactoi s 5...111(1)

Make it so diffiClilt to predict what that change
will mean in terms of our future population
growth. Kallii lioteS the increasing lendelli tor
ArneriCall wontell to inalTV later in life and to put
oft the birth t their first child, ;iinl lie CICVoles a
Chapter to the CliSCIISSion of what marriage

patterns mean to the development of a
population and to its social character. Data uti
employment ,nul income are sururnarized to
provide ;in overview of tile Inferi?'-an work for(e
and its stain lard of living-, and at lengthy
discussion is providcd tf the 'thole area of
America's ethhuity..,-; immigration, migration,
and I anal llilX
In " The R: it

1%.;11111 pr()Vi(k'S a

particularly Illuminating (lest Hpnon

(Difference between being black or white in this
country and 4$:includes that, vhile pr ogroisi has
been made there is still a long way to go in
equalizing the quality of life experienced by the
two races. Similar disparities arc drawn in
chapters addressed to -The Opulent Society,,,
"The Poverty People," "The Junior Citizens, "and
-The Senior Citizens."
-All and all, it is a very interesting and

scenarios fern dealing with population growth and

the kinds of problems that future trends might
produce. Ali extensive bibliography is appended,
and several- tables and graphs are scattered
through the text. Despite the hilfh density of
information here, Spengler manages to make it
all quite intelligible and readable.

enlightening 1-_,00k,ThricTvhile one sometimes

6) The American Population Debate, Daniel
Callahan, editor (New York: Doubleday) 1971
(380 pp.),
While 'num of us are quick to agree that the
world has a population problem, a great many
Americans arc reluctant to admit that, in fact, the
United States may have a population problem of
its own. The debate referred to in the title of this
book is. precisely that: Does the U.S. haVe a
population problem, and if it does, how serious a
problem is it, and what can he done about it? The
twenty-three articles collected here provide a
fairly diverse response to the question. but for the
r
all of the authors agree that there is a
problern, The major points_ ordisagreement have
to do with the severity of the problem and the

viAies that 1-.:,ahn had been a hit more
discriminating in selecting data to) pass -along to

his readers, he has done, on the whole, a vers.
good jolt, making this an excellent reference Forthe reader who wants a basic overview of (he
,American population and the 'vays in which it is
shifting and growing,

.

5) Population and America's Future, Joseph ,f,
Spengler (San Francisco: WTI. Freeman uid (o.)
()7:5 0260pp.., S3 95)

.

Designed as a suyplementary re der for an
introductory course in demography, this analysis
of the 1970 census data provides an up-to-date,
concise discussion of the population and
economy of the United States, with particular.

,

possible Ways by-WhtCttfTTTFp

its SO1116011.

The dMeLISOILS of the probleN are described
in Part 1, "Do6s the United Statesiihave a
Population Problem?" in discussions which range
across everything from quality of life issues,

,

emphasis on the relationship between popmaturn
trends and resource management. Spengler
notes at the outset that: "The purpose of this hook
is to locate the American economy in its historical
and its changing world setting, to draw attention
to major issues of demographic concern, and to
indicate the polio implications and options at
hand."
Hie begins vith a discussion
he immediate

consumption patterns in at flu/nt countries, and
the ethics and politics of LPG, to the question of
environmental capacity iind issue of inter-global
responsibilities. Several of these essays are
reprinted from popular journals, such as Saillrday
ReVieW ',111(1 Pothole, and all of them are quite

determinants of population growth 7 death
rates, birthrates, and net immigratio into) the
United States. This is then set' in the context of
past and prospective population growth, the

intelligible to a general reading audience. Part II,
"What is the Solution to,the Problem?," is a bit
more rnixed, having both popular level articles
and a few technical papers addressed to specific
solutions and their viability, For the most part,
they deal with, the ploblerris of population control
and fertility control, Nv ith a few authors
examining the issue of population policy in terms
of ethical Considerations and political realities.
All of the articles are quite readable, and
together they provided a good overview of
American opinions and attitudes as to the current

impact of population trends on the quality of the
American environment, and the capacitY of this
country to draw it Other environments (;hauges
in the density and geographical distribution of
the population are reviewed and analyzed. along
with the effects ()law:: composition, urbanization,
zinc! the -objective costs" of population growth.
Spengler turps to an analysis of policy
considerations and looks at the impact of
poi dation growth on clnerse group interests,
interr tional relations, and public policy. 1 he
implicaitions of the Report of the Commission on
Population Growth 1,t-ul the American Ftiture are
tnah zed in some detail, as are a variety of

and future patterns of our own population's
growth. While sorne of the eta in fueled here is
now a bit dated, the same questions and issues_
reinam before LS, and the articles provide a very
useful introduction to the main points of the
American population debate,

1,
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7) Population and People, Edward G.
Stockwell (Chicago: Quandrangle Books)
(307pp.; $2.95),
Although now somewhat dated, this is still an
excellent introduction to the study of thepopulation of the fruited' States. It is directed

descriptive or interpretative'text. It presents
projections of the population of the-Unitecl States

by age and sex and of the components of
population change (births, deaths, and net
immig-ration). These projections are shown
annually by race (white and black) from 1075 tp
_2000 and in less detail' for the total population
froni 2000 to 2050. All three series start with the
estimaled July 1, 1974 population and assum4a
slight reduction in future mortality and au amnial
net immigration of 400,000 per year. They differ
only in their assumptions about future fertility
which is, in fact, the most difficult factor to
estimate as it is subject_ to the most uncertainty.
An overall trend is clearly evident, however:
the projection series presented in this report
suggest that the populatioh of the United States
will continue to grow throughout the remainder

entirely to a general reading audience, and no
prior knowledge of population statistics or
demographics is assumed. In fact, most of ire
early part of the hook is directed to defining the
vocabulary of population study and translat4,
some of the common statistical measures into
easily- understandable terms.
Beyond that Stockwell does an excellent j(-,ib of
rJescribing the more significant population trends
in the I. nited States, with particular attention to
three "basic processes- of population change
(mortality, fertility,' migration) and to changes

.

within the three"major demographic variables"
(size, composition, distribution). Specific
problems within each area are isolated for more
detailed description, and a range of options that
would address specific problems is provided.
Mortality, fertility, and migration are each
examined in separate chapters in Icrins, riot onls
of overall trends, but with special attention to the
causes and implicatit-ms, of dif ferential birth
death, and migration patter ns' thaitexist within
the society. Similar treatment is given to each of
the major demographic variables, and in the
chapter on population distribtition. Stockwell
provides a very interesting- analysis of the rapid
urbanization of the American45ociety in the
EV,istwar period, Finally, the concluding chapter
provides an examination of the sociological
significance of current (meaning- pre-197(1)
demographic variables.
All and all, it is a very moderate, reasoned
discussion, aimed at informing rather than
converting the reader to any particular view of
population dynamics, That in itself makes it a
somewhat unusual and a valuable hook. The fact
that it is extremely well written and
organized is an ,idded bonus,

.

of the twentieth century at rates which could f;;.
below the current low rate and which are unlikely
to roach the relatively high rate of the 1050's. The
Series II projection, in which the assumed level of

future fertility correspond __osely to that
suggested by recent sury data on birth
expectations, indicates t at the total population:
oldie United States wou cl grow from 212 million
in 1974 to 262 million in'0O1 or by 2-4 percent.
The annual growth rate would increase to 1.0percent during the early 19SO's and then would
decline to 0.6 percent by the end of this century as
it coyerag-ed toward zero in the long run,"
This volume, and a companion one which was
recently released ("Estimates of the Population of
the United States by Age, Sex, and Race: July
1974 to 1976,- Current Population Reports,
Series P-25, No. 643, issued January 1077) should Vb

provide sufficient reference data for most
classroom discussions or projects on the U.S
population. Supplementary resources rnight
inchtde Stati.41cal .-1(,)strads of the .S (annual,
available from the
Government Printing
.

()like for about 58,00) and Pocket Da to Book I ,S
1 97 3 (also ',tvdifilble from IL . CSGPO Stock #032,1-(10109
for about . )0), an
,

almanac of population-Wand and other
information derived in part from the 1970

8) Projections of the Population of the

ccnstis.

United States: 1975-2050, Series P-25, No 60
Population Estimates, and Projections, Current
Population Reports (Washington:
INTartincnt 01 (;ommerce) ociolier 197.5
(1.11pp.: S2.95).
For the most p ai't, this is a cnllt°c ti
t11,1( S
:cunt gralilis, with very little in
NV:

t,

People on the Move (Urbanization, Migration,
Immigration)
It

1) World Urbanization 1950-1970, Volume II

Analysis of Trends, Relationships and
13

I

Development, Population Nionograph Series,
No.
Kingsley ibvis (Berkeley, (;alifornia:
Institute Hf Inwrnational Studies) N72 (31)1i1).;
S3,00) Available; Publications ( )Ifice, Institute of
International St:tidies, Berkeley, C,difornia

expansion of towns and cities thus does n A. mean

a commensurate explosion in urbanization, or in
economic development, Overall population
growth intervenes to makes urban expansion pay
off relatively little in terms of per capita
deyelopmc.nt. In this fact of general population
growth lies the basic dilemma Or the world today.
Far from furthering urbanization, it interferes
with it, and it prevents the gap between the
advanced and the less ady,--iced countries from
being- bridged.-

9-1720.

Since its publicAtion in 1972. this two-volume
study has become one oldie definitive relcrences
on the topitilfr
orbanizinion. Based on 1970
world census data, it provides brief bill ("X114211411:
of Ine
phermilierfon of populati(41 shift from II IC rural
V(11

Although it is a very scholarl s. reference. aimed

to the urban ,ireas. (There are numerous tables
and figures throughout the text of \'olume II, but
the reader who w,ti
accounting should

at students and professionals in the field, it is
extreme ii, well written awl should be accessible to

the nonprolessitmAl who has specific interest in
this topic. It is !frost informative, quite readable,
and providesin eNiellent single source summary
of a very timely and infldential topic in
population study:

also see Volume I, filaNir 1)(1.1a lor
(:intritricy,
41(1 Iiciiic, Population Nlormgraph Suries :\.4 c. -I;
318

Volum(' II is divided into nine sections: \\*orld
Urbanization as a Suhject of Study; -HR Urkin
situ:mon in tlw \vorld i \\ hole; Urbanization
and the Growth of the \Vorld'strIfian and Rural
Population; t.:11,ine in Distribution of the
1

2) The City in the Third World, 1).J., Wver,
editor/(New York: Barnes and Noble) lq7:1'
(253pp:, S15.00).
This Si unique and extremely interesting book
designed to "outline the major dimensions of- the
urbanization process in the developing countries
and also to examine both thc. more pressing
urban problems which have arisen.and the
directions of current thinking towards the
solution of those problems,- It is especially useful
to the general reader because it provides both an

\Vorld's Population 1-.)\ Size of PlAce: Does Situ

,Affect a City's Growth?; The Future Rise of
1,Vorld Urbanization: Regional Aspects of \Vorld

Urbanization; Urbanization and Economic Level;
and The Infliience of Economic Level on Urban
hange. This final section inclu(les a very useful
and informative stinimdry in which Davisnotes p
that. 1-he developed nations Are losing rurAl
populAtiLm. hereAs the lt devekiped nations
ire gaining rural populaoen. I Ins rweans.
111M it iS 111C 1(11(i, cii 1E1'6, 1.11 1.11C Grits
that d1'1(:1 11111 ''''' 111 11-1_17 1);111=1111g1-,111011, 11(11 111C
f1-11-Ce fly Hi ss (If
ii
i rcas. As the
ii
1

I

i

propordinn of the populdtion thAt As 1111.11 gets
10 LISSICR;11.11111

(I() 1-101 SI(/), 11111 11111(.1CV111111-111('.
(1)11SC1.111(11(e, WC\ 11111

increase of the

1

i

I

(MI\ kilkl." off the naturdl

.11 populdrit in, hut eat flit() flu if

historicid perspective on the role °U tile city and a
Fascinating, contempOr.try look it what is
happening with the distrilmtimi of populations m

\

the developing natiems, There are, for instance,
essa\ s addressed specificially to the trend toward
urbanitation it such diver,se areas as North
Africa, `Fhailand. India, Uganda, Salvador, and
BAngkok, aleilot with several generAlized
civet views of tile kinds of problems that the new

lii ihe less developed countries

poptildHull it sd I

... the i it

:ire nit) small ii leldtion to dn.. rit_tial
'mud Lind exeityr,e enough nill to di Aw tiff
'of Inc imundl increase of the InulcuLtful.
(mu
1-uulfferworc,
(42,1-m ;() fast In
111;if hc. (.1(1 not TH.:C(1, ;111(1
tract
C-,111001 11 st.f.:1S 11111(11 111-,111111.1\\ Cr ;11 WC t in-al ar(

cut:mount: stresses,

uminployment patterns, squatters, etc,

I

While the level ot.writing varies from article to
Nide, fur the most part ill are quite intelligible to
c general i-eader, :n id 1114111V of thent ai=e

well written and provide a sets

cl

s.

,11-rhing Mil-4)(11101mi to the complexities of

urbanization As
et- points out in his
lilrodiu,tion to the stilt mic, much of the f mule

could suppl\ \ a c onsecluence, ihe'rnral
population grows 1.1pulls ,despnethe hut that the
cities die ilso
... In the ledst
inkin (outlines of the wo1141, the
poptilmon 5 phrig up on the land despite the

development towdrds a fully urbanized world will
4ont. ern the I In cl Wc urld. where huge
populAnons suggest that the Coining lirbA111/Ati011

rdpid

till IA: Hwy(' TitissiS uinTh

.

i o%\ di of

Ii

\ 11,.

(111(.,i.

1 11C (f\p1(1S1\

,

ifEll 11;1S

previously: "This conibinati«-if 'pre-industrial
fertility and post-industrial inortaht,' ... has
given the contemporary Third World city the
greatest rate of natural increase ever found in
cities. Vet rural -urban migration is also
proceeding apace. 'The Third World todav is the
scene of the greatest movements of people in
history', and through the waves of political
refugees from IVar-I011-1 areas usually make the
headlines, it is a quieter, spontaneous movernent
of people from the countryside to the cities which
constitutt\the main stream. Paradoxically, the
rate of- tirkirkization and the current size of the
major cities throughout the developing world
m to he mote expressions of lack of national
economic development than the re.sults of it.
Conditions in the cities, poor though theyplay be.
nevertheless seem to be becoming increAnglv
preferred by the rural masses, and it can c7f)ly be
concluded that this largely reflects the abysmal
lack of development in the countryside.'
Numerous; graphs and tables accompany the
text and brief suggestions for additional reading
are inclucleel
the end of each -trticle.

3 The Urbanization of America: An Historical
Anthology, Allen NL \Valsteitt, editor (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co.) 1970 (502pp.; S15.95).
A reader put tog-ether for the use (If students in
a Boston college course on American urban
history, this anthology of thirty-seven articles oil
introducti(m
the urban condition Is alt
the phenomenon of urbanization in America.
It is divickd into eight topic sections, beginning
th -The Study of I:I-ruin/anon," t collection ()I
-

,r4

II!'

CtiS',

CV1111111C

thIC role of Cities ill Ii1C

11131011Cill development of the ranted States. The

actnal establishment an'tgrowth of urban centers
Is cxainnied in a series of artides 1\1101 trace the
origin of American cities front
CallV rICaS Lir
SC(
through the.desire to establish religions
and tclininistrative /inns to the more complex
economic factors that continue to dominate our
patterns of migration and sell kqnent.
,services, such

%ater SUppIV, tranSpOrtallUil

A

p;'

and police networks, are discussed i
terms of their increasing sophistication over time,
and the intimate tie between industrialization and
urbanbfation iti (ICS(
CX:1111111Cd.
Remaining sections provide discussion of. the
Umpacl of urbain/ation. the ri>ing cow ern tor
S\ SICII1S,

urban life, and the twentieth centim movement
II((C

seven essas le\

,

a series

alums (outempoi

pr Hems: public need and political stail
problems of a motor age, the challenge of
suburbia, slums, housing and urban renewal,
racial problems and civil disorder, and the
general profile --CcontempctrarY to

confliet.

4) Cities: Their Origin, Growth, and Human
Impact, A Scientific Ameriom Book, 1973 (267pp,;
$6.00).
The twenty-seven Scientific American articles

reprinted in this volume provide a
Aunprehensive overview of We development of
cities front ancient times to the present. It is
intended, al; Kingsley Davis notes ji=b the
introducticm, "For all who ate curious about Intw
cities of igimited and evolved, and-how they'

function and al feet We people vho inhabit
them."
Part 1, "The Earliest Cities," pr()Vicles a look -it

the early stages of urbanization and the small,
fragile first cities which rose and died in both the
New and the Old World. The more permanent
cities of the medieval period in Farr'ope are
examined in the second section, "Population,
Health, and the City Environment," vith
particular emphasis on the problems that have
plagued the evolution of \Vestern industrial
cities: The Black Death, rickets, lead poisoning,
air pollutic)TralId public health, noise, and We
Ct
1 of the luminous environment.
I he critical proNents of transportation withm
the cm. ire reserved for the dm d sec-um-1,1f rban
Transport Jind City Planning." The three ;ti ticles
included ideal with actual and potential
transjaidation systems, and with the planning for
them that takes 111.1(1 in Western industrial

leties. Cities of the developing world are the
subject of Part IV, with special attention to their
escalating problems due to their "faster, more
-garntran, more impoverished, and more
chaotic- growth patterns
Part V is
iiddressed to "Group Relations in Crnes,- and
three ;uncles examine the human problems that
arise when people of disparate cultimd
lyickgrounds are crowded intd urban
ens ironments.
of these
ides tir-t
nipanied by
excellent illustrations. and numerous tables,
charts ;Ind griplis
in Indict to illunliit;it due
tcxt. A
is iippendcd and brief
.

of

inn cidlitiorS essays

ban

sic twins.

each

fist:

-

5) The Urbanization of the Ea
J(uge
;loans() (Boston: Beacon ess) 117 (175 pp.:

present. It is a vantiful book, full of _nu ttit
details about the hardships of immigration, the
tremendous contributions that immigrants have

St_5,95).

This is a broad -lx
C)YerVieW Of the

ralized

Ye!'

made to American history, and the di-Hit:mines of

phenomenon of urbanization

assimilating to a new land and culture.
Beginning with the pre-Columbian
igration of the American Indian across the
Bering Strait, Ilandlin recounts tile motivatiom
expectations, and experiences of the generations
immigrants who sought a better lift in a new
land. Four major WilVes of immigrants;:i
described: From the Beginning to 1820 (Ina-.
French and,spanish L) plorers, etc.):
Peasants in a New iVorld,1820-1880 (Exodus 44
frOillp"dand, the Germans, the Chinese, the Civil
Way Lind its Aftermath): The Great Migration,
1880-1930 (Last European Jews, Italians, Slavic
Peoples, Japanese, etc.); and The Refugees,
1930-Present, in \cinch Handlin looks at the
effects of war and totalitarianism on migration.
Finally, in "Imrnigrant Contl ibutions:. he
highlights the tremendous,contributions that
immigrants have made to American science, art,
politics incl culture in general. An extensive
bibliography is appended.

iii
the potential vitality and stimulation of citY
but win) is painfully ;Mare of the lack of planning
and design which have led-many of our existing
urban areas to be Ti) more than "an amorphous
mass of gridiron tissue.- Fie argues here for a
very sophisticated -pan-urban- approach to it
planning, One NchiCli would einplOV'-a modular
concept approach -to direct the transformation
our suffocating cities and to direct their
developmenthno the pan-urban areas of the new
IA 'Jaen liv iii ;(1cltaco_ who believes strongly

CiiliZati011,

11:11111011y With the

law;

ilattlre and the needs of rnen.
11tich
Arango's vision for the City of the

ire comes from his thorough familiarity with
the great cities of the past, The hill-1)(111(1MA'
seetitiliti, itl which
deSefibeti
Mi)an SettleilleilIS and the MOM

these early
tli'dt led tO

their eStahlitilltliellt, provides a fascinating
perspective On the role of cites ill the C1,1)1UtIO11 of
ci\iliL;ltiolt anti tile
hetWeell the

growth of cities and the shaping cif population
trends and patterns. Ile also of I ers some ver
interesting commentary on todaN's cities, both the

7) Immigration and the American Tradition,
Moses Rischm, editor (Indianapolis, Indiana:

good atld the had, and provides some useful=
insight into what has gone wrong with the citv in

The Bohl)s-,Merrill Company) 10713 (15Cipp.:

America.

57P?i(i)--)t.

It I, all es In
adable honk, designed
more to get tfle reader thnikitig
cities and
liow they function than to tee /eh am thing ill
detail, mid
especially interesting ill the

"to provide the essential
pit mli lr\ ,onuses of the American leXpellefiCe,
especially
.\inerican thought,- this
_

documentary anthology provides an excellent
introduction to- the literature of immigration.

context of the movement of populations :cunt the
utilization of space to best meet ihe needs of lie
growing numbers of city dwllers.

Audi-critic texts, carefully edited tO Manitaiii the
Character arid llaVOr of the original. provide a

comprehensive and scholarly overview of
fl ow the his of Cotton Mather a
Bradford through all the many waves of
immigrants that have brought :)0 million people
into this country since 1007. Since 35 million of
those immigrants arrived between 1815 and
1920, a major portion ol_ the hook is focused on
that period.
The influence of
olitical and social
events, from the Revolutionary and Civil Wars
through the two \Vorld Wars, and various periods
religious and political persecutions, are traced
ill the writings of their times, giving an ;.Illthelitle
and inlpfetitifte Flavoring to the narrative. All of
this is introduced
excellent overview essay

6) A Pictorial History of Immigration,
Iandlin (New York: Crown Pnblishers) 1972
(34-11)1) .; S12,50).

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize

le American 11et itat r_ Series created

-is

Handlin in an internationalk

cvn Harvard
historian specializing- in \nierie;mi history and

immigration. In this volume he has brought
together over 1,000 rare photographs,
engravings, drawings, maps, sketches and
paintings tocomplement extmordmai text Ti
win( h he describes the cultural, social, ipilitic;i1,
and economic factors which have influenced the
Affierican immigration history from 1000 to the
16

contributed by Rischin, one of e leading
authorities on immigration, parti _arlv that of
the American Jew. In about fifty pages he
manages to outline the l highlights of the
American immigration experience and to
capture much of -the flavor that has come lu
characterize the momentous shift of people from
the old countries to the new.
An extremely useful bibliography is provided
at the outset. directing the reader to a broad
range of additional readings, many of them
considered to be "classics" in the field. Rischin has

done a superb johof select ing.materials for
inclusion here, making this as refreshing and
enlightening change from the usual
interpretative works that are so plentiful on the
topic of immigration
8) World Migration in Modern Times, Global
History Series, Franklin 1). Scott, editor
(Englewood CU Is, New Jersey: Pi-entice-Hall)
196 (177pp.; 52.45).
Designed t i provide a global f_lcrspective can
overriding trends and forces, the volumes in this
Prentice-I-fall Series deal with topics that 'span
prehistoric times to thepresent and irkclude
anthropology, economics, political science,
religion, and history. The scope of migration a
global reality is outlined in Scott's opening essay
"Migration in the fMarnics of History." He
briefly reviews the phenomenon of world
migration from early times to the present and
notes that: "Many factors
economic,
geographic, technical, spiritual are involved in
human progress. The ift.-iint is chiefly that
migration IS an activating factor. In the dynamics
of historical development, progress stems fro
one of two roots: diffusion (or borrowing) is one;
invention (or creativity) is the other. Migration
Facilitates borrowing and stimulates creativity."
I he twenty-nine essays winch comprise the
remainder of the anthology support that
contention impressively. In Part I, "Europeai
Emigration and American Immigration," twelve
essays are directed to topics which include the
peopling of the American colonies, the German
and Irish Emigrations, religious persecution that
inspired migration the difficulties of adjusting to
aptc_lv country, the peculiar Italian emigration of
the late nineteenth century winch was premised
on the idea of eve nit repatriation, and a brief
examination of the fundamental factor of
mobility as a characteristic of the Americm scene

and the Amer lean people. Part I i, "Latin America

Migration: focuses on the inlitteucelal_
Europeans in Central and South America,
pspecialby in Brazil and Argentina, and the kinds
of effects that trend has had on the economics,
culture, and government of those countries: The
five essays in Part iII arc directed to "X"frican
Migration," including the movement of Slaves 44-d

North America, but mainly focuses on migration,
within the cortfittern. In Part IV, "Asianv
Migration," four essays provide art overview of
the movement of Asian people into
India Pakistan; Australia, and
ana tne.,Unik States.
Fipally, in "Contemporary Migration," avec
authors examine "Mass Migration Then and
Now: "Refugee Migration in the Twentieth
Century," and the 'Israeli Melting Pot." A
concluding essay, "The Global Redistributing of
Nlan" looks at the phenomenon of worldwide
racial composition, and patterns and its
significanCe in terms of the economic
development of various areas. An extensive
bibliography and several maps are appended_

Fertility Control
1) Who Shall Live? Man's Control Over Birth
and Death, A Deport Prepared for the American
Friends Service Committee (New York: Hill ;:ind
Wang, Division of Farrar, Straus and (iroux)
1970 (144pp.; $2.65).
Prepared by a Quaker study group, dais
examination of the complex social, legal, and
moral issues involved in population control
provides an excellent introduction to the varied
aspects of a single, crucial question: How can we.,
maintain the size of the population so that every
individual does not merely survive but can
develop fully :-Ind Participate in society in a
satisfying and productive way? A number of
seemingly separate questions are brought
together here -. abortion, contraception,
increased life tipectancy, renctic counseling.,
surgical t ransulants all ii an attempt to provide
a thorough overview of the promise, limitations,
urd implications of population control initiatives.
The report begins with an examination of the
role that medical advances have played in
drastically lowering death rates, while birthrates,
in the absence of corrected fertility control
measures, have stayed at a steady level, thus
leading to the current population increases. A
very useful summary of the religious and ethical

questions that have int uenced fertility control
measures is provided, much. of it direcwd to an
examination of, the corerover trees that have
accompanied the Lis' of abortion ,fs a birth control
technique,
141 "'Alan's Control ()vet- 1)eath,- the authors
iiTM\ ide a thorough and fascinating examination

of realu medical adv,inces an&the social -ind
ethical 7questions that have been raised by the
development`Trl heart transplants, respirators,
etc. Both ,tspects of the problem, !iii th control

incl death control, are brought together, iii the
discussion of the quality of life in which the
authors (Aanime the cliff icult questions of a
child's i iglu to be born crstr., its right to a decent

life. All of this is presented in ,t thoughtful,
sens;n\ (2 discussion, designed to provide an
object:, \ (', informative m-erview of the various

issues that «implicate the t urrent birth control
debate. There istne'cliapter,-Sorne Answers for
K1,15,

whit_ h provides A ()Hake) pelSpeCliVe Ull

fur llie MUST pall
this is a reference which should be of use to ,111
readers, regardless crf tlieu religious ;if
he text is extremeb,
\vritten,
therci
some verN useful information in the iippehthces:
rovaihtion 1)atit, El fect Ott Populatio-n Growth of
Birth, Death ;-ihtl Fel tilt Rates, ReprodtwOVe
l'iores,;=(\ and Fertility Control, Positions on
Abortiour-,Ahortion FaWti, New 1)ehlittions of
feSpUlltieti

1.-,ms Con( et Tung the Donation of
issues .,.tit(1 Org ans, 1 he od\ Ilinuation on the

usefulness 01 the mh imitation is that ;that non laws

have changed rather drastically since the
of this study in I 974, Nonetheless,
providesTsm excellent introduction to the vhole
populatTon conteid issue, and one that should
prove to be interesting and .stimulating reading
itif wkle
-tti(lieucc,s,
9) Li
Politics, and Birth Control, Thomas
I)iencs
rbana: 1:niversit v of Illinois Press) 1972
(37111),-, S 5,nt.n.
Mlles, au associate prc)less(
Liw and

gm:el iniRkm nit Amern-,m Um\ erstiv, managt in
this volume to cover (5\-(1- 100 yort.6-, of

cle\elnpniciit iii the soici,t1 and legal evolution of
kith contrld in this country. He begins by
examining the influclice and actkities of
Anthom (..onistock and _his Vttritan Iiillo\cers in
=the "So( ietv for the Suppression of Vice.- Their
tremendous influence on hirthconti-01 isit-tes was
unin,ded Iiitil the 1930's whet-Nlargaret Sanger
took on the is IH

ctiniplc'x U1 111H11(1-,11

legislative harriers in an attAnpt to es ahsh
legitinnate family planning services.
The role ill the Catholic church in resisting the
advances of the birth control movement
documented, and Dienes offers a telliig and
impressive chronicles of the power that the
Church has wielded in doe-milling public policy.
He traces the gradual Lint steady' progress toward'
the eradicatioh of legal prohibitions against -1,-;irth
cone '01, CHIMillarillg in the IreineTICIPHS pre grtss
made at die Federal level during thf(e 1960's,

Uulortunatelv, Dienes' chronicle cnds,there and
the reader will have to look elsewhhe for a
summary othe renewed struggles in the 1970's
lli it lead-to the Supreme Court's, decision on
abortion,
Hie century of stn ug, e that is docu _nted
here,

esa

is a crucial one in the history of the

iiirlh coiltrol moyenitmt in this country: Dienes
has performed an extremely valnablO service in
providing such caret id and lucid documentation
of the events ',Ind opinions that colored those
ears.

3) Filling the Family Planning Gap, Bruce
Stokes (Vashington: NVorldwatch Institute) Ma
1977 (55pH S2.011)
\Vorldwatch
Institute. I 77(5 Massachusetts Avenue, N.\\' .,
Washington. D.C. 20036,
Recently puhlished, (his host
Worldwatch Paper (# 12) provrdes
invalt hle
overview of the status of family planning 1(-nvities
',wound the w(irld and of the physical, emotional,
and cultural factors which impact od family

planning dejsions. Noting from the outset that
lore than hall the wofld's couples go to bed at
night with(nit adcqualc prof cctuffi against
unplanned pre gnancv," Stokes documents the
l feels of unwanted pi egnancv on society and on
the individual, making an impressive case that the
real victims of ibis lonorance
the

"disenfranchise& minorities -- the poor, the
ning, the unmarriec Ind the rural, Stokes looks
separatels at each of these sulipopulations,
provi(hng interesting profiles of their needs arid

go,ernment cif oils to meet them in various
5tintries ann11111 the \VOIld,

In "A Smorgasbord of Services,- he reviews the
e'volntioli of fannlv planning as a science :Hid as a
business. Brier- deseriptioiis of ValjOS deViC('ti
Intl ledHlHileS ;ire Arcs cleel, N1111 Imrticular
mon f (4 used on sterili/ation, aliorta(511, the

1), ,ind the pill. The role of international

nizations'in promotin family planning
progra
and the approaches -taken by various
govern ents at the national and local level are
,;-des ribed, especially as they exist in Third Worl
or eveloping,countries. The discussion of the

Chinese experience is particularly interesting s
an example of apparently dramatic success with
an essentially rural populatron, where local
communities take on the responsibility of.
controlling popul tiOn growth.
In "Filling the ,ap,'" Stokes states the essential
oblem for all family planning programs: -if
ny lesson can learned from palVexperienee, it is
that inadequate health care, education, housing./
nutriti. employment, and'faraly planning-are
all a(p-sees of the same affliction
whose
symptoms cannot be treated in isolation..China's
rapidly declining birth-rate, for example, reflects
a combination of radical social changes made for
the overall benefit of the majority of, tht people.
Despite administrative difficulties, the most
successful development efforts and family
plarfffing programs have been those that
4ddressed a whale range of problems
comprehensiYely and
He then provides a critique of existing
international aid programs and the kinds of
political problems which affect their success,
concluding that: "Each country must find its own
pat.h, designing programs that are sensitive to the
cultural, political, and economic realities it faces.
In some societies, this may mean improving the
supply and choice of contraceptives., in others, it
may entail working with locakgroups and using
peer pressure to help change attitudes about
family size. But the most successful programs will
be those that link supply and motivation ... The
rhetoric has begun to turn to action as couples in
both rich and poor countries relate their personal

childbearing decisions to their nation's, their
cdmmunity's and their family's' well-being.4) From Now to Zero: Fertility, Contraception
and Abortion in America, Leslie Aldridge,
Westoff and Charles F. Westoff (Boston: Little,
Brown Ind Co.) 1971 (358pp.; 4.95).
Based on data derived from the 1965 National
Fertility Study, this interpretative volume is fl
designed to provide the general public with a
better Unclog-standing of the current status of
birth control in the United States. It is fairly
broad-based, providing an examination both of
reproductive behavior and of the history of the

evolution of birth control techniques and family
,planning progTarns..

The Westoff begin with a look at the human
capacity,to rsproduce, contrasting known limits
of fertility with actual birthrates for selected
populations. Contraception, from primitive
myths and techniques to modern methodologies,
is examined in the next three chapters. The first
provides a general overview, while the second
and third focus on the birth control pill and
abortion 'respectively. The views and role of the
Catholic Church in influencing contraceptive
programs and initiatives are then. reviewed, with
specifix attention ,to the 1968 Papal encyclical,
Hurnanae Vitae and the ,oniroversy that
surrtunded its release, especially in this country.
Thp focus then shifts to fertility, and the
'Westoffs provide an overview of fertility trends
and differences among various populations and a
brief discussion of the factors that influence
fertility. A separate chapter is directed to the
Subject of black fertility and contraception, with
special attention to the problem of-unwanted
fertility. Finally,family planning and the
.potential for achieving zero population growth
are examined. There have, of course, been some
dramatic changes in the decadetsince that Fertility
study vas taken and in the five years since this
book was published, but this is still a good sour e
of information on the mechanics of birth connand'on the factors that have influenced
reproductive behavior in the United States.
5) Birth Control in the Modern World,
Elizabeth Draper (Baltimore, Maryland: Pen nn
Books) 1965 (333pp.; $1.25).
Subtitled "The Role of the Individual in
Population Control," this study, although Sem'
somewhat dated, provides an examination of the
physical, psychological, religious, social,
economic and legal factors involved in birth
control decisions: Written for a popular reading
audience, it provides a thorough analysis of the
major components of birth control policy and
practice, all of it presented in clear, simple terms
with illustrations as necessary.
Draper begins Nv t h "Why Control," a review~'
of the fatnilialr basic demographic huts that
describe thr<urrent increases in population

growth around the world. In Part II,
"Reproduction and Control," she Inks at the
physiology of rclirorlucturn (sex, sexuality, aucl
eugenic selection, infertility and related

early mythOlOgies and practices, along with sonic

of Anthony Comstock through the work of
Margaret Sanger, various commentators on the
abortion debate, and contributions from
Kenneth Boulding, Kingsley Davis, and Paul
Lnrlich.
All and all, it is a fascinating collection of
writings, and it conveys quite emphatically the
social and ethical issues which have so
complicated the issues of birth control. It is a
collection which also reflects Hardin's sense of
htimor_and his ear for the outrageous, so there is
sufficient entertainment value here to.lighlensome of the more ponderous writings. And, of
course, there is a good selection of Hardin's own
writings, ranging from the welt-known "Tragedy
of the Commons': essay to a number of brief,
useCul overviews on abortion, resistance to birth
control within the medical profession, the history
of contraception, and Interstellar Migration and
the Population Problem.-

still very appropriate insight into what makes
birth control programs work, and how cultural
factors operate to limit the amount of knowledge
that can be put into practice,

7) The Population Crisis and Moral
Responsibility, Philip Vogaman, editor

disorde ) and at methods of control, from early
ontemporary practice. The motivation
times
for and impediments to the adoption of control
measures are examined in the section "Society
and the Individual," with particular attention to
factors of education, religion, and legal
provisions and restrictions. Finally, in "Practice
and Prospects," Draper reviews the search for
new methods and evaluation of-effectiveness, the
promotion, manufacture, and distribution of
birth control devices, the population problem as it
continues to manifest 'itself, and the prospects fc)

the future.
While a lot liagtrappenedin the past decade,
there has not been such extraordinary progress in
the field of birth control so as to really date this
hook very much, It remains au excellent,
comprehensive source on the topic of birth
-control, full of fascinating information about

(Washingion, D.C.: Public Affairs Press) 1973

(340p.: $7.50).
Tii thirty-four contributors to this volume

6) Population, Evolution, and Birth Control,
second eclitiiin, Garrett Hardin, editor (Sim

include some of the nation's leading ethicists,
theologians, and population experts. Their
essays, directed to an exploration of the
funclamental ethical issues which 'underlie the
population debate, represent a broad cross
-section of Western thinking about the realities
and magnitude of the population problem and

Francisco: XV,H. Freeman and (:o.) 1969 (186pp.,
S4.50),

Subtitled "A Collage of Controversial Ideas,"
this collection of essays and excerpts from
"historical classics-'iilntroduced
by Hardin'with a
/
quote from johir Nlavnard Keynes: "A study of
the history of opinion is a necessary prelirninary
to the emancipation Of the mind," It in many
ways a strange paichwork of ideas that Hardin
has assembled here, but -it, is an ex trenlelv
interesting one, and it offers the reader a unique
opportunity to explore a wide range of opinion
"'about population policy, evolution, and birth
control topics,
It is an especially useful t (Manisa] in the case
of birth control, as very little has been clone to
assemble flit' critical writings in that. urea. The
excerpts in all three sections arc neces'Sarilv brief,
As I lardin has chosen to iiiclude a total of one
hundred and twents -three selections, but almost
101)1C of built
half of these it re directed
_

the various responses which- mi'p,ht he made to

Protestant, Catholic, and Jewish religious
traditions 'are explicitly represented here, but
even Ivithin those particular faithsthere is some
divergence of opinion between writers,
In Part I, "The Moral Basis of Policy
Objectives." the locus is on the question of
populati4

"lie authors stress the

I hanlin begititi die tiCt. Ilnu ccitlI We
Well-kniMil "be I_iliitltll .lncl mule pis' biblical

importance of an ethical or value coniiimment iti
seeking to show why a particular growth rate (or
decrease) is better than some other. For sonic( it is
a question of the tension between quantitative
and qualuanve factors in human existence, while
others locus on questions of size as an index of
power, the ultimate issues of man's relationship to
nature, and the complex economic needs of man
and society,

(Ionic and a discussion ()I the Catholic
interpretation of early Roman thought, and then
progresses through ever%thing from the impact

In Part II, -The Nliiral Responibility of
Government, the icultnrs address the difficult
questions of the fnopriety cif governmental roles

Cifliti-OL

=
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in n relation to population matters. There is a heavy

concentration of Catholic opinionin this section,
but the essays range from one extreme to the
other, with some regarding the intervention of
the state in population matters as "demonic,"
while other view it as providing the greatest
opportunity for man to shape his collective
future. Part III, "Moral Analysis of Policy
Propoals," is directed specifically to family
planning initiatiVes;'iVith pailicular attention
the ethics of coercive programs, the issue of
public provision of family planning information
and services, especially to unmarried people,
including .teenagers, the use of government
incentives to lower birthra es, the questions of
genetic control, and the c mplex problems
associated with government provision for
sterilization and abortion. Finally, in Part INT'',
"Moral Responsibility of Religious
Communities," five essays are directed to an
examination of the question: "Do religious
institutions have any peculiar moral obligations
toward changing population attitudes growing
out of their own traditions Protestant, Catholic,
and Jewish perspectiVes are represented with,
again, a tremendous divergence of opinion.
What this volume provides, however, is an
excellent summary of the complexities of trying
to shape government population policy to a
society with a broad mix of religious tradition and
belief. It is a conflict which has revealed
most sharply in terms of the continuing debate
debate
over abortion, but it is clear from the essays that
the whole question of population control is one
that causes tremendous upheaval in the religious
community.
,

.

.

8) Health: The Family Planning Factor,
Eekhohn and Kathleen Newland (Washington:
worldwatch Institute) January 1977 (30pp,:
52.00) Available: Worldwatch Institute. 1776
Massachusetts Avenue, NAV.. Washington, ftC.
20036.
Increasinglv, L

ilanning decisions are
becoming rrcogturcd as critical factors in
determining the general health of a population:
As this brief report makes clear, "Women who
bear children too early or too late in life, women
who bear too Main. Childl'en, and %Miner] who
bear un) dose together put themselves in
danger.- Medical studies on the impact of
childbearing patterns have locused on American
urd tatropean pnpulations, but the findings

strongly suggest that "the failure to prevent
high-risk pregnancies is one contribtitor for the
appallingly high mortality rates of mothers and
childi-en among the Ikorld!s'poor.7
Several -dimensions of this problem are

examined in this recent Worldwatch paper,
includirig the significant risks associated with the
problem of women who are "mothers too early, or

mothers to late." The risks to both mother and
infant increase dramatically if-the woman is in her
teens or aver thirty-five, especially if it is her first

child. The magnitpde of this risk is carefully
documented, and the authors argue that, for this
population, the risks assbciated with' various
contraceptive rnetht4s.'are much less serious than
those tied to pregnancy nd childbirth.

In "Abortion: Law an Health,he
t. authors
review known data on t e-- safety of abortions,
especially in comparison to the risks of childbirth,
and briefly' review existing legal restrictions on
abortion in various countries. Noting that few
people consider abortion an ideal means of
fertility control, the authors provide a brief
survey of contraceptive safety, including
summary data on a wide range of "birth control"
options, with particular emphasis on the record
of the birth control pill. Finally, in '.Planning for
Life,- the dangers oithe interaction between
poverty and excessive fertility are restated, and a
number of ways in which to reduce
reproduction-related risks are suggested.
All of this is presented in very readable,
de.scriptive terms, making this reference of
interest and use to-high school students, as well as

to teachers and other interested students of
population problems.
Consequences of Population Growth
1) Population; Resources, Environment, Paul-,
R. Ehrlich and Anne H. Ehrlich (San Francisco:

W.H. Freeman and Co.) 1970 (383pp.; $8.95)
(Revised editidn published 1972; 499pp.; $9.50).
Published in 19 111111,, quickly became a classic
reference in populatio_ /environment literature.
It is a remarkably broad-based discussion of the
worldwide "overpopulation crisis," with special
attention to the resulting demands on food,
resources, and the environment in general. The
introductory chapters provide a sun-unary of the
actual numbers of people within various
p-)pulations, with their projected rates of growth,
and contrasts this growing pressure against the

,

limits of the earth in terms of space, heat, food,
water, etc. This is all necessarily rather general,
but it does provide the reader with a good sense of

the dimensions of the conflict:and the kinds of
decisions which- need to barnacle.
In the chapters-which
the Ehrlichs
provide a much more detailed and
comprehensive examination of sRecific resource
factors, from food production and ecosystem
balance, to questions of optimum Population size,
birth control, and- family planning initiatives. The
more subtle problems of social, political, and
economic impacts are treated in a later chapter
which deals with education, medical services, the
legal system, and transportation and
communication. Most of this concentrates on the
United States, and the major discussion of the
international scene is left for a concluding
chapter. There the problems and special. needs of
developing countries, the stress factors which

could result in world war, and the kinds of
international controls needed to mitigate those
stresses are discussed.
An overall summary and set of
recommendations is provided in the conclu ing
chapter. The appendices provide -much.use ul
information on world demography, population
estimates 1960:2000, the essential Nutrients, an
"environmental case study (the tire ant program),
an index of pesticides, a discussion of
reproductive physiology and anatomy, and a
fairly extensive biliography.

2) Twenty-Two Dimensions of the Population
Problem Lester R. Brown, Patricia L. McGrath,
and Bruce Stokes (Washington: Worldwatch
Institute) March 1976 (83pp.:' $2.00) Available:
Worldwatch Institute, 1776 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.V., Washington, D.C. 20036,
Since, Malthus, the study of the consequences of

has traditionally been on the
interrelationship between population and food
production. To some extent this has been a
reflection of the tendency for demographers, the
primary population researchers; to seek
quantifiable areas for study. It has long been
known, however, that population growth has an
population

impact on almost even,: aspect of our lives, -tittl in

this brief report, an over
is provided of the
relationship between population growth and
twenty-two of those: -nontraditional areas.
of
At the outset, the authors noted than
the facets of the population problem explored in

(

this monograph' are economic; some are social,
some are ecological, and some are political, but
nearly all have one thing in common: they can be
expected to get mttch worse before they get
better. Collectively,:they portray the stresses and.
strains associated with continuect.population
growth in a world already inhabited by four
billion people."
The twenty-two topics examined are: Literacy,
Ocean Fisheries, Natural Rem :catkin Areas,
Pollution, Inflation, Environmental Illnesses,
Hunger, Housing, Climate Change,.Overgrazing,

Crowding, Income, Urbanization,
Deforestation, Political Conflict, Minerals,
Health Services, Water, Unemployment,
Endangered .Species, Energy, and Individual
Freedom.
It is a fascinatihg and_ thought provoking
survey of the critical role which population
grOWth holds in affecting the quality of life for all
Of us. Discussions of the individual topics are
necessarily brief, but the major points are well
documented and clearly explained, making this
an extre(nely informative reference, suitable fbr a
variety of audiences, from high school students,
to teachers and interested general readers.

3) Population, Environment and Society,
V.D. Borrie, (N-eNe'YM;k: Oxford University
Press) 1/t) 73 (106pp.; S5M9)

For &le serious student, this publication of
Borrie's 1972 Sir Douglas Robb lectures at the
University of Auckland is a valuable and
fascinating reference. A profess'ional
demographer with a very solid reputation, Morrie
offers au examination of four critical population
topics: The Growth of Human Populations;
Historical Perspectives: The Demography of
Affluence; The Demographic Transition and the
Developing Countries; and The Prospect, for
hero Growth.
Barrie ranges across the Nvhole spectrum of
population issues, providing an impressive and
thought provoking picture of the complexities
which characterize the study of world population
patterns. 1 he startling changes that can take
place within populations in a short period of time,
die tremendous differences between
demographic transitions in developed aml
developing nations.
the inevitable lead times
(world population trill double by the end of the
110 matter how we try to avert that
consequence) are all aciclressed here Nvith an

impressive conciseness and authority. Despite the
inevitable "glOom and doom" overtones,
1-alwever, Borrie is essentially an-optimist,

con-mined to the belief that mankind is still
capable of making rational. decisions. He
concludes his lectures with the positive assertion
that -"it isJinie,for- realistic action, not morbid
despair or unreal pancreas of hope," notes:that
even Malthus, in his later works, turned away
from the gloomy pessimism of his early papers
and saw some hope in man's ability to shape his
own future!
There is a tremendous wealth of informa
within these !ecru-res, each of them illustrated
syith uselth graphs and talks, and it is well Wen-di

the extra,effort needed to follow Borrie's
explication or population theory. While not
aimed at the general reader, the material here is
well within the grasp of undergraduates and
concerned layman,and gill provide them with an
excellent overview of fundamental population

It is, all and all, An impressive argument fair the
critical role which population change plays
affecting- social change.

Succeeding chapters explore the role of
population change in the technological

development of a societthe implications of
urbanization (especially in encouraging
specialization of activity), and the pressures which

population change exerts on government
struclute, organizations, the distribution of
wealth and power, and the pursuit of
nternational relations. It is stimulating reading
and provides, at minimum, an impressive
rationale for the importanc- of population study
as a discipline.

5) The Population Problem, Arthur
McCormack (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co,)
1970 (264pp'.; $8,95).
There are three primary issues under question
in this popularized overview.41I the population

issues,

problem: first, what is the current population
situation, and what are the implications for the
future: second, can the resources of the world,

4) Beyond Malthus: Population and Power,
Neil W. Chamberlain (New York: Basic Books)
1.970 (2i4pp.; $8.95).
This is a unique and fascinating book, direc
not to the impact of population growth on
material resources, but rather to the ways in
which population growth can affect social
institutions and relationships through an increase
in its denSitv, or a shift in its composition.
Chamberlain's interest is in the pressures that
people exert on people, and the ways in which
those pressures tend to redistribute power within

including food, keep pace with thi& situation; and

third, what part will population policy decisions
have in affecting the future rate of population
growth?
McC(ormack begins by suMmarizing the

population data Irsiln a variety of reputable
.sources, all of it predating the slowing trends that
have been obserYed in the past decade.
McCormack is particularly alarmed by the growth
rates in the developing cbuntries and concludes
that "in cA4-twin areas of the- world
population-restriction policy is urgently needed
as a concoMitant of" positive efforts for
agricultural and general economic advance." He
then examines the pressing hunger problem,
with particular emphasis on the problems of food
production in the less developed countries.
Varied schemes and technologies fin- increasing
the food supply are reviewed, with special
attention to four approaches: increase in tho

societies and between societies.
He begins by reviewing the Malthusian debate,

notifig that, like Malthus, lie is concerned vith
"disproportions in rate of change, not, however,
between numbers of people and nature vield, but
between numbers of people and other people,
and between numbers of people and social

institutions." Chapter 2, "Population and the
Distribution of Privilege mid Authority.
provides a brief outline of the social institutions
and social phenomenon that are of interest to
Chamberlin:' the distribution of the social

-amount of laml under cultivation; improvement
in conventional methods of production on land
already in cultivation; longer term: possibilities
and unconventional sources of food: and
population policies needed, especially' in tire
developed countries. On the whole, it is an
optimistic summation:and McCormack views the
kinds of (To-mimic development impacts which
minuted population growth will bring,

advantage, nationalism as a basis for social
organization, the structure of authority, and the
complexities of containing pressures for social
change. Ile then explores the potentialeffects of
change: on the stri=cture of society,
populat
including the rise of new'classes and new leaders,
the role of youth, and the evolution of the masses.
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particularly in the developing world, as more
threatening than food shortages..
A rather extensive discussion is provided of
economic. underdevelopment and the
implications of industrialization for both the
economic and the social development of the
population. This theme is pursued in the
following chapter, which is addressed to the
effects of population growth on labor, housing,
and Mucation; the standard measures of quality
of life indices. Finally, McCormack examines the
issue of population control, providing brief
mmaries of the various programs underway
around the world and adding a word of warning
that spell programs should not b? used simply to
disguise the need for more comprehensive social
reforhi_ in many -pa'rts of the world. He argues
strongly that family planning programs "must be
part of integrated population policies and
programs that include study and research into
thelyhole population situation in_ the context of
family lifeand family welfare."
He provides a review of several World Bank
initiatives and concludes with the optimistic
emeriti "The-population explosion, as part or
the wider issues of world cooperation for
development, is seen not as a menace but as a
Challenge, not as a phenotnenon necessarily
leading to catastrophe, but as a manageable
problem, if the spirit, the goodwill, and the
resources necessary to its solution are
forthcoming.
6) The\ Economic History of World
Population, Carlo M. Cipolla (Baltimore,
Maryland: Penguin Books) 1974 (154pp.; $2.50).
Originally published in 1962. this splendid
little hook is now in its sixth edition, having gone
through eight printings It is unusual, both in its
scope and in the style in i.vhich it is %%linen.
Designed to 'provide a global view of the
demographic and economic development of
mankind, it is written in a comfortable,
unassuming manner, with a surprisingly good]
selection of facts and data disguised in a pleasant,
ictl ilarized text.
voila begins svith a brief sketch of in,
arrival on earth and the kinds of hunting and
gathering soci Ales into which he organized. He
then traces th two major rexolutions m man's
history
the agricultural revolution that took
place Semen bore hack in the period of the ninth
and the seventh millennium B.C. noel the
_

industrial revolution that began in England late
in the eighteenth century and which is only now
reaching some parts of the world. Cipolla uses
energy as a theme to emphasize the complex
needs and demands of an industrialized, society.
He emphasizes the role that,the discovery of the
various converters, from windmills to the steam
engine, has played in shaping the economic and
social development of various partspf the world.
different patterns of woduction and
onsurnption in an agricultural versus an
industrialized society are examined, and Cipolla
concludes that, while many countries still have art
economic and social system based on the rules of
'an agricultural society, they are being accelerated
into the lifestyle patterns of industrialized nations
by the various aid and assistance programs being

exportectby the developed nations.
The remainder of Cipolla's discussion focUses
on the inherent conflicts that complicate the too
rapid transition of arragricultural society into an
industrialized one. In particular, he is concerned
that the population demographics, especially the
birth and death rate patterns, of an agricultural
society cannot be adjusted rapidly enough to
enable the population pressures to be kept in
balance with the technological advances that
it industrialized society. In other
-characteri
words, 1%,, h at agricultural" birth rate and an
-industrial
Ath rate, the demographic
explosion is bound to assume alarming
proportions. Noting that it is then easy to
conclude that all the underdeveloped countries
need do is to bring down their birth rates to a
manageable level, Cipolla carefully documents
the complex social factors which make the
reduction of birthrates an extremely difficult
variable to change.
All of this raises the question of hor; many
people can be supported by human s cieties, and
Cipolla provides an interesting anal- As of the
question based on evidence from man's biological
past and the various quantity versus quality
arguments that have been raised throughout
history. It is a fascinating discussion of the social
and economic implications of population growth,
and while Cipolla offers no solutions to the
dilemma, he does provide a great deal of food for
ght.

7) Readings in Human Population Ecology,
Wayne H.Davis, editor (Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall) 1971 (251pp.; $6.50).
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Most of the articles included here are reprints
from scientific journals that appeared iii the late
1960's. Nthile they cover a fairly broad range of
topics, they focus for the most part on the social
and economic consequences of increasing
population growth.
A {lumber of articles in the first section, "The
Problem," provide very useful summaries of
important concepts, such as the statistical basis for
population projections, the technological means
available for population control, the toncept of
zero population growth, the demands that
population growth places on food supplies, and
the Catholic Church's position on births control.
There are papers by Garrett Hardin 1"The
Tragedy of the ComMons"), Paul Errilich, Lester
Brown, and other well-known experts on the
population situation included in this section.
Both sides of the population/resources argument
are presented in the section which follows,
"Ecoriomics and Population Growth," with
authors arguing, on the one hand that birth
control isqiecessary for economic development
and to prevent famine and other resources
shortages, and on the other that the problems of
vanishing resources is really a myth perpetrated
by alarmists who do not realize that technology
will save us by extending our resource base
through more efficient utilization. In the final
section, "In Search of a Solution," seven papers
are reprinted, each dealing with some aspect of
birth control policy, technology, or specific
methodology, such as abortion.
While this reader does not offer sufficient
background information for an in-depth study of
population issues, it is' a good source of
stimulating readings on which to base a classroom
discussion of the social and economic issues
involved in population decisions.
8) The Food 012 People Dilemma, George
Borgstrom (No th Scituate, Massachusetts:
Duxbury Press) 1973 (140pp.; $6.95).
At the heart of the Malthusian dilemma is the
contention that, while populations grow
geometrically, food supply can only increase
arithmetically, thus assuring that there eventually
will be more people than the world's food supply
can feed. The projected gap between food supply
and population growth has long been a favorite
topic in the "doomsday" literature. This
discussion, written by one of the world's foremost
authorities on world food resources and their
utilization; provides an excellent critique of the
misconceptions that have dominated thinking in
25

this area and is a useful summary of e,major
points that will more accurately determine the
adequacy of the food, supply.
Borgstrom explorefi__ the interactions- among

agriculture and fo9d processing, transportation,
industry, urbanization, and energy consumption.
It is a study aimed, -not only at elucidating the
complexity of the food and people issue, but also
at bringing into clear focus its historical and
biological dimensions. As he notes in the preface:
"We must also put an end to the prevalent habit of

narrowing the field of perception, either by
putting on blinders or resorting to verbal
tranquilizers. The food and people issue is of
such a paramount significance to man's futu
that we not only must bcildly remedy our 1)
handling of these matters but also, and perhaps
more importantly, submit our thinking to drastic
revisions. This study constitutes an effort to open
up:new vistas by moving the debate out of dead
center and into constructive, progressive action-."
Much of the focus of Borgstrom's discussion is

on the "great European migration" and the
changes in the perception of food supply
dynamics that the shift to urban living created.
He notes the global interdependencies that link
food consumption in the developed nations with
the land erosion, deforestation, and poverty in
the emerging nations -which have depleted their
hinds trying to meet the world's demand for such
products as bananas and coffee.
Finally, he identifies those areas where changes
must be made if catastrophe is to be averted: "On
the whole, food and people can only be brought
into reasonable balance through coordinated
efforts. A strategy, long ovkidue, needs to be
formulated. Sevefal action spheres need to he
harnessed together, but primarily the following
six: (1) food production, (2) population control,
(3) better storage and utilization, both for food
and feed, (4) nutritional requirements, (5) disease
control, and (6) resource appraisal (soil, water,
energy). Each measure taken needs to be

coordinated or related to all the others,
something,which only has been done on rare
occasions. There is considerable reason to
maintain that sight of the overall goal
food for
all
was lost in the struggle to achieve more
immediate "advantages."
Growth Versus No Growth
1) The Population Bomb, revised edition, Paul
R. Ehrlich (New York: Ball antine Books) 1971
(201pp.; $ 95)

-

Originally published in 1968, this book is often,
credited with 'popularizing the concept of zero
population growth (ZPG) in this country. Ehrlich,
a professor of g4ology at' Stanford University,
views overpopulation as the dominant problem in
th6 world today. He views the future bleakly, with
the prospect of mass famine as an inevitability for

-

the'1980's, no matter what crash programs we
embark upon now. Even with improved'
agricultural technology and various schemes to
"stretch" the carrying capacity of th earth,
Ehrlich foresees disaster unless the e programs
are accompanied by "determined and successful
efforts at population control." He states in the
prologue: "Our position requires that we take
immediate action at home and promote effective
action worldwide. We must have population
control at home, hopefully through changes in
our value system, but by compulsion if voluntary
methods fail." This is the underlying theme
throughout the discussion here, and he is quite
adamant in,pushing population control as the
only real solution to our global problems.
Ehrlich begins by describing "The Proble
with particular attention to the concept of
doubling times and the limitations of the ear h's
Food production capacities. In "The Ends of the
Road" he describes various scenarios, all of then)
premised on-the "death rate solution," to describe
the consequences of contained world population.
growth-. He then looks at "What is Being Done,"
from family planning programs to efforts to
improve agricultural product i ity and the various
schemes being proposed as ways in %and] to
protect our environment.
Ehrlich's personal priori list is set forth in
-What Needs to Be Done,' .chapter whose'
premise is that: "We must rapidly bring the world

population under control, reducing the growth
rate to zero and eventually making it go negative
Ehrlich views the'Unitcd States as the key to
the whole business and stresses the nted f or
aggressive population control policies at home,
through both legislation and education. and the
adoption (if the "m age- philosophy in
determining recipients of our international
financial aid. In "What Can You Do?- he
recommends that people join and support such
groups ;is Zero Population GroWIll (ZPG), Write
letters to legislators. orgazii/e action groups. etc.
Filially, in "\Vhat If Em Wrong.- Ehrlich
1 itici-1,111(clic,s,:l

litic::: 1%.:::;(!is..,

Iii,titi.,

it safe. III)clo'

will still be better led, better housed. and happkr,

thanks to our efforts." Needless io say, there has
been mirth controversy surrounding this book,
but it d9es provide an excellent vehicle for
introducing a classroom discussion of the growth
versus no growth question in general, and
specifically the matter of Zero Population
Growth.
___2,LThe Doomsday Syndrome, John Maddox
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.) 1972
(293pp.; $2.95).
One of the more vociferous rebuttals to the
Paul Ehrlich school of ecology, this book argues
that prosperity is possible "if we devote our
energies to solving our problems, rather than
Wasting them away by scaring people and
convincing ourselves that the human race is
doomed.,!' Needless to say, it has inspired a lot of
controversy, arid like The4Roputation Bomb, is a
book which people tend to respond to more with
their emotions than with their intellect. Actually,,

Maddox takes on an even broader range of
problems than does Elirlich and offers very brief
but optimistic overviews, not only of the
population situation, but of the world food
supply, natural resources, ecology, and pollution
problems.

Maddox's underlying theme throughout the
discussion of these topics is thunciared in the
preface: "This is not a scholarly Nvork but -a
complaint. In the past decade, since the
publication of Miss Rachel Carson's Silent Spring;

the people of North America, and to a lesser
extern, Western Europe, have been assailed by
prophets of calamity, To some, population
growth is the most immediate threat. Others
make more of pollution of particular kinds, the
risk that the world will run out of food or natural
resources or- even the possibility that economic
growth and the prosperity,it brings spell danger
for the human race
But, Although these
prophecies are founded in science, they are at
best pseudo-science. Their most common error is
suppose that the Iyorst will always happen.
.And, to the extent that they are based on
;Issunpuous as to how people will behave, they
ignore the ways itt which social instilUtions and
human aspirations can conspire to solve the most
daunting problems."
.

.

ll is. obviousiV, ti very ref reshing and uplifting
approach In take, and the temptation to be caught
up in Maddox'S enthusiasm and optimism is a

strong one. It should. in fact, make for a very
,

interesting educational experience to read these
books back to back

an activity that a high school
ecology class might well take on as a way of

approaching the growth versus no growth
debate.

economic development as the ahswer to a more
gradual and natural lowering of birthrates (a
position put forward by several so-called
"developing nations" at Bucharest). Sauvy clearly

3) Zero Growth Alfred Sauvy (New York:
Paeger Publishers) 1975 (266 pp.; $tp.m.
This is a book that is certain to antagonize a lot
of people. Written by a very 4ell-known and.
respected authority on populition issues, it is
designed to point out the flaWW in the standard
arguments for the viability of Zero Population
Growth. In fact, Sauvy does a good job of
outlining most of the primary objections to the
zero population growth (ZPG) and zero economic
growth (ZEG) philosophies, and he also provides
an interestinglintroduction to the international
'politics of population
From the outset, Sauvy states that his intent is to
educate
to "present the reader with an
objective view." In keeping with that aim, he
proceeds quite logically to examine in turn the
historical evolution of the -ZPG philosophy, the
meaning of population data and-estimates, the
relationship of natural resources and energy to
population growth, the projected deterioration
of nature, and possible action that could be taken
in response to population pressures. Basically,
Saucy wants to educate the reader about the
pitfalls of the no-growth arguments and the
uselessness of trying to press population control
onto an uneducated population.
To do this, he first reviews very briefly the long
line of philosophers, from Plato to Lenin, who
have offered various solutions to the problem of
"too many people," He then looks at the
mathematics of population growth, population
control, and population Vel SUS food, all
necessarily in a rather cursory way, but sufficient
to support his point that: ','An advancing
population can stop no more easily than an
automobile rolling down a steep hill. The speed
of the car will not immediately drop to zero unless
it rims into a tree or wall. In order to slow it down
and to prevent damage of any kind, one must take
its inertia into account."
Sauvy notes that, put crudely, there are two
schools of thought about population control,.
those calling for the attainment of ZPG through
various fertility control schemes (a school he
describes as !wag led by the "rich nations,"
America, and Sweden ) and those who see
,
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sees the latter approach as the more realistic of
the two and credits scientific and technological
advances with the opacity to give us enough time
to pursue that course. In particular, he is
m rkedl unimpressed by the data.and warnings
of the L
to Growth type analyses of resource
depletion nd dismisses their findings quite
thorough
Finally, he argues against any attempts -to use
international coercion as a way to get selected
nations to _reduce their populations. Instead, the
answer may more appropriately lie in educational
"programs aimed at women to raise their

expectations and ambitions..He points to the
difficulties of trying to-attack what is essentially
the instinct of self-preservation: "ZPG stems
more from mysticism than from reflection ...
There is some irony in seeing old and_aging
countries making abcirtion generally available
when the young populations, destined to double
'their numbers in one generation, refuse to allow
it." And he dismisses rather cavalierly the
problems of environmental damage from
overpopulation: "There is no deterioration for
which an antidote cannot be found, even_ if it is
only abstention in an agreed respect. The
principle obstacle is the cost and consequently the
socioeconomic, and therefore, political
difficulties."
In short, Sauvy manages to step Oil a lot. of

sensibilities, but it makes for interesting and
informatioe reading, and it certainly provides a
tremendous amount of material to fuel a spirited
growth versus no growth debate'.

4) The No-Growth Society, edited by Mawr
Olson and Hans H. Landsberg (New York: W.W.

Norton and Co.) 1973 (259pp.; $
).
This is an impressive btp difficult book
designed to rebut much of the popular
misconception about two scenarios for the future:
Zero Population Growth (ZPG) and Zero
Economic Growth (ZEG). Written by a
distinguished panel of scientists, economists, and
planners, it attempts to offer constructive
alternatives to'ZPG and ZEG, first by explaining
why it is that neither of tluiise scenarios, in their
popular or "political" sense, are attainable or

.

i
have collected someipf these, as a cdtitribution to
the worldwide discussion now underway about
the finiteness of all thing_ s around us, as a further
contribution to a rising consciousness that
generations of today or tomorrow have no right
whatsoever to Dave the children12f tomorrow or
days after tomorrow one hu e garbage pile."

desirable, and then by extripolating from th
philosophies the kinds of changes that hieir
enthusiasts want and attempting to identify
realisable ways in which some of those goals
might in fact be met.
The intent, throughout all the fourteen essays
collected here, is to identify ways in which
development might be channeled for the
improvement rather than the destruction of the
environment. In addressing this task, the authors

Apd it is in that open-ended spirit that he
approaches his`subjects,,all of Whom agreed to be

interviewed in the interest of broadening and
deepening the international debate on the
problems of growth.
Oltmans has reached a very impressive
understanding of economics and population
collection of people, from U Thant, Margaret
demographics, and to some extent the
Mead, and B.F. Skinner, through Paolo Soleri,
contributors here they include E.J. Mishan, a .. Marshall McLuhan, Paul Ehrlich, and Claude
leading anti-growth proponent, Norman Ryder,
Levi-Strauss to Ivan Illich, Herman Kahn, And
an incisive critic of the denpgraphics of ZING,
Herbert Maraise-- just to mention a few. It is, at
Kenneth Boulding, the .welliknown and highly
times`, a mind boggling trip with just enough to
respected economist, and Lester Brown, a
wet the reader's appetite before Oltmans takes
stimulating critic of various development
out after an entirely different point of view or
problems ,are to some extent writing to-one
switches to what is really little more than a glimpse
another.
into a fascinating personality. At any rate,
While this is definitely not a book designed to
somehow it all seems to work, and it is hard to
provide an introduction to this topic for the
resist the momentum, the color, and the
novice, it is a useful reference for the interested
excitement.
and reasonably well-read nonspecialist seeking a
While this will not clarify any of the fine points
scholarly and broad-based explanation of the
in the growth debate, it will alert the reader to the
major topics in the growth versus no growth
tremendous range of thotight and opinion that
debate. (The essays collected here originally
has been brought to bear on the problem. It
appeared in Daedalus, Volume 102 (4), Fall 1973
should also stimulate further reading, if only to
(Boston: American Academy of Arts and
discover what else someone might have said had
Sciences).
not Oltmans cut him off in an effort to catch the
next personality on his list. It is clear, anyhow,
that Oltmans has succeeded itii his main mission
5) On Growth: The Crisis of Exploding
no one will mistake this for a scholarly book.
Population and Resource Depletion, Willem L.
Given the usual weighty tones that have been
Oltmans, editor (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons)
written on the topic of growth, that is one of the
1974 (493pp.; $4.45).
best things to be said about it.
This is a huge smorgasbord of a hook, offering
the, reader a wide variety of viewpoints on
everything from_ the impact of television on
6) Mankind at the Turning Point, Mihajlo
today's youth to the pros and cons of the Marxist
Mesarovic and Eduard Pestel (New York: New
and capitalist economies. Somehow, it all ties into
American Library) 1976 (208pp.; $ L95).
the topic of growth, but often in a very surprising
Subtitled "The Second Report to the Club of
and nontraditional way. This is partially
Rome," this is the successor to The Limits to Growth
explained by the fact that the contributors to this
(Donella and Dennis Meadows, Universe Books,
volume are for the most part surprising and
1972), the computer modeling study which
unconventional people.
concluded that: "The earth's interlocking
Oltmans points out in his preface: "I do not
resources the global system of nature in which
intend this book to he a scholarly, unreadable
we all live
probably cannot support' present
-heap of scientific language. As I found that most
rates of economic and population growth much
scientists possess a treasure chest of thought.ivnd
beyond the year 2100, if that long, even with
opinions about the 'mob -matique of our clay, I
advanced technolOgy."
Manage to touch on almost all orthe crucial issues
in the growth versus no growth. debate. They are
complex issues, involving a rather sophisticated
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While critical of the conclusions and
methodology of that earlier report, this follow-up
study nonetheless presents a rather grim forecast

that we are about to pass through "a
superindustrial period and into a po ndustrial
era of abundance and fulfillment."
A'he assumptions, analyses, and onclusionS
that support this contention are th subject of this

if major changes are not made in our current
system. Specifically, the authors recommend
annual investments of some 250 billion by:
industrialized nations to help developing nations
become self-sufficient, the adoption of controlled
"organic" economic growth, as op-posed to both

the current exponential growth and the
Meadows' recommendation for halting economic
growth completely, and apend to the
"preposterous waste" bi-fnaterial resources by
industrialized nations. Again, all of this is 'premised on computer-based projections of
long-range world developments, and there is
plenty of data and numerous diagrams and
graphs to support the authors' contentions. That
approach, in itself, is a bit puzzling, as this study,
like its predecessor, is directed to the general,.
reading pulic, with all the hoopla that
traditionally surrounds the release of a new trade
book. It is hardly an audience equipped to
handle, yet alone criticize, thomethodology of th
study, however, and one is left to take the authors'
conclusions on faith and hope that their peers will
see fit to offer criticism that is at least equally
accessible.

To some extent, thatthas been done (see, for
instance, The No-Growth Soctelv, Olson and

Landsberg). but it is still a rather frustrating
reading experience for its intended audience to
take on. Nonetheless, it is an extremely
interesting hook; it does raise some 'rather crucial
questions abimt the future we-are now embarked
upon, and it is a work, like its predecessor, which

is frequently cited for praise or criticism in the
literature of the growth verses no growth debate.
In short, both Club of Rome reports have become
basic background reading for the study of the
growth question, making them "must" additions
to any bitiln-)graphy on this topic.
7) The Next 200 Ye, s: A Scenario for
America and the World, Herman Kahn (New
York: William Morrow and Co.) 1976 (241pp.;

brief, nontechnical report, a-study in which Kahn
and his colleagues manage to touch on everything
from population, energy, mineral resources and

food to the geiteral quality of the environment.
Their- perspective on the futUre js made clear
from the outset: "In our view, the application of a
modicum of intelligence and good management
in dealing with current problems can enable
economic grop,:th to continue for a considerable
period of time, to the benefit, rather than the
detriment, of mankind. We argue that without
such growth the disparities among the nations so
regretted today would probably never be
overcome, that 'no growth' would consign the
poor to an indefinite poverty and increase the
present tensions between the 'haves' and the
'have-nots.' Nevertheless, we do not expect
economic growth to continue indefinitely;
instead, its recent exponential rate will probably
slow gradually to a low or zero rate. Our
differences with those who advocate limits to-growth deals with the likelihood of this change
than with the reasons for it."
While most of the hook reflects this sort of
pragmatic optimism, there are some areas, in
particular the income gap between nations and
long -term environmental quality, where even
Kahn foresees continuing difficulties, and he
admits that "various degrees of catastrophe are
still possible even in the face of man's best
efforts." But the basic assumption here, and the
one that colors Kahn's predictions most clearly, is
his belief` that "projecting a persuasive image of a
desirable and practical future is extremely
important to high morale, to dynamism, to
consensus and in general to help the wheels of
society turn smoothly." It is not surprising, then,
that Kahn is extremely critical of the limits to
growth perspective, viewing it as self fulfilling
prophecy likely to impose unnecessary trauma
and suffering on those who accept its predictions,
The important task ahead, lie asserts, is to {hid
the appropriate means of dealing with the T
problems of' the present and immediate future.
He concludes with a step-by-step scenario for
managing everything from population and
economic growth to energy, raw materials, food,
pollution, and.thermonticlear war.
It is, in short, a book that will surely raise the
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Herman Kahn, founder and director of the
Hudson Institute, is that rare soul
a futurist
with a cleep-rooted sense ofiptimism. Ile
contends that the world is now at a crucial turning

point in history, analogous to the Agricultural
Revolution and the Industrial Revolution, and
29

decibel level in any growth versus no growth
debate, and it should easily- stir a strong response
from the most casual reader.

impressive

in all countries: "II-the developing countries'are
to escape the threat posed by rapid population
growth within an acceptable time frame, more
families must acquire the motivation to limit
births, not only be provided with improved
means to trio so The population crisis must be
confronted in the broader context of the
development crisis with-More emphasis on the
possible ways of treating. the basic 'disease' of
poverty and thereby creating the needed
motivation for smaller families."
Finally, in "Confronting the Population'
Threat," Brown reviews a variety of strategies
that have been tried in the past and concludes that
there is "only one option," that which was once
articulated by Robert McNamara: "The
population problem will be solved one way or
another. Our only option is whether it is to be
solVed rationally and humanely, or irrationally
and inhumanely." While Brown's proposed
timetable for stabilizing world population under
6 billiorfhas met with a good deal of criticism and
argument, there has been increasing evidence to
support his emphasis on the need to stress global
interdependence and the general iniprove
asocial conditions as a precondition for
population control.

Population Policies: Strategies for the Future
1) In the Human Interest, Lester R. Brown
(New York: W.W. Norton and Co.) 1974 (-190pp.;
$3.45).
'..,r

Subtitled "A Strategy to Stabilize World
Population," this is essentially an argument for a
concerted effort by the international community
to satisfy basic social needs because it is in the
human interest of everyone, whether in-rich r
poor countries. Brown views uncontrolled
human fertility as the single most important
threat to future well-being and security,-,but he
also emphasizes the need to curtipil the
consumption'-patterns of the "super-affluent"
who are compounding the problem by
'consuming a disproportionate shard of the
world's resources. Global ecological and social
stresses, coupled with increasing resource
rcities, are problems which Brown would have
us attack on two fronts: through the extension of
systematic family planning services to everyone
around the world; and by a concerted effort to
meet certain basic social needs which, history
shows, are instrumental in lowering-the
birthrates.
,
A very good summary of the demographic
backdrop to the current crisis is provided in
Brown's opening chapter in which he examines
the historical development of population growth,
the arithmetic of exponential growth, the
structure of the world's population, and the
implications of the U.N. population projections..
In Part Two, "Population Growth on a Finite
:Planet," Brown examines the interrelationship of
population. affluence, economic growth, the
growing pressure on world food resources, and
the ways in which population growth increases
general environmental stress. With "the
problem" firmly established. Brown goes on to an
&examination of what he views as the two crucial
areas on which to base the hope for
improvement: "Common Dependence on Scarce
Resources" and "Population Growth and Social
Conditions."
In both, Brown argues strongly f(ir the
development of an ethic of global
interdependence. In his discussion of the human
condition and population growth, he makes an

J

arent for the need to improve the

quality of lira the majority of the populations

2) Power and Choice: The Formulation of
American Population Policy, Peter Bachrach
and Elihu Bergman (Lexington, Massachusetts:
Lexington Books) 1973 (120pp.: $10.00).
The process of policy formulation in the
United States has come under increasing scrutiny
with the escalation of questions rooted in.complex
scientific and technological factors. This is a book
abc#itt how those decisions are made, specifically

"about power and choice, and how power is
employed in expanding or limiting choices in a
process of_policy formulation."
The focus of the inquiry is the question of
population policy. The authors provide a
fascinating, thought provoking analysis of how
population policy .d,ecisions have been made in
this country, what kinds of groups and
individuals yield power in influencing those
decisions, and how the so-called "Amerium
Population Coalition" affects the ability of the
general citizen to make political
',s raaboauet
en,
population issues. Much of the
on population is reviewed her(
how it
30.

fits into the pool of inforthation that is available to
the public. Specific representatives of population
organizations, government officials, university_

scholars, writers, etc., are discussed in terms of
the message they are giving the public and the
reasons behind their rec 'bmmendations as to what

we should be doing ilo affect population trends.
The idea of power is carefully explored in the
first chapter, followed by an analysis of the
"politicization of ecology" and the ways in which
scientific experts have increasingly become relied
upon to make what are really value decisions for
the general public. In "Beyond Family Planning,"
the authors look at the growing tendency of those
within the Population Coalition to use debate
techniques which essentially Mask the decisions at

issue, thereby making it virtually impossible for
the nonspecialist to enter the debate. A closer
look at the makeup of that coalition is then
provided, along with a very critical analysis of the
way in which their influence has worked to limit
progress in the population area. The authors
note, for instance, that: "The mainstream of
scientific evidence demonstrates that choices
about fertility are not made in a vacuum, and
frequently, that choiceg are not made at all
because people are not aware that they can be
made. The conditions in which people live, their
levels of prosperity, education, and knowledge
deterMine fertility choices, or whether fertility- is
a policy objective, then the way to do so is by
influencing these conditions within) which people
live. This relationship suggests the futility of
policies attempting direct manipulation of
individual fertility perfo-rmance. Yet, dire-et
. manipulation of individual fertility remains the
major operational objective of the American
Population Coalition."
In the final chapter, the authors agree that
what is needed is more direct participation from
the groups that are most intimately affected by
population policy decisions
racial minorities
and women ,and that the core of scientists andintellectuals involved in population issues needs
to be greatly expanded. They conclude: "So long
as the 'population problem' remains a
circumscribed and discrete subject, neither will
the professionals within the Coalition be
threatened by :foreign' consideration and
expertise, nor will their colleagues within the
foundations and population interest groups be
confronted by 'extraneous' social and political
issues. Tog'ther they can remain undisturbed to
move ahea in providing contraceptive

technology arid services, as they determine the
need."

3) The Future of Population Growth:
Alternative Paths to Equilibrium, Thomas
Frejka (New York: Wiley) 1973 (268pp.; $12.75).

This is a much more difficult book than are
most of the references included in this
bibliography, but for the serious student of
population and the future, it is a book well worth
-the extra effort. Essentially, it is an examination
Of _the concept of replacement fertility. It goes
beyond that, however, and provides an inquiry
into whether or not populations in various
regions and countries should cease to grow, what
kinds of lead times are involved in reaching
equilibrium, whether or not it can be assumed
that a specific- population size is attainable by a
certain point in time, and what population
growth consequences are implied by current
demographic features of populations. While the
intention is to make this discussion
comprehensible to a broad audience, there is a
fair amount of statistical analysis included here,
and some of the demographic arguments are a bit
hard for the nonspecialist to follow.
In an attempt to overcome some of this
problem, Frejka provides in the first chapter a
very useful discussion of the mechanisms of
population growth and an explanation of some
important demographic concepts. The methods
and assumptions of the study are explained in
Chapter 2, and Chapters 3 and4 provide ,a
selection of the study findings as they apply to the
world population in less developed regions, more

developed regions, and in major areas of
concern. Some typical countries within each.o1
these areas are isolated for discussion in Chapter
5, and various aspects of their possible population

prospects arc presented. A number of possible
alternative scenarios are exaniitied in Chapter 6,
and in Chapter 7, Frejka discusses the future
population possibilities for the United States,.
Fluidly, some quantified objectives of population
policies are evaluated, and Frejka compares
population projections 01 the United Nations tiill
of individual countries with projections
ultimately leading to a stationary population.
While much of this is very quantitative, the
descriptive test is quite clear and concise, making
-

it possible for the nonspecialist to easily follow the

main points of the argument. Additi(mat
technical notes on the inetlui(lology of tlkstudy

)
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are appended, along wits a series of tables
showing various population projections. (For a
more popularized treatment of this topic, see:
"The-Prospects for a Stationary World
Population," Tomas Frejka, Scientific American
228: 15623, March 1973).

ability to maintain even the present low rates of
economic growth, particularly for the poorer
countries. Unless resources can be found to
maintain their development, programs for the
support of family planningprograms may not
help much."

4) Population Policies and Economic
Development, A World Bank Staff Report
(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press) 1974
(214pp., $3,50).
There are three main questions under
investigation in this study of the relationship
between population growth' and economic
development: What considerations are relevant
in determining national population growth

study provides an examination of -what current
rates of fertility and mortality will mean in terms
of our political, social, economic, and ecological

objectives ?; How effective are available policies

well-being. Some of America's most distinguished

and programs for reducing fertility?; and What
new emphases in population programs and

population experts took part in this study,

projects appear worthwhile? Most of the material

assembled here is the product of a continuing
internal analysis of population policies and
programs carried out'hy the Bank as part of its
own activities in support of its overall lending
program.
A gdod review of recent demographic trends
and future prospects introduces the report,
followed by a fairly detailed but nontechnical
discussion of the effect of population growth on
economic= development and on fertility. Policies

to reduce fertility in developing countries are
viewed as being generally successful in terms of
increasing the use of contraception, but it is clear
that there are still tremendous difficulties to be
overcome. The whole question of incentives and
disincentives for fertility reduction is examined.
The authors argue that, while it is known that
economic incentives operate strongly on the
above average socioeconomic groups, increased
attention must he directed to discerning. %chat
kinds of incentives will operate at the lower
economic levels where the population problem is
most critical,
Finally, the family planning delivery systems is

evaluated and the anthors conclude that
-"Eradication of priverty should be consider e
donors its well as by national governments.

by,

Foreign aid agencies can play an important
supportive role in helping reduce fertility, not
ly by assisting family planning and allied
population programs, but also through overall
develop! lent assistance of forts. 1 he current
%corld economic situation his thrown in doubt the

5) Rapid' Population Growth: Consequences
and Policy Implications, Volume I, Summary
and Recommendations (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press) 1971 (105pp.; $2.65).
'Commissioned by the Agency for International
Development, this National Academy of Sciences

including Philip M. Hauser, Rudley Kirk, T. Paul
Schulta, Joe D. Wray, Myron Weiner, and Arthur
J. Dyck. Their results have been published in two
volumes, this brief summary report (Volume I)
which provides an overview of the population
crisis arid makes specific policy
recommendations, and a 'rather formidable
second volume which contains the seventeen
technical papers on which the recommendations
are based.
The goals of the study are stated in the-preface

' to Volume I: "We have attempted to offer
13751i-rymakers reasoned options and to

demonstrate the qualitative as well as the
quantitative dimensions of human population
change. Current research is accumulating
evidence that considerations of individual and
family welfare have a direct and immediate
impact on the fertility behavior of parents,
Equally critial are the long-term considerations of
the total number of peple in relation to total food
supply, resources, land, and the environment
that transcend several generations, because they
too must be the concern of the planner arid the
policvmaker today.
"We believe governments need to understand
that quantitative and qualitative population
questions are bound to force a series of
increasingly far-reaching governmental policy
decisions and that the longer these decisions are
avoided, the more difficult they will become. Our "-goal is to contribute to the scientific analvsis.and
informed opinion that can lead to intelligent
policy formulation and execution in both the
public and private sectors,"
--

o that end, the authors of, this volume have
produced a very readable and INormanve guide
to the considerations that should govern our
decisions in the area of population policy.
Basically, their findings suggest that we need to
usc:the'tools currently at our disposal to improve
the conditions of life for families, by giving
parents' the means and incentives to limit their
fertility and to help societies balance their..
numbers with available lbod, jobs, education.
health services, or, resour(es..

6) "A Report on BucflareSt,"Stn(lic.% in Fain

['tanning, 'olurne 5, #12, December 197-1

()pp. : free on requ(st) Availa131e:

I he

Powilaiion
24.5 Park Avenue, New
York, Nev York 1(10 1 7.

"hie United Nations World Population
Conference in Bucharest. Romani:I, in August
1974, was the first international conference of
governments to clis(-uss population and
clevelopment_ Held as part of the 1,Vorld
Population Year Acin.ities: the conference
considered the relationship of basic demographic

detail, and a concluding section provides an
assessment by tite authors of seven areas of
consideration: Context of Population Issues,
National Sovereignty and International
Responsibility, Politicizing Population Issues,
Ohjectives for Population Policy, New Directions
for Family Planning, Support for Population
Programs, and Mechanisms for Communication.
Ihe (ipperdices contain the text of the World
Population Plan of Action issued by the
col& ('runce and a summary of population policies

and programs, taken from the findings of a U.N.
questionnaire given to member states, a paper
given by one of the tribune session speakers, and
some unpuhlished Population Council data.
-Fhe overall impression that this report gives is
:1 sense of the intensely political nature of the
population citiestion ',mil the thoroughness with
which governments intertwine the issues of
population growth and social and economic
development. It is against this background that
population policy is being decided, and it is
extremely helpful to have this brief analysis as a
reference guide.

problems to economic .incl social clevelopment, as

is population policies and at non programs
neccled to promote human welfare. A total otone
hurulred and Ihirtv-six nations took part iii ii II
conference, making it essentially impossible for
any concensus report to he issue([ Nonetheless, it
\5as lii exilemely important milestone ill the
history of the world population clehate,
representing a major transititin which shiftecl
popillati( questions ()to of the purels
calm of the d'emograr,diers :incl uniyeisik
\yell

scholars'ancl into the political arena litre polio
decisions are made.
nit! repot I out Iii
55 hat \s em on dm ing
the confer/AK( and II a( es tht. major themes as
lii is

thCS

Its eloped f or cot-p:odui

odm lion to the hac

ii H >11

t hi tut

4 oftheconference
and an explanation of lutist II was orgaiii/ed
introduces the report. V:liat t011ows is a report of
the Plenary and Committee Sessions, addressed
to questions of poptilati(w (hange and ecoinimic
:(fit so(

14

1

(le\ elopment, Fes( girt (5 ..ind the

7) "Policies on Population Around the
World," Popuiation
Vuhnne 29, No. (5,
1974, IZichard C. Schroeder (37pp.: S1.0())

Available: Population Reference Bureau, 1337
Connecticut Avenue, NAV., IVashing,ton, D.C.
21)036.

Piiiilished shortly if .ter the World Population
Year Bucharest Conference, this brief survey of
population policies around the world is a useful,
quick overview of flow various governments have
issues ""1"" their "11
reTunded

'countries,

brief discussion of the llist's of population
policies and their historical development
introduces the discussion and -gives some idea of
the eNpenditures that various counn it's make on
family planning programs, ,ilong with figures for
the completed ;:ind ideal family size for selected
countries. Schroeder then addresses the
questions of t\ Ills and objectives ()I population
policies itol focuses oil three approaches: change
in population size, change in population
(list 11111
change in population
(ompisition. sift\ ev is provided of current
policies ()I countries within seven major aleas:

en\ ironment and population and the fainily.
Thequestioos of .ihortion, the population agenda
for 198-1, population ;ind
donor
recipient relations ill ilhtiTTIltiOTiII till progianis
are dealt with in the tribune sessions, which are
Norlh 111(04 1, \Vesiel ii Fulope, Oceania, The
Inlet-1Y repoi fed iittt. .1 he so-( ailed \\ohlIl
1 'S,SR mid Lilstern 1.111r(Te,
Latin America
Population Plan of A( lion- is desi ilhed ill some ,u1(1 the Carihhean, and \ 1111,1
.

Some projections as to the future dOetions of
population policy are put forward, and the report
ends with a brief summary of the World
Population Conference. Simple graphs and

3

diagrams provide useful illustration cif the text
throughout the report, making this a very good
introductory reference for the general reader.

Part II
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HIGH SQHOOL LEVEL

PART II

Reading_ s

for Stude,n

High School

Level

Basic General References
1) Population, Headline Series, ``o. 206,
Valerie K. Oppenheimer (New York: Foreign

2) The World Population Dilemma,
Population Reference Bureau (Washington,
D.C.: Columbia Books) 1972 (79pp.:, $2.60).
Policy Association) _June 1971 (95pp.; $1.40)
This is the third in-a series of texts prepared by
Available: Foreign Policy Association, 345 E. 46th
the Population Reference Bureau (PRB) in an,
Street, New York, New York 10017.
attempt to facilitate the teaching of population
Published by a private, nonprofit, nonpartisan
concepts and issues in the primary and secondary
educational organization, this is an excellent
school classroom. While this particular volume is
reference for anyone seeking a quick, practical,
directed to high school and college level students;
and popularized introduction to the magnitude
it should also be quite useful to teachers or
of the world population problem and the policy
interested layman who are just beginning to learn
issues involved. The aim of the Headline Series,
about population problems. In particular, it
of which this book is a part, is "to stimulate wider
provides an excellent guide to the mathematics of
interest, greater= understanding, and more
population study and? good general overview of
effective participation by American citizens in
six important topics: The Population Explosion
work' affairs."
What it Means; The Origins of the Population
No previous exposure to=the problem is
Explosion; The Momentum of Population
assumed, and the text is almost entirely
Growth: Population in Perspective; Population in
descriptive, with very little in the way of support
the United States; and Three Models of the
data. Only the simplest tables and graphs are
Future (the "population crash," "gradtral
employed to illustrate the points under,
transition to zero population growth," and "the
discussion. As a result, this is an extreme'
modified Irish curve," which shows population
readable book, that manages tai carry a great deal
decline because of famine and related disasters).
of information about population issues without
The discussions of all these topics are
seeming weighty or forbidding.
necessarily hriel, nonetheless they are valuable
The introductory chapter provides an
introductions to the crucial topics in population
extremely useful overview of Nvorld'population
study. Excellent graphics are used throughout to
growth, past, present, and funii At is followed
illustrate the text and to accustom the reader to
by two very infOrmativc charity on the race
the use.of this erode of data display. Additional
between food production and o mlation growth ' background information is provided in two
and the.environmental Mira
industrialized
-appendices: "Definitions and Computations,"
societies.
which reviews the terminology and the statistics
-7The remainder7Trthe hook. however, is
commonly used in population study, and "1971
focused on one topic
family planning.
World Population Data Sheet," which displays
Oppcnheimer does at good joh of noting the
world data, country by country, on birth and
difficulties involved in rrving to control
death rates, infant mortality,,GNP, doubling
population growth by simply putting current
times, and growth projections-. to 1955.
contraceptive knowledge into.,comunities via
mass educational programs_ She argues
uasivelv that quite subtle factors Ire at work
3) Over Overcrowded World, Tadi Fisher -?
ustain grow utes and that the w
()combat
York: Parents' Nlagazine Press) 1969
-their influence is throtig=h dramatic social change
`.1MIS' rMll prO-a) atalitilll, primarily through
-

upgrading the status of vornen in society and
generally Unproving the standard of living liv
stimulant], economic development. Several
polio; questions are raised briefly in the
concluding chapter, but for the most part this is a
book designed to raise questions, to stimulate

interest, and to establish a base of underst,..anding
1111(111 %yhich to build through further reading.

(256pp.;. $4.95).

This is a useful introduction to the varied
conaponerrts of the world population problem.
One in a series of background hooks, it is written
simply incl clearly, providing in very readable
language, in simple charts and graphs, an
excellent introduction I. the dimensions of "Our
Overcrowded World" and to the demographic
tistics used to describe it.
Fisher, a former executive editor of the

Population Reference Bureau, has drawn much
Of her material from original sources, managing
to translate that rather dry, academic literature
into a fairly lively account. She ranges across
everything from basic demographic facts to the
subtle problematic aspects of population
phenomena, including the implications not only
of birth and death rates, but of changing
population -distribution, composition, and
quality.
Beginning with population in prehistory, she
traces the changes that have led to the current
growth rates, explaining carefully and intelligibly
how those rates have been Measured and how
demographers use known data to make
projections about the future. The contrasting
population patterns in the "have" and
"have-not" nations are explained in some detail,
and ,particular emphasis is placed on existing
trends in the United States and their implications
for the future. Finally, Fisher examines the
"many faceted food problem" and the moral
issues that impinge on population planning
strategies. A glossLiry of terms and a brie f
recommended reading list is included.

emigration, dgtribution, and density
are`
discussed in terms of the American experience
and the kinds of pressures that our population
growth is putting on the environment.
In particular, Sorvall looks at the problems of
resource depletion andltie population/food gap,
pointing out the tremendous shortages that
already exist in selected countries around the
world. Finally-, in "Aecdmmodation or Control?"
and "Whose Responsibility Is It?", she examines

the question of what is to be done about the
population problem and what is meant by "family

planning." Study questions are included at the
end of each chapter.
5) Population, Hal Hellman (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: J.B. Lippincott Co.) 1972 (192pp.;
$5.95).
Hellman is an extremely prolific writer of
science bdoks for adolescents with a reputation
for providing students with excellent
introductions to sophisticated topics. This hook is
certainly no exception, and it should he of great
interest to the student who wants to go a little
more deeply into the topic of population than is
possible with the other books in this section.
Hellman covers much of the same material as
the other authors do, but he goes into individual
topics in more depth and relies more strongly on
the use of data to underscore his text. He begins
with a brief discussion of the importance of

4) Overpopulation: How Many Are Tqo
Vivian Sorvall (West Haven, Connecticut:
Pendulum Press) 1971 (64pp.; $1.25).
This is one in a series Of 'publications done by
Total Education in the Total Environment
(ITTE),-.a school community program launched
in 1964 to study problems of the environment.
Designed to bridge the concerns of the scientist'

population as a topic of study and points to the
tremendous changes that have occur
tune in-patterns of population growl} 1

here is a

brief chapter on the economics of population
growth, which introduces the student to the
concepts of delopment, rising expectations,
and dependency ratios, with a particularly good
explanation of age distribution ligpres.

and the social scientist, this book, like the others in

the series, provides an excellent overview of the
complexities involved in addressing an
environmental problem. In this case, the pi )1 lem
is "overpopulation" and Sorvall, a for
newspaper science editor, does A good job of
briefly,- but thoroughly, describing thedimensions of the population problem ncl the
kinds of decisions tent( will have to be ritic to
meet the challenge of exploding. population
growth.
She begins with a look at dentogi
'Ma theway in which crowding impinges on out- ability to
standard. -the
maintain a minimum quality of
pattern of population growth over tune is iniellv
-amined, beginning with birth and death rates
-.arly times and tracing their changes into)
present-day situation. Other factors that
immigration,
influence population growth

.

Demographics and the workings of the census are
explained in some detail, and a separate chapter
is directed to an examination of migration,
internal and external. A series of chapters then
focus on the consequences of population growth
and the concept of maximum numbers and finite
resources.
Family planning is reviewed in terms of the
changes that it has undergone over the years, and
specific population control strategies arc briefly
examined. Projections for the future of
population control are discussed, and Hellman
coucludes with the warning that the next
thirty-five years art critical ones and that the la e
7
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of future generations is being decided by what
do right nOW. An extensive bihhography is

Yve,

appended.

6) Population Growth and the Complex
Society, Readings in.Sociolgy Series, Helen
MacGill Hughes, editor (Boston: Allyn ii at
Bacon) 1972 (211pp.; $2.92).
This is one in a series of books prepared for use
in the schools hy Sociological Resotnes for the
Social Studies, a group sponsored by the
American Sociological Association ii)(1
'supported liv the National Science Foundation,
The twenty readins collected here, most of thciii
adaptations of articles bv ladin,L,, demographers
and social scientists are designed to show how
sociologists have dealt with some of the significant

questions of population.
Fhe broad Facts of population growth,
maintenance, and decline are examined in the
first group of essays, which provide both an
introduction to how sociologist go Mout
studying a problem like population and au
overview of the mathematics involved in
quantif,ing population measures. Selections
included address everything 1 rout the interaction
between population trends and social lichaviot to
family orcranitation, the fertility of minorities,
immigration and migration, and the social el I ects
of economic change.
1 he ten essays whi(11 comprise the set owl part
Of the I/00k provide an examination of some_ of
the leatiu es of the complex society in which we
live. 1 he scowl) begins %%all a look at the

sYyeeping changes that a society undergoes as it
passes) tom a tribal organitanon d nation-state.
It includes selections on everything f on) issues of
manpower and the Amen( an labor force through
an examination of people as consumei s the new
leisure class, the social effects of automation and
credit, the nietaholism of cities, el ei,ts of
population growth on Me-style,
a look it life
in the t wen t v-fit st I utourv. Study qiiestions It oh
suggested readings ,tre included.
The World Population

) World Population Trends: Signs of llope,
Signs of Stress, Wm1d10(11 I'd! or #5, 1,..dcr R.
Brown ( Va,:hin won: 1' (ft1(1%\ mdi Indinitc)
04.1ohur 1976 ( lOpp.; S2.110) ,\
\III lilsoiu hi hh,tirtilc, 1776 NI,iAchti,c(N,

Avenue, NAT ., kVashingion, D.C. 20036,
-Ibis is an extremely- useful overview of world
population trends (luring the years 1971) to 1975:
13CSiglICCI tO bring together for analysis the
perple.xing mass of data that has beep COIICCHAI
arOlind the world on
rate
CIL, it prOVideS

interested laymairwith a cohesive picture of what
is happening in terms of world population

patterns, and what those trends suggest for the
future,
1irown is one of the lot emost writers and
commentators on international development and
a frequent contributor to Nocioc, Suothlic
;',1111lerh1i1l, and various inftrnational
journals, I le \clues concisely anddluidly,

managing to translate complex statistical tables
and demographic concepts into language that is
both understandable ',Ind interesting to the
nonprofessional. There are several tables and
graphs included here to illustrate the text, but for
the mast part this a descriptive essay which
provides in broad outline an excellent summary
of both the promise J-Lind the threat inherent in the

population trends of the early 1970's. On 111C
positive tilde,

notes the deCIIHC his

one-third of the
population growth ra
hetween°1970 and 197 and the general slowing
in the go 10th of world population.
Unfortunately, not all of this is due to declining
birthrates, and Brown expresses sulistantial
ctincern over the increasing death rate due to
hunger-induced lactors,,including- hit:nines and
malnutrition,
Brown briefly discusses the circumstances that
have resulted iii stable or near-stable population
growth in lour countries: the German
Denim I an(' Ref
Vast (ermany), the
federal 1Ze1lubhc
(.,ei many (Vest Aermany
Luxembourg and Austria and notes that several
other (mum 'les are 14:ginning to show similarI,y
Ii 1(1

TrUllds. I IC

ill reatiillg (11111 Ii
CAW! lills locliluuc'iils

In n

Ice iso R 01

IWO! Cr COIHIttiCS ;Hid

111C kiiiol, of food shortages

a det loic in ood reserves and an mcreasc
in famines, such-,is those which haw thill cd
populations NI Ii i 104110 lu'h i Iii Itt HRI Ii III 0'
iii iii cnimtrics south of thy S.,11,dra,=

I pper
and Mali.
finally, Brow!) turns to a discussion of the
population prospet_ts liii he lutine, to using ill
PH( lilt I Oil h"41()00111'-', h"(lv of to idulk \\111(h
indn.,nes that cl tiliis IC\ Cis fill MUNI 1,11111H\ In
SOl Iiict" ill 11111(11 krll ',01.1,1111('Cd-S lit S,.111`,11(:(1.

Brown concludes: "The key to the speedy
adoption of appropriate population policies in

of world demographic data and a glossary of
terms.

the poorest countries is likely to he the realization,

squarely faced, that the only real choice
governments have before them is not whether

Population of the United States

population growth will slow, but how. Will it drop

because birthrates fall quickly, cir because the
sporadic rises iii death rates witnessed during the
last five years continue, becoming: even more
pronounced tts local food producing systems
deteriorate further and as lood-scarcities become
even more seri(ius'''

1) Population and the American Future, The
Report of the Commission on Pop_ ulation Growth

and the American Future (New York: New
American Library) 1972 (361pp.; $1.50).
Headed by John D. Rockefeller, Ill, the
Commision on Population Growth and the
A-lei-lean Future was established by Congress in
response to the proposal that there should be an
assessment of the impact of continued growth on
our country. The results of their two-year study
are set forth in the letter of transmittal: "After
years of concentrated effort, we have
concluded that, in the long run, no substantial
benefits will result from further growth of the
Nation's population, rather that the gradual

2) World Population Growth and Respose,
Population Reference Bureau (Washington:
Population Refer erwe Bureau) April 1976
(27Ipp.; S400) Available: PRB, 1754 N Street,
kVashington, D.C. 20036.
Produced uder contract to the t.Ls. Agency for
International Development (AID), this surve,: of
%mild population trends (hiring the decade
1965-1075 is an extremely useful reference for
teachers and students alike. Nlajor population
developments, worldwide, regional, and in
rirdividual countries, are presented in a very
readable text, accompanied by numerous graphs
and illustrations.

stabilization of our populatiN4-wbuld Co intribute
significantly to the Nation's ability to solve its

problems. We have looked for, arid have not
found, any convincing economic argument for
continued population growth. The health of our
country does not depend on it, nor- (foes the
vitality of business nor the welfare the average
person.
Specifically, "the Commissi ti was asked to
examine the probable extent of population
groovtlt and internal migration in the United
tes between now and the end of the century, to

The opening chapter is an overview of the world

population,situation. It includes aver', good
explanation of %dim the demographic figures km

the past decade meal!, what kinds of programs
!Live heels undertaken irt.)iind the world to try to
influence population ttends, and what kinds of
social changes
nclutli g the changing status of
Ivornen = are at work to omplement family
planning initiatives. The p ipulation awl food
problem is briefly describ1, as -ire the trends
toward increasing urlmnriation, international
migration, and the impact'of the women's rights

assess the impact that population change will have

upon government services, our economy, and
our resources and environment, and to make
recommenda wins on how the nation can best
cope with that inipact." In the course of exploring
those areas, the commission touched on every
facet of American population considerations,
making this report an excellent, comprehensive
introduction to the full range of population issues
ill this coutitry.
Three overview chapters introduce Me report:
Perspective on Population, Population (i
iti Population Distribution. These are followed
by six separate chapters, each addressed to a
SpeCIIIC area and the impact that population
growth has on it: The Economy (mostly an
examination of economic growth and the quality
of life), Resources tind the Environment (an
examination of minerals, energs, water,
pollution, etc. in terms of increasing popitlatitilt
ssures), Givernnwut (the costs of public

num, (Anent on fertility. -This is followed by

summary of population trends in eight regions
(AlrnA, Asia, Euroue, Latin America, Caribbean
Islands, Near East, North ,America, and Oceania-)
rml lifithe specific counrries svithin those regions.
All of this is extreinels useful to the student or

teadnir who needs a quick summary of the
situation tor specific area or
mtry. \Vhile the individual des( riptiOns are
lail!v brief, they (I() provide the (rtkial numbers
and a good sinninars of the social forces and
politic,d fiends which are influencing patterns (if
gi
or decline. A list of ,igencies invoked in
population issues is J11)1411(1(11, ,dong with ,t table
4()

services, the administration of justice, the
of government programs on population
distribution), Social Aspects (age structure, rhe
family, population density-rand population size,
racial and ethnic minorities), and Education ii Ii
a call for increased population education,
education for p-arenthood, and sex educatiiin).
With this as background, the commission turns to
an examination of "The Status of Children and
Women." They give particular attention on the
institu
A pressures which help determine the
range , options open to %mine'', the kinds of
child care alternatives s,vhich are becoming
increasingly prevalent, and the basic issues in
contraception, voluntary sterilization, aboilkm,
and related methods of ferti'li'ty control.
The likelihood of population stabilization is
examined in Chapter 12, and the two chapters
which follow are addressed to immigration and
migration policies and their impact on population
distribution. Finally, an overview of the state of
the art of Population Statistics and Research is
provided, and a set of recothmendations !nu
forward for. of
changes within the
federal government, at the state level, and %vithin
private agencies, Additional information is
provided in the appendices.

2) Population Profiles, Everett Lee and others
(kVashington, Connecticut; (enter for
Int urination on America) 1 97 I- 1976 (Series of
seventeen 8=page units; S8.99/tier) Available:

Center for Information on Arnerica. Box C.
\Vashington, Connecticut 06793.
Sponsored by the Cotuicil of Stale Social
Studies Specialists and produced by the Center
for information on A InerIGI, 11011p1 of it and
nonpartisan edue44.1.1.40nal Corporation, these
sCVeulcetr

popillatioll Units provide an x(ellent

introduction 10 -,MVide range of popnlanon issues.

1)esigned primarily for use by teachers and
students it the high sclnuil and college levels,
each unit is a self-contained discussion of a
particular aspect of the population problem.
Each is extremely readable and provides a single
source compendium of top =t i cdtte information in
easy -to-read graphs and ales which illustrate
the basic statistics used wit
the text. It is
assumed that these art introductory materials
and no pt ieir expostire to population Coiia CpIS iti
retluircd in order to understand anal use the

iatemds

esnted in the se, its. Bile! leading

lists itre included at the end of each unit .arid
study guide is can
in preparation.

Topics included
'ar in the series are: Why
Study Population?: The United States Among
Nations., The Vital Revolution: I low Did We Get
Where kVe Are Now?: The Health of An-icricans:
Trends in Illness and- Mortality:11)e Bearing of
Children; Endless Nfovi__',inent: America as a

Nation of Migrants; The Desertion of Our
Countryside: Growth and Future of Cities; The
Nation's Minorities: Education and Human
ipacities: Population of the Future: The
Development_ of the United States (ensus:
Vonien in American Society: A Historical and
Demographic Profile; The Elderly Population:
Its Relationship to Society; and I he Fatnik,
3) The Amer 'can People, E.1, Kahn, Jr.
York: Weyhr iit and Tallev)
t3-10pp,;

Subtitled The Findings of the 1(,-70 Census,
this book is the product of ;a 'journalist's attempt to
silt ihrOugh the voluminous data compiled by the
Bureau of the Census aml to translate all of tluise

numbers into a readable summary of the
American people as they exist, "in Fact and tint
fancy." It is a COIMIlenflable Undertaking and
fiahn act:twiny succeeds yc ry Well, Iti laCt, pot tiOnti

of this book al-Tea-red in somewhat dif fel-cm
form in Tlic
Yorl,Tr ittagazinc. Obviously,
there is
ilif()FWatilM her, ll()Ilgh I()
I'VCI1 flit 1110tii
triVia Linder :1 hit
th(' outset, K:11111
H111)(111:111CC Of the census taking 1 hitt occurs every
ten 'wars and dentonsi rates die Main' ways in

whiCli tht nUrnberS dial result Iron) that tillrVeV
is also careful to point

11111,111( CS (Mir 1k es But he

e shortcomings of lite census operation,
noting in particular that it is a -middle-class"
opera' ion. The U.S. census clearly fails to reatli
count some unknown number of poor
and/or homeless Americans, man \ of thein
tot

Vith those qualifying points established, 1:alm
moves to the real heart of his task summarizing
the major trends in U.S. population growth and
ts lVe are told a god deal ibotit the major
migratory patterns
Irorn south to mirth, Ironic
rural to urlian locations, Iron) metropolitan to
suburban areas, and Iron) almost ;Ho where to
California. There is sonic cliscttssion of the drop
iti hirthrites and of
man\ stnial factors which
make it so dil lictilt to predict w 11.tt that t hange
twill

meant ati otn lutm 1;itc 1)1 population

growth. Kahn notes the increasing jendency for
Arneriyai women to marry later in life and to put
off the birth of their first child, and he devotes a
chapter to the discussion of what marriage
patterns mean to the development of a
population and to its social character. Dam on
emplovnient and income are summarized to
provide an overview of the American work force
and its standard of living, and a lengths.
discussion is provided (if the whole area of
America's ethnicity & immigration, migration,
and lqicial mix.

In -The Race
Kahn provides a
particularly illuminating description of the
difference between being black or white in this
country and concludes that, while progress has
been made, there is still a long way to go in
equaliting the quality of life experiences by t_ e
two races. Similar chspannes are drawn in
chapters addressed toi -The Opulent Society,,,
"The Poverty Peoplc," "The Junior
"aiid
sv
"The Senior Citizens,All and all, it is a very. interesting and
enlightening hook, and while one sonietimes
wishes that Kahn had been a bit more
discriimnating in selecting data to pass along to
his readers, he has done, on the whole, a very
good AA, making this an excellent reference fondle reader who Wantsa basic overview of the
American population and the ways in which it is
shilling and growing.

4) We, The Americans, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Social and Economic Administration
(Washington, D.(.: Bureau ()I the Census) 1972
(1: ince!' 15-page booklets: ).-15 each) Available:
Superintelielent of Documents: USGPO,
\Vashingion, D,C. 20-102.
Issued hetween May 1972 :aidJune 1973, this
series of short, svell-illostrated profiles on the

nierican people, drawn from the 1970 Census
data, provides an excellent composite:. of. the

riad subgroups that comprise the
population. Each combines a brief, descriptive
text with a series (if pictures.and tables designed
to illustrate predominant trends,
Fides in the series include: We, The
Americans: Who Are We?: \Ve, The fil; k
Amen( ans: \\ e, The Americans, Our Homes;
NVe,The'Ameriean Women: We, The Americans:
()Ines: We, The Mexican Americans
,We, The Americans: Our Cities :idol

Our

Sulam

NVe, -111(-2\Aineli( .,ms, Chit- Education:

\Ve, The Americans: The Work We Do; \Ve, The
American Elclerly; We, The Americans, Young

Marrieds; \'e, The First Americans; \ \e, 'rile
Asian Americans; kVc, The Youth of America;
and We, The .,kinerican Foreign Born.

5) Population Growth in America, Stanley N.
Worton (New Jersey: Hyaden Book (o.) 176
(12pp.; $-1.50),
Basically this is a population history of the
United States, ranging from Benjamin Franklin's
observations on population growth to a SUMIllarV

of the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations fr(nri the 1972 final report of
the Commission on Population and the American
Future, The growth and fluid character of the
American population are revealed through direct
remarks by immigrants and workers, and U,S.
land
immigration policies are explained and
analyzed. The commission's conclusion flavors
the message of the entire book: perhaps it was
once impossible, but "our country can no longer
afford the uncritical acceptance oldie population
growth ethic,- Study questions and suggested
readings are supplied at the end of each chapter.

People on the Move

I) Immigrants in American Life, Arthur
Maim (Boston: iloughton Mil flin) 197-1 (2(i`).pp.:,
S3,96).
Part of the "Life in America Series, this

revision of a 196S text has been tremendously
popular with a broad spectrum of readers.
Designed t() 'examine the ways in which
immigrants have become it part of the American
icav of life, the selections here trace the
development, troubles, achievements, and
present problems and prospects of the myriad
peoples who have settled in America.
Part One, "The Peopling of America," consists
of twenty-one short readings on three main
nvics: The (:olonial Background, Migrations of
the Nineteenth and I w.entieth Centuries. and
Some Personal Testimonies, a collection of cight4
personal accounts of life in the "New \Vorld.- A
more generalized examination of adaptation is
provided hy the essays in Part Two, "The
Immigrants ,1djust to America.- which focuses
oirjobs and housing, community life, politics and
the e( onornic and cultural evidence of successful
adjustment.

The other side of -the coin, ",,kmerica Adjusts to

revolution. It is necessary to kno vhv over 42
million people gave up their settled lives to start
anew in ;:t strange land."
Iii the chapters which follow, he traces the
reasons for immigration, the various waves of
settlers that came over the years, from
pre-revolutionary times through the great Irish,
German and Scandinavian influxes that occured
in the I900's. The immigrant contribution to

the Immigrants," is presented in Part rihree hv
twentvdour essays acidresse( I to various itspects of

the clash between immigrants and resident
Amerieahs. Iii Cycles of Bigotry," the authors
provide a moving glimpse of the prejudice during
the 1850's, the World War I persecutions of
German Americans, the activities of the Kin Klux
Klan in the I 920's, the difficulties encountered by

C:atholie populations, and the interning of
Japanese Americans during \Vorld War II. The
"Nlehing It scenario is examined in a series of
essays ciqllected under the heading "Concepts of
Americanism
Americanization, tiicl the very
important topic of "Immigration Policy is dealt
with in a series of essays that examine everything
from the Cilinese exclusion, through the use of
literacy test5 the various quota restrictions that
have been proposed and instigated, and the
influence
racism iii let ermininu- who would

Anti:I-IC:an life is described, and two chapters are

directed to a discussion of immigration policy,
and how it has changed over the years, and how it
needs to be reformed now,
'Flue appendices contain a user oh map, showing
the distribution of Mu-ingrains across the country,

a chronology of immigration, giving important
dates and brief descriptions of what happened it
that time, an extensive reading list, and the text of
a speech given by Kennedy calling for the
liberalization of immigration statutes, An
excellent thirty-two page picture essay on
immigration is cinitained within the text,

WWI M ILT.

Fiiiaii-, Iii "-111(: COIlIelniMrary .Scene," an
excellent mei 1, iew of the current ethnic makeup

of America 5 )1t/1l, with particular attention
:to the problems of immigrants living in poyerty,,
including the ways in which the government
intervenes in their livcs,-and the need for more
bilingual edit( MOIL A brief bibliography and
series of questions for study iind discussion is

slumlord in the immigration literature.
It fu uses on the tremendous contributions

3) The Chickenbone Special, Dwayne L Walls
(New York: 1-larcourt Brace Joinovich) 1970
(233pp.., S6.95).
This is the story of the thousands of people
most of them Vourit, poor and black
who each
year at graduation time in late firne leave the
south on buses and trains (such as the
"(:hickenbone Special") uiiI head for the cities of
the north, -fliev are part of one of the largest
migrations of- people in history, u movement that
began in the I 920's and his since poured
upwards of a million people a year into the
northern city ghettos,
It is a profoundly emotional expeirmce for the
people caught up in its flow and nituch of the
clramo mul pathos of their tiprmit nig is captUrCd
here in the stories of Donnie Gibson, i seventeen
year old on his way f rout Kingstree, South
Carolina to New York Citv, the Alstonfotnilv,

that inumigi tilts have made to America. but it

tiV1-1()IIM\A_Al fiAini South Cat ohira to Washington,

if )pen(

2) A Nation of Immigrants, folut F. Kennedy
(N.i.w York: Kuper and Row) 1964 ( H pp:,
S2.92),
1 his is al wall

he revision of a book published
in 1958 IA Kennedy during Ins teillire iii
Congress when he was at Inch- promoting
munigrAtion yeforin as it U.S. Senator. Liter, is
President, he undertook to rewrite much of the
hook und vc,is ii inch invoked m that project
the 1111w >f his
1)t)511111111()I1s11. thi I, revised C(1111()11 his become a

-11.,;()

iuu hides I good deal of information On what

and Georgia Mar Perry and the "Fantastic irour."
\\linen ',is an historical novel, \Valls account
the tremendous impact that living and

America has done for its immigrants.i Kennedy
begins: 'in just over 3,-)() ycars. 1 notion of nearly

2(1(1 million people has grown up:populated
almost entirely In persons who either ionic iktoin

traveling with these people has nlaCIC to !UM, II is

()Wei [mils io whose forefutliel s (MIR: f row (Mellow's
.10 LtioNv Ainerit 1 ... it is necessm \ to

also too close on the heart to f war, lint it is one lit; it

A

f iscmating book, Fit Ii in emotion, sometimes

should leove

tindetsidnd this pc( [Iliad\ Ameinan smiul
3

4) Your City Tomorrow, D.S. Ha lacy, Jr. (yew
York: Four Winds Press, Scholastic Magazine)
1973 (224pp.: $5.95),
There are many juvenile books out about the
city, but few provide the environmental
perspective that characterizes this di.scussion.
Ha lacy is the author of numerous science books
for young people which describe the linkages
between iii mart behavior and environmental
problems. In this well-illustrated discussion of the
city of the future, he begins by describing the
kinds of stress that urban populations pm on

their environments and tire kinds of problems
pollution, crime, racial strife, etc.
that plague
city dwellers. He briefly reviews the history of the
city, and the growing worldwide trend toward
urbanization, and the impact that it is having on
the quality of life for many people.
In "Our Cities Are Sick," he provides a more
detailed accounting of day -to =day' urban
problems and emphasizes the need for more and
better urban planning. Sonie early planned cities
are described, beginning with the garclen cities of
England in the early 1900's. Halacy traces the
development of that idea through various garden
es in America and the new (owns that sprang
/up around public works projects in the 1930's.
Halacv explores a variety anf options [oldie cities of the Future, predicting that "the city
will always be the center of ciynliz.ttictn
iat the
year 20(10 and in the veal' 5000 as \Veil."

Consequences of Population Growth
1) Population, Resources, Environment, Paul
R. Ehrlich and Anne H. Ehrlich (San Francisco:
V.H. Freemanand Co.) 19170 (383pp,; $8.95).
Published in 1970 This quickly became a classic

reference in poplationienvironnient literature.
It is a remarkably broad-based discussion of the
tvorldts,ide overpopulation crisis, with special

attention to the resulting demands on food,
resources, and the environment in general. The
introductory chapters provide a summary of the
actual number of people within various
populations, with their projected rates of gr
and contrasts this growing pressure against the
limits of the earth in terms of space, heat, food,
water, etc. This is all necessarily rather general,
but it does provide tire reader with a good sense of

the dimensions of the conflict and kinds of
decisions which need to be made.
In the chapters which follow, the Ehrlichs
provide a much more detailed and
comprehensive examination of specific resource
factors, from food production and ecosystem
balance, to questions of UptinIll111 pOpUlat1011

and birth control, family planning initiatives. The
more subtle problems of social, political, and

economic impacts are treated in a later chapter
which deals with education, medical services, the
legal st stem, and. transportation and
communication. Nlost of tins concentrates on the
United States, and the major discussion of the
internationl scene is left for a concluding chapter,

5) The Cities in Tomorrow's World,
Challenge to Urban Survival, David R.
Michelsohn arid the editors of Science Book

There are problems and special needs of
developing countries, the stress factors which
could result in world war, and the kinds of
international controls which might serve to
mitigate those stresses are discussed.
A overall summary and set of
recommendations is provided in the-concluding
chapter. The appendices provide much useful
information on tvorld demography, population
estimates for 19(i0-2000, the essential nutrients,
;,in environmental case study (the fire ant
progiam), an index of pesticides, a discussion of
reproductive physiology and anatomy, and a

Associates (New Y(irk: Julian Messner) 197'3
(I89pp.; S5.79).
f'Int4 book stands out for its practical and
of sours solutions to
factual In
problems of urban living, I_Zather than merely

Ti

stating that people must ''Work together,'' the
author believes that suburbs must be opened up
to public housing, and that we must find
pollution-free energy since it is unlikely that city`
dwellers will curtail its use, Transportation
solutions such as tutomated expressway') ;He
discussed, Other topic's treated are noise and
trash, and attempts to create (or maintain) park
allcl recreation areas within urban centers. A
comIll(ling chapter discusses the merits of
building new cities as well as some more
controversial solutions. ;\ list of organizations
which provide information tin urban problems is
appended.

fairly extensive bibliography.

2) Twenty-Two Dimensions of the Population
Problem, I.ester R. liT-ok a. Patricia I. McGi
and
uc Stokes (V,a,,Iiington; \Vorltlwtuclt
lus,tuute) \Loch 1971;
S2.1)11) .\kAil,11)1e:
kk

44

Idkatch Institute, 1776 \l,e,,a

Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
Since Malthus, the stinly of the conse uence:
population growth has traditionally been fOcused
on the interrelati(ntship between population and
!mid production. To some extent this has been a
reflection of tendency for demographeA, the
primary population researchers, to sctek
quantifiable areas for study. It has long been
known, however, that population growth has an
impact on almost every aspect of our lives, and in
this brief report, an overview is provided of the
relationship between population growth and
twenty-two of these "non-traditional- areas.
At the outset, the authors note that: "Some of
the facets of the population problem explored in
this monograph arc economic, some are social,
some arc ecological, and sonic are political, but
nearly all have one thing in con-mum: they Call be
expected to get much vorse before they get_
better. Collectively, they portrav the stresses
strums associated with continued population
growth in a world alreinft inhabited by lour
billion people.
l he twentv-two topics are: Literacy, Ocean
Fisheries, Natural Recreation .Areas, Pollution,
Inflation, Liivironnienial Illnesses, I [(Inger,
Housing. Climate ( :hinge, Overgrazing,
cromiing, income, roariization, Dcforcsulch
Political Conflict, ),Iinerals, lalth Services.)
NVatei l nemplo mem, Lndangered Species
Encrp,
individual Freedom, It is
Mating ',nut thought provoking survey of the
ti local role which populatuni grin, th hol(ls
affecting the quality of life for all of us,
Discussions ()I the Hulk idualtopics are
necessarily brief, hut the major points are
well-documented ',Hid (lea I\' explained, making

this air extremeh whit -mark(' releleme, suilah
for

. at let v of itudiences, limn high school
students, to teachers, and interested general
readers. (A (ondensed, illustr,ucd 5er,ion of this
paper is mailabl( as: I he Population Problem in

4) The Geometry of Hunger, 1).S. Hal
(New York: I )arper and R(w) 1 972
S:9.95).

flalacv
nced titer
he >oks loo'
voting 1icople and ha' to his credit a lung list cal'
titles that are CtitiennalIK JranSh100nti of COMIJICX
Orld ItitiliCti and problems
that

students Can UnderStand and Ice' OnnIOrtable
reading
[IC bek6intill(ls discussion 01 world hunger with

a VCrl nn0l'InaliVe and thought provoking
discussion of the hIstuEv of PulfuhtIon gro\ tf
tticl the problems that increasing numbers
people bring to bear on the ycorldqs litatitecl
resources. ()ne of those resoinces, col course, is
loud, iind Rilacv focuses the remainder of his
discussion on various aspects of the food issue:
nutrition, agriculture, and the ,prtinse oily the
en Revolution.- Ile com hides with a
description oily the kinds of new loods and

Eirming techniques which lie in the funtreind
cuLiticin its to what the

next ICW 110I ildCS will be like,
fh.ca-e
illustrations and

photographs
throughout the (CM, along with sonic VerV
east()-read graphs
charts. It is
111;
This discussion will appc.tI 1110,51 10 the

3) World Pops
>n and Food Supply,-,1-11
Loyo-N. (New lurk: t.raile, Russak Ind (;o.) 1970
(122pp.
()I igin,111\ pinned
c Britain, this

science-otiented stud('nt. hut it should he (pine
intellogthle 'mid inforniatisc reinling Hi ne.one at

the high school le el.

I

gicm.111 ;Ind ifs

lilliflit,111mP, 1'01 N\ 0lid 100(1 supplw ( 01111)111c-1
.(TS I c;Id,lbh.`, 1111011nalI5'C IC.s. I '0.10) l'\( (Alla

gtophn,,

explosive increase in population and the
pressures that growth will exert in future food
requirements.
hit dimensioi
he population explosion
are explored in the opening chapter which deals
with growth and trends, the distribution of world
popidatin, and the general problem of fecling an
cl'er-increasing number or people. The'
possibilities of extending world agricttltore are
examined for a variety of areaS
the equatorial
lands, the savannas, the arid regions, and the
lmmid temperature lands. MetInids of
intensifying food production are explained,
again with possibilities of unconventional and
sl,nthetic foods. Both British and metric units are
used throughout the text.

oilers sonic stimulant

)miensn
Lester R. fir own, amlothei s. I he
ourist, X (5): 2:',-=2-1 4, October I 9761

aliaksis of \wild

not subscribe to the 1 omy predielrous of inane
neo7N1althusians,- he is ncerned with the

) Now or Never, The

'd

\\ Mile' die tithor doe,

197 1
-15

(New
(20.'pp.: S.,.612).

it Against Pollution,
Font' Winds Press)

D.S. Ha lacy authoritatively disctisscs many
types of pollution 'here, including
water,
atomic wastes, 5(111(1 vaste disposal, and
pesticides. Nozi, or Never is largely a call to ac

against the wide-ranging environmental
problems, rcaltring that in order to maintain an
adequate "quality °fide, there must be restraints
that still allow use of the environment without
abusing it. SuccesSful triti-pollution efforts are
noted throughout and black-and-white photos
effectively show the posit\ e negative aspects thatst be considered. The list of local and federal
agencies, organuations, and public,mons
supplied for further information and
involvement is one of this book's greatest lssets.

Fertility Control
1) Who Shall Live? Man's Control Over Birth
and Death, A Report Prpred For the American
Friends Service Committee (New York: I
and
Vang, Division of Farrar, Stritis and ( =iroux)
I 970 ,( ITIpp.: S2.( .5).

Pre-pared 'bv. a Quaker study group, this
exatnination of the complex so I, legal, tiricl
moral issues itlsolvcd i11 popuk tot control
pim ides an excellent Introduction to the varied
aspects Lila single, crucial question: I-Iow can we
manikin' the silo of the population so lh,tt every
mdiudual doe,s not merely survive. hut can
develop. I nth- and participate io society in a
satisfying and productive wavz' A numbei
seemingly separate questions ate brought
together here
abortion, contraception,
increased life expectancy, genetic couyseling,
stirgi( II transplants all in ;_in titempt,,to provide
a thorough overview of the promise, II nitations,
and impli(alions of population ((Intro' litianves.
Hie report begins with an exammat Iii of the
role that medical advances hav plave( in
dr.istkalk lowering demi' r.os while birthrat
in the absence of ((mallet.' fertility control
measures, have skted at a steady le vet. thus
leading to the current population increases. A
use ill summary of the ieligions and efhical
questions that hive' influenced fertility control
10 all
measures is provided, 1lioeh of
lAill11111a1111 of ihR (ontioveisies that have
of abortion as a birth curd rr,I
arrotupanied
le( hnique.
In
(.milt II \
De;t1h.: the Authors
mide tlion.mn.ltatid,.1i
cvnititiAtion
()I

le(

indk

ddAme: trul the ,o(I,I1

ethical questions that have been raised by the
development of heart transplants, respirators,
etc. Both aspects, of the problem, birth control
and death control are brought together in the
discussions of the quality of life in which the
authors examine the difficult questions of a
child's right to he born versus its right to a decent
life. All of thk is presented in a thoughtful,
ensitive discussion, designed to provide an
objective, informative overview of the various
issues that complicate the current birth control
debate. There is one chapter, "Some Answers for
Today," which provides a Quaker perspective on
responses to these issues, bat for the most part
this is a reference which should be of use to all
readers, regardless of their affiliation.
The text is eNtremely well-written, and there is
some very useful information in the appendices:
Populatiot Data,-Effect on Population Growth of
Birth, Death aind Fertility Rates, Reproductive
Pr ocesses and Fertility Ccmtrol, Positions on
Abortion, Abortion Laws, New Definitions of,

Death, and Laws Concerning the Donation of
Tissues and Organs. The only limitation on the
usefulness of the int ormatim is that abortion laws

have changed rather drastically since the
publication of this study in 197f). Nonetheless, it
provides an ,excellent introduction to the whole
birth control issue, and one that should (Wove to
he interesting and stimulating reading for a \vide
range Of ,iudien(es.

1
2) Human Fertility an National
Develop nt, Departitteot'of Economic and
Social Aliffirs, United Nations (New York:
United Nations) 197 I (140pp.; S2.50; Sales N(
E. 7 I. I I .A. 1

Subtitled "A Challenge tci Science and
Technology,- this report is igned to n
public understanding about "the levels and
trends of fertility and their impact, together with
other related deinographic factors, upon the
development process and the life and well-being
individual families and the community."
ery descriptive, with little emphasis
istics or statistical methods. Rather, the
attempt here is to provide a general overview of
the world's population problems, the kinds of
soci,ii ,ruin culturid factors which influence
reproductive behavior, and the factors which
contribute Io successful family planning
programs uicl ictii vibes. Unlike much of the
puptil;Ition onoroi file r,utlrc thcrc is no attempt

to deal with any of the ethical questions that have
been raised over the means by which to limit
family size. Various religious attitudes and
practices which relate to behavior are noted, but
for the most part the emphasis is on the need to
tailor family planning programs to the social and
cultural envin-mment in question.
A good overview of the origin and nature of the

not only in the pressures and restraints created
for the parents, but in all sorts of problems vith
the children, including diminished ichieyeinent.
Teenagers who have grown up in families with
rnore than two Children are likely to react rather
strongly to Rossman s generalizations, which
should result in some lively and useful classroom

population problem is provided in the (Tenn
sections along with an examination oldie fertility
patterns for various parts of the world and the

The real tinder of the b( k is quit(:
straightfor
1, providing a good overyie
why overpopulation is a problem and what kinds
of consequences result from crowding. A brier
chapter is directed to a consideration of the

socio-economic problems that accompany high

birthrates. A careful explication of the factors
involved in establishing a national family
planning program is provided, much of it based
on the experience gained.through programs in
India and other developing nations. Particular
attention is directed to the social status of wOnien
within society and the.,implications that their level
of education and literacy holds for the success (If

fertility control programs.
The crucial role that communications
techniques play in determining the success of
family planning programs is examined, with
particular attention to the use of mass media and
various types of incentives. The authors note the
shortcomings of existing demographic statistics
and analysis and point to the need for
improyement in the collection of census dart
the international level. inally, five -year
program for expanded population activities by
the United Natiais is proposed, and there is some
discussion of ways in Iyhich that program could be
dell and coordinated.

The report is liherally illustrattll With
photographs, graphs, and maps. 111(1 the text is
written in a very straight forWard, readable style.
Despite its brevity, it provides a very satisfactory
introcViction In the l(' rid` of international
population coon Iii, ;mil it is a repel that should
he of great use to teachers and In adv:iiiced high
school students.

debate.

physical hazards of repeated pl egnancies. again a
treatment that sceins a bit heavy- handed, but

useful for opening up zl disciission of that topic.
Finally, Rossman provides a good, informative
discussion of contraceptive methods, concluding
with a restatement of the importance of limiting
family size ,tnd calling again for universal
adoption of the two child family apprOach. A
brief bibliography is appended.

Growth Versus No Growth
I) The Population Bomb, revised clition, Paul
R. Hirlich (New York:
Books) 1971
(`?O1 pp.; $.93).

Originally published in 1968, this hook is of tei_
credited with popularizing the concept of /ern
Ptiptdation Growth (LP(G) in this country.
Ehrlich, i Professor of Biolociv at Stanford
University, views overpopulation as the dominant
problem in the Ivor! today. Ile views the future
bleakly, with II c prospect of mass Limine as an
inevitability f m the 1980's no matter what crash
prow ams we embai k upon MAN., hull With
leclinulnigV and various
schemes to -siren
the carring capacity of th
I

earth, Fin lich finesees disaster tlnIiLSS these
programs are acwmpannl by ,.(1t rtltinedl and

Cussful i I inits at pnpulatinn Ill OI ." fle
3) Two Children by Choice, Isadore Rossman,
M.D. (New York: Parents' NIagazine Press) I970
( I .5 Ipp.: S3A15).

Subtitled "The ks,hy Ind I loan of tale f'wo Child
Family." this is a very explicit and biased
treatment of family planning issues. Rossi an
argues Strongly that Ti is wiling to hav a--large
Lundy, that it is self-indulgent and irresponsible
II) -rochice more than tvo children, and that the
b I effects of producing largo families .show tip

states in the prologue: -Om- position rciiiiircs that
we take immediate action at lynne and promote

effective action vorldwide. \V must have
population (ontrill at hoinc, Imp:Fully through
I flanges in

\ ;dile sNsIcin, hut by ciunpUISiiill if

vnhuthu v mewods fail.- I his is the unilci king
thunie thrntlghoalt Inc
and lit: is

yule adamant ill pu. ng population «mind is
tilt only real solution
our global problems.
III T Ii)
ailll

begins by

p.11(1( 111,11 ;Mem

ohm.,
I I IC

I he
cpi m

doubling times and the limitations of the earth's
food production capacities. In "The Ends of the
Road, "be describes various scenarios, all of them
premised on the "death rate solution," to describe
the consequences of continued world population
growth. He then looks at "What Is Being Done,"
from family planning programs to efforts to
improve agricultural productivityand the various
schemes being proposed as ways in which to
protect ouv environment.
Ehrlich's personal priority list is set forth in
--r--"What Needs to Be Done," a chapter whose
premise is that: "we must rapidly bring the world
population under control, reducing the growth
rate to zero and eventually making it go
negative." Ehrlich views the United States as the
key to the whole business and stresses the need
for aggressive population control/policies at
home, through both legislation and education,
and the adoption of th6 "triage" philosophy in
determining recipients of our international
financial aid. In "What Can You Do?" he
recommends that people join and support such
groups as Zero Population Growth (ZPG), write
letters to legislators, organize action groups, etc..
Finally, in "What If I'm Wrong," Ehrlich
concludes: "In other words, play it safe,
right, we will save the world. If I'm wrong, people
will still be better fed, better housed, and happier,

thanks to our efforts." Needless to say, there has
been much controversy surrounding this book,
but it clues provide an excellent vehicle for
introducing a classroom discussion of the growth
versus no growth question in general, and
specifically, the matter of Zero Population
Growth.

2) The Next 200 Years: A Scenario for
America and the World, Herman Kahn (New
fork: William Morrow and (o.) 1976 (24 !pp;
Herman Mahn, founder .ind director of the
Hudson Institute, is that rare soul
a futurist
with a deep-rooted sense of :itimism. He
contends that the world is now at a crucial turning
point in history, Analogous to the Agriculture

Revolution and the Industrial Revolution, and
that we .ire about to pass through "a
super-industrial period and into a post-industrial
era of abundance and fulfillment."
Flit assiuiiptinns. analyses and conclusions
that support this ((intention are the subject Of this
brief, nontechnical report. a study in which Malin
and his colleagues managefo touch on everything

from po
ion, energy, mineral resources and
food to
al quality of the environment.
Their perspec
on the future is made clear
from the outset,;,'

ur view, the application of a
modicum of intelligence and good management
in dealing With current problems can enable
economic growth to continue for a considerable
period of time, to the benefit
than the
detriment, of mankind. We argue that without
such growth the disparities amongnations so
regretted today would probably" never be
Overcome, that 'n6 growth' would consi*n the
poor to an indefinite poverty and increase the
present tensions between the 'have' and the
'have-nots.' Nevertheless, we do not expect
economic growth to continue indefinitely;
instead, its recent exponential rate will probably
slow gradually to a low or zero rate. Our
differences with those Who advocate limits to
growth deal less with the likelihood of this change
than with the reasons for it."
While most 'of the book reflects this sort of
pragmatic optimism, there are some areas, in
particular the income gap between nations and
long-term environmental quality, where even
Kahn foresees continuing difficulties, and he
admits that "various degrees of catastrophe are
still possible even in the face of man's best efforts."

But the basic assumption here, and the one that
colors Kahn's predictions most clearly, is his belief
that "projecting a persuasive image of a desirable

and practical future is extremely important to
high morale, to dynamism, to consensus, and in
general to help the wheels of society turn
smoothly." It is not surprising, then, that Kahn is
extremely critical of the "limits to growth"
perspective, viewing it as self-fulfilling prophecy
likely to impose unnecessary trauma and
suffering on those who accept its predictions. The
important task ahead, he asserts, is to find The
appropriate means of dealing with the problems

of the present and immediate fUture. He
concludes with a step-by-step scenario for
managing everything from population and
economic growth to energy, raw materials, food,
pollution, and thermonuclear war.
It is, in short, a book that will surely raise the
decibel level in any growth versus no growth
debate, and it should easily stir a strong response
from even the most CaStiai reader.

3) "U.S. Population in 2000 Zero Growth or
Not0", Population Bulletin, Voluine 30, No. 5

Washington: Population Reference Bureau)
1975.

The Population Reference Bureau (PRB) is a
private, nonprofit educational organization
which gathers, interprets, and publishes
information about population trends and their
economic, environmental, and social effects. This
particular issue of their bulletin is primarily
directed to an examination of the Zero
Population Growth question, but it also provides
a very useful introduction to the basic tools of the
demographer and to the recent trends in U.S.
population growth.
In "Methodological Considerations," the
authors provide a good explanation of what is
meant by such terms, as crude rates and
age-adjusted rates, and how projections are
determined from the data available. A brief
review of population projections put forward
prior to 1975 is provided, and the uncertainties
involved in attempting to predict a society's
population beKivior are clearly pointed out. It is
noted, for instance, that the deCographers of the
1930's, armed with the statistics of that period
which showed a marked decline in birthrates,
Tailed to predict the extraordinary growth in
population which took place in the Baby Boom
period of the 1940'.
The three determinants of population growth
fertility, mortality, and migration
are then
examined, particularly in terms of U.S, trends,
and the authors explain how measures of trends
within each of those factors have been used to
make the population projections for the year
2000, With those limitations clearly explained.
the authors then provide a brief summary of what
the U.S. population in 2000 might look like in
terms of age and sex distribution, racial
distribution, educational attainment and school
enrollment, and geographic distribution.
Finally, in "Zero Population Growth or Not ? ",
they provide a useful overview of the conditions
which must be met in order to achieve ZP( and
conclude the following: "lithe assumptions made
in this Bulletin prove accurate the United States
will not attain zero grciwth at any time in the
foreseeable future, indeed, we would reach 300
million population in another 50 years if fertility
averages 2,1 children per woman while sonic
slight improvements take place in mortality rates
and legal immigration remains at its present level
Immediate zero growth or even-zero growth
before the end of the century seems highly
unlikely. Furthermore, drastic changes in such a
.
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short time would play havoc with the age
structure of U.S. society, which in turn could
create many-social and economic problems."

Population Policies: Stiategies for the Future
1) In the Human Interest, Lester R. Brown
(New York: W.W. Norton and Co,) 1974 (190pp.:
$3.45).
Subtitled "A Strategy to Stabilize World
Population," this is essentially an argument fO"r a

concerted effort by the international community
to satisfy basic social needs because it is in the
human interest of everyone, whether in rich or
poor countires. Brown views uncontrolled
human fertility as the single most important
threat to future well-being and security, but he
also emphasizes the need to curtail the
consumption patterns of the'super-affluen
who are compounding the problem by
consuming a disproportionate share of the
world's resources. Global ecological and social
stresses, coupled with increasing resource
scarcities, are problems which Brown would have
us attack on two fronts: through the extension of
systematic family planning services to everyone
around the world and by a concerted effort to
meet certain basic social needs which history
shows, are instrumental in the lowering of
birthrates.
A very good summary of the demographic
backdrop to the current crisis is provided in
Brown's opening chapter in which he examines
the historical development of population growth,
the mathematics of exponential growth, the
structure of the world's population, and the
implications of the U.N. population projections.
In Part Two, "Population Growth on a Finite
Planet," Brown examines the interrelationship of
population, affluence, economic growth, the
growing pressure on world food resources, and
ways in which population growth increases
general environmental stress. With "the
problem" firmly established, Brown goes on k
examination of what he views as the two crucial
areas OH which to base the hope for
improvement: "Common Dependence on Scarce
Resources- and "Population Growth and Social
Conditions."
In both, Brown makes a strong, impressive
argument for the need for an ethic of global
interdependence. In his discussion of the human
condition and population growth, he makes an
/7

impressive argument for the majority of the
populations in all countries: "If the developing
countries are to escape the threat posed by rapid
populition growth.- within an acceptable time
frame, more families must acquire the motivation
to limit births, not only be provided with

improved means to do so. The population crisis
must be confronted in the broader co9text of the
development crisis with more emphasis on the
possible ways of treating the basic 'disease' of
poverty and thereby creating the needed
motivation for small families."
Finally, in "Confronting the Population
Threat," Brown reviews a variety of strategies
that have been tried in the past and concludes that

there is "only one option," that which was once
articulated by Robert McNamara: "The
population problem will be solved one way or
another. Our only option is whether it is to be
solved rationally and hunianely, or irrationally
and inhumanely.- While Brown's proposed
timetable for stabilizing world population under
6 billion has met with a good deal of criticism and

argument, there has been increasing evidence to
support his emphasis on the need to stress global
interdependence and the general improvement
of social conditions as a precondition for
populatiQn control.

2) "Policies on Population Around the
World," Population Bulletin, Volume 29, No. 6,
Richard C. Schroeder, 1974 (37pp.; $1.00)
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Available: Population Reference Bureau, 1337
Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.

Published shortly after the World Population
Year Bucharest Conference, this brief survey of
population policies around the world is a useful,
quick overview of how various governments have
responded to population issues within their own
countries.
A brief discussion of the bases of population
policies and their historical development
-introduces the discussion and-gives some idea of
the kinds of expenditures that various countries
make on family planning programs, along with
figures for the completed and ideal family size for
selected countries. Schroeder then addresses the
questions of types and objectives of population
policies and focuses on three approaches: change
in population size, change in population
distribution, and change in population
composition. A survey is provided of current
policies of countties within seven major areas:
North America, Western Europe, Oceania, The
USSR and Eastern Europe, Asia, Latin. America
and the Caribbean, and Africa.
Some projections as to the future directions of
population policy are put forward, and the report
ends with a brief summary of the World
Population Conference. Simple graphs and
diagrams provide useful illustration of the text
throughout the report making this a very good
introductory reference for the general reader.

PART III
Readings for Students
union !lia!! Level

1) People, An Introduction to the. Study of
Popu "on, Rbbert C. Cook and Jane Lecht
(Was
ton,
Population Reference
Bur
1968 (64.04 $1.50 paper) Available:
Col
Bors, Publishers, Washington, D.C.
Grades 7-9
Ev
hough the data contained in this book
might require revision, People! clearly details the
unchanging, critical reasons for studying
population
its explosive growth and
concomitant problems of a shrinking world (war,

hunger, poverty, urban squalor, and pollution)
which directly impinge on the lives of individuals.
As in other Population Reference Bureau Books,
concepts and procedures (such as census taking)
are explained with examples relevant to students.

Considerable attention is devoted to historical
background of population growth, hunger, and
illiteracy in poor,rtations, as well as U.S. problems
resource and service shortages, and pollution.

Neither space colonies, nor increased food or
space for living are viewed as viable alternatives;

numbers control is regarded as essential. A
concise well-organized book, including black and
white photos, graphs, and 1968 world populatioN
data.

2) Population, Robert J Lowenherz
(Minnesota: Creative Education Press) 1970
(120pp.; $5.95).
Gra
The "Population Challenge" faced' by

humanity is well-explained in this eight-chapter
hook, which features an interesting assortment of
photos and illustrations. Population concepts and
growth_ rates are discussed, along with food,
water, a\kl space problems. Two special sections
feature discussion topics, suggestions for further
study, guidelines on how to read tables,
definitions of population terms, and a
comprehensive list of books and films. The
possibilities and problems of family planning and
population control are presented objectively and
should spur further discussion.

3) Earth: Our Crowded Spaceship, Published
tit the cooperation of UNICEF and the U.S.

Committee for UNICEF in celebration of World
Population Year 1974, Isaac Asimov; (New York:
The John D'y Co.) 1974 ($6.95).
Grades 6-9
"The population of the world is near 4 billion, it
is far greater than it has ever been, and it is
increasing at a rate faster than ever before in
history," says Asimov, an adept writer for young
people. He explains the gravity of problems
arising from our limited space and resources
(food, medicine, energy and raw materials),
particularly the hunger, malnutrition, and
disease engulfing children in many parts of the
4vorld, Overall, the presentation is challenging
and serious, but not downcast, even in the five
chapters devoted to the "energy crisis" and forms
of energy.
Many chapters end on a challenging note
readers are asked to analyze and generalize about
historical trends and "suppose" about the present
and future. Problems of culture lag, conflict of
ideas, education and birth control are also
mentioned. Excellent U.N. photos, maps and
charts, and a metric conversion table are
included.

4) One Earth, Many People, The Challenge of
Human Population Growth, Lawrence Pringle
(New York: The Macmillan Co.) 1971 (86pp.;
$4.95).

Grades 5-Up
Will continued adherence to the biblical adage:
"Be fruitful, and multiply," yield a "crop of
misery and death?". Pringle thoughtfully
explores the numerous aspects of the "population
problem"
hunger, energy, the environment
and related food production problems, and
efforts at slowing population growth (with the
goal of zero growth rate). Japan is cited as an area
having a low growth rate, and Pringle maintains
that what happens there may offer clues on how
population problems are resolved elsewhere.
Pringle admits at the outset his belief in
biological and ecological points of view over the
population controversy, warning readers that
some authors fail to identify the slant to their
writing. Illustrated (with black and white photos)
and includes a glossary.

5) Pollution: The Population Explosion,
revised edition, Claire Jones (Minnesota: Lerner
Publications' Co) 71973- (86pp.).

Grades 6-9
One of the eight books in The Real World Books

on Pollution series, this book examines the
relationship between overpopulation and,
resultant problems: hunger, overcrowding; air
and water pollution, and resource .shortage.
Explanations of the nature and the
interrelationship of birth, death,-and growth
rates are accomplished clearly with diagrams and
graphs.
Actualities and implications of population
growth and the quality of life in the U.S., Europe,
Russia, japan, and underdeveloped countries are
discussed. The global outlook is termed bleak,.
since rapid population growth in the latter
virtually cancels out any benefits from improved
food production and industrial growth.
Population control as an alternative is viewed as
an extremely sensitive, personal issue. Varied
black and white photos; contains a glossary and
an index.

6) The Population Puzzle, Overcrowding and
Stress Among Animals and yen, A.H.
Drummond, Jr. (Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co.) 1973 (143pp.; $5.50).
Grades 6-Up
Does the possibility that psychological,
physiological, and sociological effectsf
overpopulation may turn people into zombies
after the year 2000 sound like a science fiction
scenario? Drummond dramatically details the
seriousness of the "population problem" by
presenting; scientific theories and research,
reporting on laboratory experiments with
animals, and analyzing the life-style of selected
animals in the wild. The nine, well-organized,
illustrated chapters offer some clues as to what

they experience a population explosion or
human interference. Theories, scientific
and historical efforts by governments and
individuals concerning the balance of nature are
discussed, along with fascinating case histories of
a variety of animals including the starling and
the Pribiloff reindeer.
McClung is hopeful about dealing with
population problems; he advocates stemming
population growth through publiceducation and
birth control, and at the same time, curtailing
reckless use of resources awl stepping up
recycling efforts.
An interesting text; (illustrations add little)
with suggestions for further reading and an
index.

8) Where the People Are, Cities and Their
Future, Kathlyn Gay (New York: Delacorte Press)
1969 (148pp.; $3.39).

Grades 7-Up
This book offers no simple definitions of urban

and rural areas, but does provide specific
examples of U.S. cities, focusing on how
geography, individuals, and economic factors
have influenced and determined growth
patterns.
The interdependence between urban and rural
areas is stressed; urban problems
housing,
transportation, pollution, crimes and attempts
to solve them are analyzed. Students are told how

they can gain more information and
i,rstanding about their city's situation. Also
,itioned are many negative feelings about city
is as well as the "planned city" concept.
Individual commitment and participation will be
needed to fight the feeling that a city or
community is "dead" or "dying," says Gay.
Simple line drawings accompany; a
bibliography of books on the geography and
structure of some urban centers is provided.

the future might hold, and should stimulate
further discussion
9) Central City/Spread City, The Metropolitan
Regions Where More and More of Us Spend Our
Lives, Alice Schwartz (New York: The Macmillan
Co) 1973 ( I32pp.: $4.95).
Grades 5-9
An effective, realistic examination of the
problems faced in the deteriorating central city,
and in the burgeoning suburb due to middle class
migrations from city to suburb. Quotations from
young people in both environments are injected

7) Mice, Moose and Men, How Their
Population Rise and Fall, Robert M. McClung
(New York: William Morrow and Co.) 1973
(64pp.; $-1.25),

Grades 5-9
The problem(s) of human overpopulation are
examined against the background of the balance
achieved among animal populations, even when
54

throughout this book, essentially a case study of
one area, the Tioga-Nicetown and Upper Merlon
Township (Pennsylvania). The extent of the
problems, from crime to pollution, are presented
dramatically. "We know what to do and how to
improve the situation,- says Schwartz, the
question is 'Do we care enough?" An extensive
list of further reading grouped by subject from
city life to minority groups
with selections
noted for teachers, is prov. ed. Excellent
illustrations.

development of major cities -- from New York t
San Francisco m is explained with an histoyi

review of migration, human needs, and
consequences of planning or lack thereof. The
consequences of urban growth and change are
well-presented, along with brief summaries of
how some problems of pollution and congest on
might be ameliorated. Indexed; illustrated;
suggestions for further reading.
13) Frorri Many Lands, Alpena Eisinaw-(New
York: Athenium) 1970 (216pp.; $6.7'5).
Grades 7-Up
The motivations and experiences of major
groups (early colonitts; Irish, German,

10) Downtown, Our Challenging Urban
Problems, Robert A. Liston (New York:
Delacorte Press (173pp.; $4.95).
Grades 7-9
The problems of our cities problems of
people
are thoughtfully considered in this
balanced look at urban life
the ghetto,
education, crime, pollution, and transportation.

Scandinavian, italin,ljewish, and Oriental
individuals) immigrating to the U.S. are
examined in this ten-chapter book. Spotlight is on
the years of mass immigration (1820-1920). Two
basic causes noted for immigration are: escaping
from poverty and searching for a new life.
onsiderable attention is given to ostacles face
dAdjustments made by particular groups.
Certain groups are not included in the discussion
Negroes, Puerto Ricans, Mexicans. Varing
U.S. immigration policies are summarized.
Woodcut and photo illustrations; indexed;
suggestions for further reading.

Liston argues that people can, overcome the three
overriding problems
power, money, and
planning. He stresses that the theoretical and
practical solutiorN must be synthesized to achieve
"the possible."

11) Newtowns, Building Cities From Scratch,
Martha E. Munzer and John Vogel, Jr. (New.'
York: Alfred A. Knapf 1974 (150pp.).
Grades 6-9
The "planned" alternatives to the typical
American city life cycle expansion to desertion
to decay
towns designed to combitiM the best

14) The Newcomers, The Tales of American
Immigrant, -,loseph and Edith Raskin, illustrated
by Kurt Werth (New York; Lothrop, Lee, and
Shepherd Co) 1974 (126pp.; $4.95).
Grades 5-7
Drawing on authentic historical records,
Raskin relates adventures of colonial era
emigrants from England, Scotland, Holland.
Germany, Africa, Norway, Sweden, and Corsic.
Included is the story of Elizabeth Garrison, a
young Swedish girl who sailed for America
hidden in a barrel, survived a shipwreck and
settled in New Jersey, and that of Manuel Geerit,
a farmer slave who cultivated a successful farm on
Manhattan Island. Illustrated with line drawings.

of city and country living are discussed positively
and realistically. Among the concepts and
examples discussed in detail are: Ebenezer
Howard's Garden City idea, the British examples
of Letchworth and Welwyn, Greenbelt towns,
New Towns, and American examples including
Radburn, New Jersey, Greenbelt, Maryland, and
Reston, Virginia. Essentially, new towns, limited
in size and balanced in residential and industrial
areas, are suggested as only one aspect of planned
urban growth.

12) Cities Are People, S. Carl Hirsch (Ne
k: The Viking Press) 1968. (176pp.: $4.95).
Grades 7-Up
Lilies A r Pt
succeeds in explaining the
purposes and problems of modern cities' by
looking at their old counterparts. The

15) Making Our Way, America at the Turn of
the Century in the Words of the Poor and the
Powerless, selected by William I_ Katz and
.Jacqueline H. Katz (New York: The Dial Press)
1975 (170pp.: $6.95).
rirdes 7-ETp
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Fourteen first-person accounts written largely
in authentic and colloquial-language comprise
this unique compilation of the unfortunate living
and working conditions of not-so-successful,
often mistreated individuals
ranging from a
sweatshop worker and sharecropper to Chinese
and Mexican Americans. In essence, the book
dispels any image of success and adventure for
'the vast majority of immigrants. Rather, the cases
appear representative of widespread resentment
and/or resignation to inj stices, poverty, and
`racism. Illustrated with istoric photographs.
Also includes a brief list of recommended
reading.

introductions to each selection; she ca sulizes
their situation and strong desire to attain basic
freedoms. There is a good geographic
representation --- the native countries of
individuals range from Austria to Cuba. Among
the inclusions are a 1957 conversation with Pablo
Casals, a humorous account of learning English
by Maria Augusta Trapp, and an excerpt. from
the 'autobiography of Josiah Henson, a fugitive
from slavery.

18) Block by Bloek, Rebuilding City
eighborhoods, Martha E. unzer and Helen
W. Vogel (New York: Alfred A. Knopf) 1973
(164pp.; $5.95).
Grades 7-Up
The physical and spiritual rejuvenation of
three deteriorated New York neighborhoods
Chelsea, Coney Island, and Jamaica
are
well-chronicled in the text and diverse photos
comprising this book. Positive individual and
romrnunity efforts are stressed as an alternative
to the despair and frustration which sometimes
causes residents to destroy their own
neighborhoods. Historical background on the
areas is blended well with data on government
programs (that contrasts the three different
approaches to neighborhood renewal) and'

16) It's Time for Brotherhood, Elizabeth H.
Sechrist and Janette Woolsey (Philadelphia:
Macrae Smith- Co.) 1973 (260pp.).
Grades 7-Up
This' comprehensive volume is must reading
for any thoughtful study of brotherhood
interactions among all people. It touches on
religious groups, how they have influenced and
been influenced, as well as individuals and
organizations notable for efforts to promote
better human relations, from Jacob Riis to the
Red Cross. Also included is a section on civil
justice, with specific mention of the particular
problems and efforts of minorities. Promoting
brotherhood through cultural, educational, and
scientific exchanges is analyzed, and the story of
the United Nations is subjected to extensive
analysis. The author examines many prejudices
and stereotypes, explaining their historical bases
while attempting to be nonjudging their historical
bases while attemptint to he nonjudgmental. The
cultural understanding to be derived from this
book is an important tool for coping with world
population problems. Bibliography included,

insights into social conditions. As dilapidated and
overcrowded as cities or areas might be, it is
imperative that they be salvaed in progressive
stages: by blocks, by neighborhoods, by cities, and

by urban-suburban regions. Munzer maintains
that neighborhoods reflect the character of, their
residents; but the life cycle of a neighborhood
does not necessarily have to be birth, growth, and
decay. A selected reading list accompanies.
19) The Color of Man, Robert
Cohen,
illustrated by Ken Heyman (New York: Random
House) 1968 (109pp,; $3.95).
Grades 6-Up
The superb photographs contained in this
hook could easily stand alone as a photographic
essay. It presents a look at the varied peoples
throughout our world, often with unique
glimpses at their interaction. Combined with a
text exploring the role of color in our lives, the
elements and variations of skin, eye, and hair
color, and the problems concerning
brotherhood, prejudice, and discrimination, the
photos give the reader much to ponder about the

17) We Wante to Be Free, The Refugees'
Own Stories, introduced and edited by Frances
Cavnah (Philadelphia: Macrae Smith Co.) 1971
(207pp.: S6.25).

Grades 7-Up
Gratitude and willingness to face challenges in
adjusting to a new way of life typifies the attitude
and spirit of seventeen refugees and exiles who
relate their experiences in this collection of
first-person recounts. Marrr of these individuals
emigrated well into the 20th century, often
arotiml World War 11. Cavanah supplies fine
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importance and unimportance of color.
Ultimately, the book asserts "it (color) is a fact, not

a standard by which we should judge people."
Indexed separately for text and black- and -white
photos.
20) Our Dirty Air, Sarah
Elliott (New York:
Julian Messhe -) 1971 (64pp.; 4.29).
Grades 5-8
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Elliott terms "Ralph Nader, an inspita6o6 to us
all," and when.she is not factually docum)3nting
worldwide air-pollution crises, the sources of
pollution, and possible solutions to reduce
automobile and industrial pollutants, she urges a
strong activist-approach. Pittsburgh and Los
Angeles are cited as two cities who took the
initiative to try and clean up their air.

FART IV

Readings For Students
Grades 3-6
1) This Crowded World, An Introduction to
the Study of Populationi Lillian B. Frankel
(Population Reference Bureau) (Washington,
D.C., Columbia Books, Publishers) 1970 (60pp.;
$1.50 paper).
.
Grades 4-6
An excellent treatment of elements of the
population explosion (inclu ing historical

This book traces the evolution of cities, from
the livd of hunters and farmers to modern
industrial cities. Brief descriptions survey some of
the historical, geographic, sociological, and
religious city dwellerf. The city is extolled as

"perhaps man's greatest invention," a place he
can make into whatever he wants.

aspects) in affluent and and rdeveloped areas.
This Crowded World discusses the social, economic,

and enviromental consequences of too many
people in an easily- understandable fashion
through comparison, contrast, and dear graphs.
A major asset of this book is that it successfully
"translates" demographic facts to an appropriate
experience level for elementary students.
Imaginative analogies include more than the
concept of "earth as a spaceship-." Students are
told to envision more than 100 children in their
classroom (which generally has-up to 30); human
population is likened to corn in a popcorn popper
it is ever - expanding to fill the popper (our
world) which cannot expand. Also, the struggle of
poor countries is likened to the futility of building
a sand castle on the beach. Essentially, this book
affirms a widely held belief population growth
worldwide must slow down. Black-and-white
photos and line drawings accompany.
2) Your Changing City, Monroe Schere,
illustrations by Erwin Schachner (New Jersey:
Prentice Hall) 1969 ($4.95).
Grades 3-6
Following a brief, objective definition of the
"city," well-organized sections follow on city
planning and land use, transportation, waste a
resources
water, food, fuel, electricity, and
people. Throughout, Schere injects historical
tidbits, background, and notes modern attempts
to deal with the city's ever-changing dilemmas.
The book concludes with an interesting rundown
of aspects for a future "experimental city" and
some international ideas. Bright illustrations.
3) How the World's First Cities Began, Arthur
S. Gregor (New York: E.P. Dutton and Co.) 1967
(64pp.; $3.75).
Grades 4-6

4) Here I Am!, An Anthology of Poems Written
by Young People in Some of America's Minority
Groups, edited by Virginia Olsen Baron (New
York: E.P. Dutton) no date (159pp.; $5.95).
Grades 3-6
Dedicated to the memory of the four girls killed
in the bombing of a Birmingham, Alabama
church, this anthology of poems by six
twenty-year-olds, expresses a wide range of their
sentiments about, the poverty and hunger of their
neighborhoods, prejudice and injusice, and their
family life. One poem reflects concern for the
resources the earth provides 6 food, shelter, i.e.
life, and pleads for their judicious use. Messages
throughout are clear and balanced anger and
sadness to pride and-joy. Selections are indexed
by first line and by author.

5) The Way It Is, edited by John Holland (New
York: Harcourt, Brace, and World) 1969 (87pp.;
$3.25).
Grades 3-5
This book offers some rare insight into the
world and thoughts of black and Puerto Rican 7th
and 8th grade boys living in a neglected urban
neighborhood
the Williamsburgh section of
Brooklyn, New York. The tone is often bleak and
painfully realistic; but the words and
photographs (both created as part of a motivating
i
educational
-Ce are not completely
despairing. lie Vay It Is r valuable for its honesty
and impact. ,

6) Sidewalk Story,/ Sharon Bell Mathis,
illustrated by,,Leo_ Carty (New York: The Viking
Press) 1971 (73-pp.; $5.95).
Grades 3-6

The realities of inner city life dominate in this
portrait of devoted friendship. Lilly Etta's

single-minded determination and spirited efforts
to help her friend Tanya (whose family is being
evicted) result in a plausible solution for Tanya's
family and special recognition for Lilly Etta.'
Illustrations heighten the tender realism of this
book.

appealing vignette
the personal and-historical
happenings in one man's life span. Ink wash
illustrations introduce each chapter.

9) Earth Is Home: The Pollution` Story, June

7) Mffillage in India, onia and Tim Gidal
P-anthroi Books) 19564, 7pp..; $5.69).
Grades -4 -6
Childr s lives in various countries have been
treated by the Gidals in their series comprising
over twenty books. It is a personalized series, and
in this book, Dhan, a young Indian boy, details his
daily life- style'and activities. Skillfully interwoven
with this narrative is a wealth of information on
Indian life
family members, customs,
traditions, religion, dress, dietary habits., school
experiences, recreational activities, and even
historical information. A good vehicle for
involving and interesting children in the
different lifestyles of their peers around the
world, since it uses a firstperson text instead of
broad, factual rundowns and generalizations.
Among other countries given this comprehensive
"portrait" treatment are Ghana, Gerniany, Italy_ ,
and Denmark. Involving and interesting.
8) A House on Liberty Street, Mary Hays Welk,

illustrated by Ann Grifalconi (Atheneum, New
York) 1973 (69pp.; $4.50).
Grades 4-6
The realities of immigrant life high idealism,
frustration, and accomplishment
are skillfully
recounted in this story based on the life of the
author's grandfather. The man whose presence
grew to be cherished in the house on Liberty
Street was Louis Kranz, a young German baker
who emigrated to the U.S. in the mid-19th
century. A midwest setting, perceptions about the
Civil War period, and the special warmth that
Kranz's family had for him (whether reflecting on
his early life in this country, as a grandfather, or
after his death) combine to make this book a fine
complement to the general stories of immigrant
trials and tribulations at the turn of the century in
Eastern U.S. settings. The author never knew her
grandfather, but in her close-knit family she
learned enough about him to create this

Behrens, illustrated by Samuel Bhang (Elk Grove
Press) 1971 (55pp.; $5.85).
'Grades 4-6
An easily-read, brief text which reviews in

summary fashion the causes and effects of
pollution of land, air, water, and living thing
Recommended as a major first. effort is the
preservation of living things through
establishment of game preserves and animal
refuges. Watercolor illustrations are often
superimposed with shadows of grey, dramatically

highlighting the extent of the problem.
Involvement and plannirlg ahead must begin
now, according to the book. Key words, italicized
throughout the text, are listed in a glossary/index.

10) Grandma Didn't Wave Back, Rose Blue
(New York: Franklin Watts) 1972 (62pp ; $4.90).
Grades 3-6

Ten year old Debbie struggles to understand
and accept her grandmother's increasingly senile
state. Debbie's warm reflections on the,special
closeness she feels for her grandmother are
balanced well with family tensions and anxiety
about providing the best care for her
grandmother. Without over-sentimentality, this
story is notable in conveying the theme of mature
acceptance of changing times and the process of
aging. Warmhearted illustrations.
11) What Can She Be? An Architect, Gloria
Goldreich and Esther Goldreich, photographed
by Robert -1-15-c-iir (New York: Lothrop, Lee and

Shepard Co.) 1974 (48pp.; $4.95).
Grades 3-5
One of Lothrop's What Can She Be series (also
including analysis of the careers of a veterinarian,
lawyer, and newscaster), this book follows a

woman architect through her daily projects and
work. A worthwhile series for its realistic photos
and attempt to show nontraditional career
options for women to elementary students.
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READINGS FOR STUDENTS
Grades K-4

1) A Place to Live, Jeanne Bendick (New York:

Parents' Magazine Press) 1970 (64pp4,4.96).
Grades 2-4
Lively, appealing illustrations abound in A
Place to Live, as Bendick demonstrates her ability

to present complex concepts on an elementary
level, in: this case the interdependence (needs,
sharing, and support) among human, plant, and
animal life. Specifically, she explains the diversity

of neighborhoods, communities, and
environments, noting the basic needs of all living
things and the threat that pollution poses for
them. A simple, clear, and very important book
for young children.

4) The Chosen Baby, Valentine P. Wasson
(Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Co.) 1977
unpaged; $5.95).
Grades K-3
Originally published in 1939, this revised
edition remains a fine treatment of the process of
adoption from the perspective of both parent and
child. The framework is a loving family setting
and familiar childhood experiences. Peter is
adopted; he plays hide-and-seek, goes on family
outings; and visits his grandparents. The story
:lows smoothly throughout and includes the
adoption f a second child
a sister for Peter.
Express'
high calibre illustrations.
,

5) I Am Adopted, Susan Lapsley, illustrations
by Michael Charlton (New York: Bradbury Press)
1974 (unpaged; $4.95).
Preschool-1

2) All Kinds of Families, Norman Simon,
pictures by Joe Lasker (Chicago: Albert Whitman
and Co.) 1976 (unpaged; $4.50).
Grades 1-3
What a family is, what it means to be part of
one, and the variety of family types and
experiences are all well-explored in this book.
Realistic black-and-white and color illustrations
show that all kinds of families are for "caring,
loving, and sharing" in their own special ways.
Changes, sadness, and difficult situations within
families are conveyed more in the photos than the
text. Overall, Simon offers a positive look at all
that family life can be.

What does being adopted mean? To Charles
and his sister, Sophie (both adopted) it means
belonging,,i.e., loving, sharing, and helping
within a family unit. Soft, watercolor illustrations.
A simple, handy book.

6) How People Live in the Suburbs, Also How
People Live in the Big City, Muriel N. Stanek
(Illinois: Benefic Press) 1970 (48pp.).
Grades 2-4
A basic look at the nature of suburb living
families, work, recreation, and schools
which
amounts to a very strong promotion of suburban
life
it offers more space, clean air, and
recreation time. Interaction between urban and
suburban school children is suggested and
cooperation among suburban areas is discussed.
Unique (sometimes dated) black-and-white

3) Families Are Like That, Stories to Read to
Yourself, selected by the Child Study Association
of America, Wel-Met; illustrations by Richard
Cuffari (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.) 1975
($6.50).
Grades 2-4
A fine compilation of ten stories ethnically and
racially balanced which offers glimpses of realistic
family situations: financial problems, adoption,

photos are mixed with sporadic color cartoon-like
illustrations.

death, divorce. These serious topics are treated
well, as are more lighhearted entries birthday
presents and a young girl who goes on a fishing
trip with her father and brothers. Many selections
are by well-known children's authors. Illustrated.

7) The People Downstairs and Other City
Stories, Rhoda W. Bacmeister, illustrations by
Paul Galdone (New York: Coward, McCann and
Geoghegan) 1964 (120pp.; $4.97).
Grades K-3
65

These twenty-five selections are of varying
quality
some provide acceptable glimpses of
ethnic diversity and familiar family and personal

experiences for young children. With careful
selection, teachers might find some stories less
stereotyped and appropriate. For example,
stories about a visit to the dentist, going on a
family picnic, religious customs, Chinese New
Year celebration, and poems on weather and
playing are among the better inclusions.

Beginning with a story on how the city comes to

life each day, this collection features short,
appropriate stories on common childhood
experiences: making friends, accepting and
appreciating children from=other countries,
learning to read, and going to the supermarket.
Skillfully illustrated.
11) Waiting for Momma, Marillta Moskin (New

8) Cities Old and New, William Wise,
illustrations by Mila Lazarevich, 1973 (64pp.;
$4.96).
Grades 2-4
e
historical
development
of
cities
their
Tgi

cha _'ng,character to meet needs and solve
pro_
are superbly explained in this

Finding. Out book. Also discussed are the creation
of two-planned cities
Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C. Wise analyzes past and present

urban problems, such as resource shortages and
overcrowding, and concludes that our
our citi-_ to

York: Coward, McCann and Geoghegan) 1975
(91pp.; $5.95).
Grades 1-3
A tender and perceptive vignette about
immigrants adjusting to a radically different,
often bewildering life in America at the
turn-of-the-century, told through the eyes of a
young Jewish immigrant girl, Becky. Her diligent
efforts to learn English and aid her father,
brother, and sister in bringing her mother and
baby sister from Russia add up to a gentle,
evocative tale, complemented by pleasant
illustrations. The story's pace and emotional tone
are well-suited to young children.

corneones and those that are(impro ed and
rebuilt) "will be far happier places
ive than
cities of today." Finely executed drawings
enhance this story, laced throughout with
questions for discussion and even sonic simple
suggestions for easy, related activities.

12) My Grandson Lew, Charlotte Zolotow
(New York: Harper and Wow, Publishers) 1974
(32pp.; $4.95).
Grades 1-3
A sensitive and comforting treatment of death,
i.e. coping with the loss of a love. Six-year-old
Lewis and his mother share their loving
memories about the specialness of Lewis'
grandfather, who died when Lewis was only two
years old. Brief text and appealing illustrations.

9) The City Book, Lucille Corcos (New York:
Golden Press) 1972 (93pp.; $3,95).
Grades K-3

The aspects and inner workings of city lifeoccupations, recreation, government and
transportation are portrayed in inviting
watercolor illustrations that generally engulf
)-page spreads. Among other topics treated in
this ten-section book are neighborhoods, ethnic
diversity, and the scarcity of space. The approach
and content of this book, which looks at all that
goes on in a city, how services are supplied, and
what city life has to offer makes it most
appropriate fur young children.

13) The Hundred Penny Box, Sharon Bell
Mathis (New York: The Viking Press) 1975
(47pp ; $6 96).
Grades 1-3
A 1976 Newberg 1- loins Book notable for its
poignant depiction of a very special, loving bond
between young Michael and his 100-year-old
,

great great Aunt Dew (who lives with Michael z

his parents). The perceptions and emotions of all
the characters are most skillfully developed,
particularly those of ;Michael, who displays
tenderness and sensitivity in understanding Aunt

10) Round About the City (Stories You Can
Read to Yourself) Child Study Association of
America, illustrated by Harper Johnson (New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co.) 1966 (117pp.;

Dew's need to cling to her few possessnms

most

of all, her dilapidated old box containing 100
pennies, representing each year of her life.
Michael delights in having her recount events of

Grades 1-3
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her life, always tolerant of hers even in her more
rambling, confused moments. Michael strives to
be his Aunt Dew's friend
a contrast to the
tensions arising when his mcpiher (with the best
intentions) assumes a caretaker role toward Aunt
Dew.

Soft brown watercolor illustrations accentuate
the warmth of this book a moving portrait of
family life and bonds among generations.
7

14) Kevin's Grandma, Barbara Williams,
illustrated by Kay Chorao (New York: E.P.
Dutton and Co.) 1975 (unpaged; $5.50).
Grades K-2
Using clever exaggerations, perhaps to dispel
stereotypes about the aged, Williams sets up a
delightful, imaginative contrast between two
types of grandmothers the "narrator's" sweet,
traditional cookie-baking grandmother who
drives a station wagon and belongs to bridge,
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garden, and music clubs; and Kevin's whimsical
grandmother who zips around on a Honda 90,
brings him Mad magazine and peanut butter
soup, engages in arm wrestling, judo, and
skydiving, and drinks tiger's milk at a health food
bar. Delicate pen-and-ink drawings.

15) William's Doll, Charlotte Zolotow,
illustrated by William Rene DuBois (New York:
I--Irper and Row, Publishers) 1972 (30pp.;
$3.39).
Grades K-3
Basketball and trains just will not do for.
William. More than anything, William wants a
doll ( "to hug and cradle") much to the chagrin of
his friends and family, except for his
grandmother. In her, William finds a
+, sympathetic ally; she wisely understands and gets
William just the doll he wants
so he can
"practice being a falher.

/

APPENDIX A

A Guide to Films and Audiovisual Materials
Guides to Films

Films on Populatioii

Audio-Visual Aids and Film Libraries for
Population Education, single copies free: Zero
Population Growth, Inc., 1346 Connecticut
Avenne, NAT., Washington, D.C. 20036.

Pop

Audio-Visual Resources for Population
Education and Family Planning: An
InternationalGuide for Social Work Educators
(1975) by Jacqueline Marx Atkins, $2;
International Association of Schools of Social
Work, 345 East 46th Street, New York, NA'.
10017.

Film Directory, compiled by Planned
Parenthood Federation of America, single copies
free; Planned Parenthood Federation of
America, 810 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10019.

People Packet and Hunger Packet, single
copies free: National Association for Foreign
Student Affairs, 1860 19th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009.

Population Education: Sources and
Resources, single copies free: Population
References Bureau, 1337 Connecticut Avenue,
NAV., kVashington, DC. 2004.

General

1) Population Ecology 1 9min/1 964/color/sale
$255,00, rent $14.00) Available: Encyclopaedia
Britannica, 1822 Pickwick Avenue, Glenville,
Illinois 60025.
Population dynamics, environmental impacts,
growth curve, etc.

2) Issues in Population: Where the Experts
Disagree (28 min/19714:010011m clip/purchase
$20.00, slide show purchase S45.00, reel_ $2.00)
Available: Cornell Film Lihrary, Rolm-ts
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 14850.
Controversy among experts on yarn 1115
population issues.
3) Control or Destroy (12 min" 1009/black and
white/purchase $135.00, rent ti 15.(30) Available:
Films Incorporated, 114-1 Wilmette Avenue,
Wilmette, Illino 60091 (order #322-0021).
Ovet population as a potential crisis, produced
by NBC.

4) There May Come A Time (7 min/1973/
color/purchase $100.00, rent S20.00)
Available: Films Incorporated. 114-1 Wilmette
Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 60091 (order
1(3.7o=0001).

A statement on (he haZIrd 01 overpopulation,
produced by Gordon/Glynn Productioils,

Short-Term Loan Libraries
Population Reference Bureau
1337 Connecticut Avenne,
Washington,' D,C, 20009
($ 1(1 rental fee per film)

,

ZeroPopulation Growth,

5) A Threat or Promise
init1/1975/
color $70.00) Available: International
Planned Parenthood Federation, 18-'20 1,0\VCI
Regent Street London SW I -11-1W Erdand.
Fainilv planning, hunger, housing, edtication
and NVOrld health probl( ms.

11-74-7Connecticut Avenue, N.V.

Washington, DV, 20030
($10 rental fee per film)
Population Film Coordinator
Department of Biology
liniversitv if CM( innoti
( incinnati, Ohio -15221

6) The People Problem ( II min each
(1968/colw/S35.00/two 35min films, 3 1l'.)
Available: Guidance Assoiates, Ilarcoui t, Brace
and \\ orld, -11 \Vashington A\ (line,
Pleasantville, NA'. 105'70,
lu population pi ()Hem and ((Ting \-alt
v.)

7) The Population Debate
(four-part/color/$96.00/sound) Avmlahlef.
Sunburst Communications, 39 Washington
Avenue, Pleasantville, New York (0570.
This filmstrip deals with denic)graphy, ecology
and food, distribution and economics, and family
planning. Descriptive fiver
order form
aN;_nlable from iiitii address.

8) Population: The People Problem
(2 filmstrips/24 min/1975/color/$16.95/
sound/records or cassettes) Available:
Nfulti-Niedia Productions, Inc., P.O. Box .)097,
Stanford, California 9-1305.
Examines demogrtiplue variables and trends.
Teachers guide provides discussion questions,
vocabularv, and reading lists.

on a trip around the world where on-the-spot
photography shows how other children live in
vastly, different cultures.-

3) Families of Other Lands (five
filmstrips/color/purchase $10.0(1 each, series of
five $41.00) Available: Encyclopaedia Britannica
Edvicationtil Corp., 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611 (order #10890).
This series of five filmstrips views people living
ill very different countries, showing how they
relate to their environment and how they make a
living.

4) One World (8 filinstrips/colcw/purchase
S88.0( I/4 cassettes/teacher's guide) Available:
Troll Associates, 320 Route 17, Mahweh,
(17430.

9) Ecology Primer (18 min/1972/color/S285
purchase, 53(1 rental) Available: American
Educanoual films, 132 Lasky brive, Beverly
Hlls, California 90212.
Dialogue With kids
Mal

Portrays family life in eight countries, touring
environments From farms and fishing villages to
cities and a kibbutz.

and 1)41)1.1LO:10H gmwth.

5) Population (4 min/color/purchase
$1(3.00/35min) Available: United States
information Service.
World population, growth of population, and
overpopulation dramatic all depicted with
soundtrack of heartbeats.

10) More (3 min/ I977/color!) purchase)
Available: Macmillan Films. Inc., 3-1
Mat:Question Parkway Sonde NIt. Vernon, New
York 10050.
An -,lliiinated film illustrating the idea That
-more- is not ilways better and inaN even, in fact,
result_ in (lisaster.

11:0)-1(1

6) Population Stabilization (31) sec011(1s/

(olor/purchase $20.00) Available: Zero
Population Growth of Houston, 4510 Briarbend,
Elouston, Texas.
Cartoon depicinw world as bomb with burning
I use.

I) A Future for Every Child (10
min/ 1974/color) Available: Public Information'
Division, United Nations, New York, N.Y. 101117.
1 his cartoon film depicts the urgency 01 the

vorld's population problem ,ind
&aced
for \\ 1)1
Population Year by LJNI( 4.
2) Families Around the World tcololiputchase
each filmstrip S10,00, series of eight S'fi,7,9(1/-17
rallies each) Available; EncNclopaedia
Briemnica Educational Corporal it al, A25 North
Nli(higan .1 venue, Chit ago, Illinois 60611 (order
#911i0L
I hi;
()1 clqhi 1111111tili ipS I;ILYN (;linp,siers

7) Tomorrow's Children (20 min/
color /purchase S250.0(1) Available:
Perennial EductlIO11, Ii it., 1825 Willow Road,

Northfield, Illinois 60093.
Population growth and high consumption tire
outstripping natural resources while life
expect ino increas(s.

8) World Population (3 ininholor) Available:
Coronet Instruction,i1 Media, (35 Last South
\Yawl- Street, .Chicago,, Illinois 60601.
graphic presentalion of mil Id population

growth and distribution from 1 A.D. to the
present, and projected to 2000 A.D.

Records Service, National Audio-Visual Center,
Washington, D.C. 20409.
Film produced by the Bureau of the Census
showing how it amasses the statistics of a nation,
not just every ten years, but weekly, monthly, and
quarterly, too.

United States Population

1) Population and the American Future (6))
min/1974 revised/color/purchase $300.00, no
rental) Available: Fisher Film Group, 356A East
50th Street, New York, N.Y, 10022.

7) How Children Live in America (6
6linstrips/1975/color/purchase 566.00/3
cassettes/teacher's guide) Available: Troll
Associates, 320 Route 17, Mahweh, N.J. 07430.
Presents different environments in which
children live and grow, as seen through the eyes
of a child in families in different locales,

--- This is the official filth version of the Report of

the President's Commission on Populatt,,)
Growth and the American Future. Disc
population growth and related issues in 1..c Us,
2) America's People (11 min/color/purchase
5190, rent S25.00) Available: DANA
Productions, 6249 Babcock Avenue, North
Hollywood, California 91606.
Motion picture footage dating as fir back as
1898 is interspersed with live action of today's
America, emphasizing that this country was built
by people from all over the world.

8) The American Experience: Religious
Diversity (18 min/1976/color/purchase $260.00,
rent $25.00) Available: BFA Educational Media,
2211 Michigan Avenue, P.O. Box 1795, Santa
Monica, California 90406,
Broad overview of America's religious
diversity, touching on history of religion and
religious freedom. Concentrates on rich variety
of religious belief's flourishing today in the U.S.

3) We (15 and 30 Olin versions/1973/coloaree
rental: ;Available: National ,kudio Visual Center,
kVash yigton, D.C. 20409.
Re
Hidings of 1970 Census.

opulation Boom or Doom? (60 min/
'/rent $25.(J0) Available: ABC
Avenue of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10019.
erview of U.S. population trends, keyed to
commission report, Population and the
American Future.
4)
1979

-

chi:i

9) Six Families in the U.S. (6 lihnstrips/7 rain
each/porehase $17.0)) each, series of six
586.95/teacher's guide) Available: Encyclopaedia
Firitannica EducatOnal Corp., 425 North
Michigan A \emit:, Chicago, Illinois 60611 (order
#64-16 for records, #6440K. for cassettes).
These sound filmstrips present six intimate
views of families living in the U.S. today, exposing
the factors that enrich people's lives, as well as the

problilns they Lice.
5) People, People, People (-1ri2 min/
1976/( oloriptirt lease $-10,00)

10) Regions of the United States (7
I ilmstrips/12 min oich/color/purchase $17.00
each, stries of seven 51)1,50/teacher's guide)
As ailable: Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
Corp.: -12:5 North Michigan AN enue, Chicago,
Illinois 6061 t (order #6447 for records, #6447K
for (,isset(es).
A visual sill ye\ of the six major regions of the
.ti into )(it Ring sididcnts hi its land and people,
examining each regnars pInsical and cc9nomic
t lima( teristics Is well is the people that live there.

National Audiovisual Center, General Scivi(
Administration. iVashington. 1).C. 20109,
A brilliantly -,Ininiated film depicting our
manv=peopled heritage which brings :_tlive the
peopling of a alt 111111) and groi\ th of a nation.
I'll Ii

I IV the American Revolution

Bi(ent(nmal Admimsnation.

6) Fact Finder ( ruin/11)7'34 olor/pitt (11,ise
i);5)) ltiniiiit .\\,tilable: V161)1101 All his is
I

73

7) The Uprooted (27 ninVI 970/black and
white/purchase $250,00, rent 523,00) Available:
Films Inc 114 XVilmette Avenue, AA:dinette,
Illinois 60091,
By 192(, thirty-fire million irutiiifrants f-rom
all over Europe had Hocked to America. This
film, produced by Granada International, tells
their story,

h

1) America's-Ethnic Heritage: Growth and
Expansion (-1 sound filmstrips \yith cassettes
$80.00, with 'records $68.00) !kvailable: BFA
Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, P.O.
Box 1795. Santa Monica, California 90106,
Chronicles Aineriea's growth and development
r(1m I800's to 1880, kith emphasis on
contributions of inunigi;:ints.

2) A Nation of Immigrants (53 min/I. 'Whlack
ittid white/ptirchaSe
rem S37.00)

8) Westward Expansion (6 filmstrips
color/purchase 810.00 each, series of six
810.50) Available: Encyclopaedia Brittanica
Educational Corp,, -125 North Nlichigan Avenue,

Available: 111ms Incorporatc(1, 1 VE1 kVilmette

Chicago, Illinois 60(111,

Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois 00091.
Europeans discovered the New World .t -1 the
store of immigration began. Produced 1)\
NIL tromedia Producers Corp,

This series of six filmstrips illustrates sonic of
the significant people, places, uicl events in the
vast movement that brought settlers to the
i\merican kVest,

3) Ellis Island (12 min/I c17 black imd
white/purchase SP20.00, rent 815.00) ;kvailable:
Films, Inc., II-1 NVilmette Avenue, \Vilmette,

9) The Illegal Alien: The Gate Crashers
niiii/1976/color/S500.0th Available: American
Broadcasting Company, 67. West 661.11 St reel,
New York, New York 10t):23,

I

Illinois 0(I091.

)ininous reality of Ellis Island at Ole turn f
century vividly depicted in this film produce(
the
nedia Prodin cis Col p.

An ABC documentary \\nch offers a brief
history or iniffligration trends aml policies wit
emphasis on illegal immigration and the strain it
puts on
r(` s(nirces.

Immigration in the 19th Century (13 if
min/ I 972/Nack and \\hire/purchase S135.00,
rent S 1 ).00) Available: hilms Inc., I I-1 NVilme
\venne, Wilinelte, Illinois 60691.
!dhotis of Ltirope's oppressed seek freedom
iu North America
help build ik
I

5) Land of
ants (16
or/purclia
-MU, rent 818.0
v.-Ail:dile: CI 'HAIM Ellin,
(122 N, Robertson Pwidevard, Ens Angeles,
California 90069.
People of iliffrrcnt origins hive iingi ;lied at
di 1 lei ent periods for (liffc vent reasons, 111
contillIlltreg 10 the deVCIo1)111Cilt of our

6) Leaving Home Blues (,)
11)1,))111(

I

I

I-1

I

min/ I 97 1/

\kill-m.11c

1) Altered Enri7onments: An Inquiry into the
Growth of the American Cities (10 min/
1971/(Ador/purchase S125.00, rent ti 15.00)
\\ ailable: BEA Educational
2211
Michigan .-\venue, Santa Monica, California

The

_tinned exp:insion cif iinl ttrball centers
cl in IFIIS film, relating that gniwth to
(mr envir( -iinclual destruct i(
IS (IIR`Stiott

(II

hdse S55(I,00, relit S`13.00)

111,ible: films 1111.,

PI'

mic,

2) The - itiier can City Problems and
se
(5 filmstrip-1 975/kolor/a
gitale) Available: National (; graphic Socu:t\17th ;nal
Stvc.cts, NAV., \VashingtorE E).C.
`MOE).

\'Ilifitly, 111111()i,, tio)91.
1111111)1()11u,cd by NBC

the plight of
inEd mighints ;IS the\
tito\ c'to the ,itics, ghettos, ;In(1 the \\ella

I be past, present ;111(1
, studies in cconomii s iiild
cities provide sei \ i(A"; ink! altcll110 to solve
problems.

(1

3) Boomsville (II rnin/1969/color/purchas
$150.00, rent $15.00) Available: Learning
Corporation of America, 711 Fifth Avenue, New
York, N.Y. 10022.
Impact Of migration and urbanizathim.

The surging growth of our great ciii whose
roots go hack to the great migrations op.1),c 800s,

and their efforts to confront turrent Problems.'
10) What Makes a City? ( 10 intn/1076/
color purchase $165,0))) Available:
Paramoro/Oxford Films, Inc ., 1136 Not Las
Palmas Avenue, 1.os Angeles, Califqrnia 90038.
Visits several cities of dillerent size, illustrating
that their survival and growth depCnd on their
natural resources, creativity, and attcnnon to the
needs of all then: people.

4) The City (20 min/1972/color/purchase
$260.00/English
Spanish versions) Available:
Auclio-Visual Protuctions, 8 East 36th Street,'
New York,A,Y. 10016.
Comparisons between poor and wealthy,
history of urban deVelopment, unemployment,
social conflicts, and unwanted side-effects of the
rapid population growth. Produced by the
Population Reference Bureau and the Division of
Population Studies of the Colombian Association

11) For Your Pleasure (4 mit

! 97

color/purchase $100.00, rental ::;11.1.0if
Available: Mass Niedia Associates, 2116 North

of Nledical Schools.

Charley Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21218.
Animated film showing rural areas
transformation into crowded metropolis,

5) The City and the Self (52 rnin/color-rent
$60.))0) Available: Time-Life NIultimedia,
Distribution Center, 100 Eisenhower Drive,
Paramus, N.J. 07652.
Experiences of everyday people in cities,

indifference of urban life,

Corwqiienrcv

(

ozctii

6) From Cave to City (I0 min/1973/
color/rum:Luse S135.00, rent Sl5.00)
kvailable: Film Fair (ommunications, IM)00
Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California

1) Feeding the Billions (1 filmstrips,/ 16 min
each/ I 976/eolor/S95.00/records or cassettes)
Ayailithle: Macmillan Audio-Visual, Macmillan

9160-1,

N.Y. 1(1022.

Library Service, 866 Third Avenue, New York,
Food/population

Shows the logic ii steps that oaurred iii maifs
evolvement from early wandering food gathers to
the modern-day crowded dweller in huge,
complex, and polluted cities.

CIC, feat

111:1! nat inclUded.

2). Five Minutes to Midnight (Si min/
1976/color/purchase 5750.00, rent $6000)
Fihns Inc., I II I NVilineue Asentie.

7) Little Man, Big City (I0 tuin/Ic)09/
color/purchac 8140.00, rem SI IMO)
Ay;iihible: film Librar, New York University, 2(i
Vashingion Place. New York, N.Y. 10003.
Stress of urban life: m ei rowding, pollution,

1Vilmette, Illinois 60061.
°vet vie \N. of the consequent es oi
110111M11011: ("Nil CIIIC mu 1;_li 1)0 \

.

etc.

SI

t 105 M KIM:CUM

tCCIMICILICS, history

Mid

V, %:(i) id

StarVati011, and impending global dis-aster.

8) Promise City 00 min/I97 I/color/rem
iodima
Audi()

3) The Future of Us Al! (28 min/1973/
col i/purdiase $100,00, rent S10.00)

Vit1,11 Ccilter, Blo(miiugtmi,

Pkinned Parenthood-NVorld

Migt,mou intl depopttLition, shown through
cx,impIe ()I a

It III.

Pt >pair it

td11111111g ti,111111111111V.

Film 1 .11m ;in

71) Park AN ently

ii

New Ycwk, N.Y 10010.
.

Dottunciwir
9) The Ritie of the American City (32
num"(

It

cult ii

11111

77/

iii Ii itu II

ho\, hle in Ow (ilk'', ',Hid
ahki' is Aft( it I IS ill Ii cuLt 'd
t

it 155

Ii.

4) Let's Talk About Population (25
min/1974/black and white/free loan) Available:
National Association for Foreign Student Affairs,
1860 19th Street, N.W,, Washington, D.C. 20009.
Discussion by six students from various
countries about effects of population growth,
5) Overpopulation (13
min/1972/color/$14.95/1 record/teacher's notes)
Available: Society for Visual Education, Inc.,
1345 Diversey Parkway ;Chicago, Illinois 60614.
Effects of the worldwide population growth in
terms of the earth's physical limitations.
Produced by Family Filar trips of Singer
Educati( and Training Products.

6) People by the Billions (28 min/black and
white/purchase $240.00, rent $15.00) Available:
McGraw-Hill Films, 1221 Avenue of the
Americas, Npv York, N.Y. 10020.
This film examines the implications cif our
present population explosion,
7) Population (3,-_
972/prrchas
1S24.95/super 8min cassetterfechnicol(0
Available: Hubbard Scientific Comp,mv, P.O.
Box 105, 2855 Shermer. Road, Northbrook,

10) Population and the Quality of Life (12
mill/1975/color/purchase $90.00, rent $20.00)
Available: Institute for World Order, 1140
Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10036,
Impact of population growth on the quality of
life.

11) Population Ecology (1.9
min/ I 966/color/purchase $ 163.00 /teacher's
notes) Available: Encyclopaedia Britannica

International Ltd., 41appin House, 156-162
Oxford Street, London WIN 9DL, United
Kingdom.

Man's success in shaping the environment to
meet his needs has destroyed the ecological
balance limiting the growth of animal and plant
populations.

12) Rural and Urban Poverty: Seeds of
Catastrophe (22 min/1976/cOlor/purchase
$135,00, rent $25.00) Available: Films Inc_ 1144
Wilmette Avenue, Illinois (10061.
Overpopulation has forced the rural poor into
constant battle to survive, driving increasing
numbers into cities which can no longer absorb
them.

Illinois 60062.

Population shown in scenes of waste and
main-Minion of environment,

8) Population and Pollution (1 7
inin/1971/color/purchase 5223.00, rent S1 2.50)
Available: International Film Bureau, Inc 322
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60604.
Relates the pollution problem to misuse of the
,

environment and the great demands of an
ever-increasing population. Emphasizes need for

13) Tomo'rrow's Children (17 min/1971/
color/purchase 8225.00, rent $22.00)
Available: Perennial Education, Inc., 1825
Willow Road, Northfield, Illinois 60093.
Provides an overview of the way population
growth has interfered with the ecological balance
bet \\Ten man and nature.

both long and short range planning 11-ul sugge
individual action.

14) Vimairrow's World: Feeding the Billions
(54 min/1968/color/rent 835,00) Available:
Film Preview Library, Princeton
Road, Hightstown, N.J. 08520,
History of population growth, present f
shortages, new farming- technologies.

9) Population and Resources (`.:
filmstrips/color) Price information and film
available: Diana 1,Vvllie Ltd., 3 Park Road, Baker
Street, London NW1, finite(' 1:ingdorn.
First filmstrip provides art international
historical view of human population grow th. The
second Filmstrip contrasts overweight, dieting
westei ncts with Star.
(1111(11CH in the

15) Tragedy of the Commons
1971/color/purchase $310.00, rent $22.00)
Available: BFA Educational Media, 2211
'Alichigan Avenue, NA Box 1795, Santa Monica,

deVelOpillg

(:alif.Ornia 90406.

Narrated by Garrett Hardin, environmentalist,
this film is designed to provoke discussion of the

problem of diminishing resources, expanding
population, and environmental stress
16)
(10 min/1974/color/free
rental) Available: International Labour
Organization, 1750 New York Avenues N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006
Relation of employment to population and
consumption.

Interviews with three childless couples who feel

that life without children is a valid one.
120 GI
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1) EGGS (10 min/1970/color/purchase
$150.00, rent $20.00) Available: Film Images, 17
West 60th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022.
A clever, witty, animated film dealing with the
problem of stabilizing population growth.

17) Sorry, No Vacancy (27 min /1973 /color)

Available: Malilor Films, Inc P.O. Box 428,
Malilor, California 90265.
Examines conflict between population growth
and tie earth's resources, especially food and
energy.
Fertility Corr

1) Science and Ethics of Population Control:
An Overburdened Earth (36 min/1975/purchase
$109.50/2 carousel trays of slides/cassettes or
records) Available: Center for Humanities, Inc.,
Two Holland Avenue, White Plains, N.Y. 10603.
Discusses the biological and social causes of
human population change, its implications, and
the choices which industrial society faces.

2) Limits to Growth (23 min/1973/
color/purchase $200.00, rent $10.00)
Available: Lane Council of Governments, 135
East Sixth Street, Eugene, Oregon 97401

3) Science and Society: An Inquiry into
Technology and Values: Population (2
filmstrips/$50.00/2 cassettes or records/program
guide) Available: Prentice Hall Media, 150 While

Plains Road, Tarrytown, N.Y, 10591 (order
#655).
Examines problem of overpopulation and its
ramifications for human survival. Considers
ethical questions involved in curbing populati
growth.
Stiatrrriec

2) Beyond Conception (35 min/
1968/color/rent $15.00) Available:
Population Dynamics, 3829 Aurora Avenue
North, Seattle, Washington 98103,
Problems of population growth; contrtcept

3) La Sortija de Compromiso (The
Engagement Ring) (25 min/color/purchase
$200.00, rent $12.50/Spanish language, available
with English subtitles) Available: Planned
Parenthood-World Population Film Library, 470
Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y, 10010.
The romantic dreams of a voting engaged
couple versus the harsh realities of urban life.
edro \cants a large family; Isabelle realizes the
emblems associated with too many children.
4) Three's a Crowd (13 min /color /rent $25.00)
Available: Time/Life :Multimedia, Distribution
Center, 100 Eisenhower Drive, Paramus, N.J.
07652,

the Full(

1) Doomsday: 21st Century? ($50
A-ailable: Prentice Hall Media, 150 White Plains
R«1,- Tarrytown, N.Y. 10591 (order #7650).
)ks at the energy crisis, food shortage, and
population growth. Encourages students to draw
their own conclusions as to what our global
verdict will be.
.

2) The Ecological Crisis (6 filmstrips/10 min
each/ purchase with cassettes $87.50, with records
$81.50/3 records/study guides) Available: QED
Productions, 2921 West Alameda Avenue, P.O.
Box 1608, Burbank, California 91507.

Vivid graphic presentation of the crucial
problems lacing mankind.

3) Future Studies: The Year 2000
filmstrips/ I 975p:610r/flu rcl rise 549.00/2

cassettes/wad-1(1's guide) Avadahle: Edu
Dimensions

=nal

Thoughtful observations on \\'hat the future
may hold for human beings, based on factual
analysis of past and future trends in sciei,ce,
technology, urbanization, population, shc-tages,
etc and human values.

Scientists debate food md population crisis
(grades high, college, and general).
5) Human Settlements A Developing View
(30 min/$12.95) Available: The Center for
Cassette Studies, 8110 Webb Avenue, North
Hollywood, California 91605 (order #CBC 913).
Contrasts views of industrialized and third
world nations in approaches to settle expanding
urban and rural populations.

4) Tilt (20 min/1973/color/purchase $295.00,
rent 525.0(t) Available: CANI/NIcGraw-Hill Films,

110 15th Street, Del Mar, California 92014.
This animated film shows by analogy how the
game of share-the-wealth is played on i world
scale. Graphically depicts the problems of
population growth ',Ind the distribution of fo(xl
and resources among the have's and have-not's.

6) Human Settlements
A Developed View
(30 min/$12.95) Available: The Center for
Cassette Studies, 8110 Webb Avenue, North,
Hollywood, California 91605 (order #CBC 912).
Problem of cramming expanding population
into nonexpanding world disscussed by
environmentalists, architects, and planners
(grades high, college, and general).

Ca vcctle8

1) The Cities: People and Their Problems (5
filmstrips/purchase with cassettes S70.00, with
records $65.00/leather's guide) Available:
Teaching Resources Films, 2 Mount Kisco Plaza,
Minim Kisco, New York 10549 (cassette version
#111511, record #111510).
Examines population density, changing social
patterns, serious urban problems and some
practical solutions (grades junior :Lind senior

7) On Population (6 filmstrips/$105/cassettes
or records/teacher's guide) Available: Walt
Disney Educational Media Company, 500 South
Beuna Vista Street, Burbank, California 91521
(order #63-8037),
The set presents an objective look at problems
caused by our exploding poptilation. Each strip
offers positive choices to help solve crucial issues

high).

(w :ides 7-12).

2) Crisis of the Environment (5 filmst ins/
color/pinch:Ise with cassettes S103.00, with
records S98.00 (tem hers gui(le) Aunlable:
Teaching Resources films, 2 Mount Kisco Plaza,
Mount Kisco, New York 10549 (cassette version
#111501, record #111300)
Examines question of gi owing population
(gra( Ies junior :(Iof senior high).

8) Population (30 min/$21.95) Available: The
Center for Cassette Studies, 8110 Webb Avenue,
North Hollywood, California 91605 (order
#CBC 90:5),
Drawn fr(nn an extensive panel discussion and
debate
population problem and
environmental implications. Views of developed
and third world contrasted (grades high, college,
and general).

3) Famine and Population Control (5 1
nno/S14.95) Available: The Center for Cassette
Studies, 8110 Webb Avenue, North t lollywood,
California (,11605 (order #3360),
How twin problems of hunger: and population
are being solved in our modern world (grades
junior, high, college, and general),

9) Population and War (29 rnin/$14.95)
Available: The Center for Cassette Studies, 8110
Webb Avenue, North Hollywood, California
91(05 (order #CBC 1987),
How population pressures lead to war
examines specific wars and shows how population
distribution and migration of peoples have been
sources of conflict (grades hgh, college, and
general).

4) Feast, Famine and Families (50 win/S 15.95)
Available: The Center for Cassette Strobes, 8110
Webb Ayeino_ Not th !loll\ wood, Calinania
) 1605 (order #CS1) 1627
78

10) Population Control Begins at Home (20
min/$14,95) Available: The Center for Cassette
Studies, 8110 Webb Avenue, North Hollywood,
California 91605 (order #CSD 1189).
Paul Ehrlich suggests a route to bypass
doomsday.
11) Population Growth (60 min/$15.95)
eiyailable: The Center fur Cassette Studies, 8110
Webb Avenue, North Hollywood, California
91605 (order #CBC 866).
Presents conflicting perceptions of population

in industrialized and third world countries the
latter viewing population as only one ii many
problems (grades high and college).
12) The Science of Demography (2 loin/
$14.95) Available: The Center for Cassette
Studies, -8 110 Webb Avenue, Nor,h 11(illywood,
California 9161_15 (order #CEiC 1085).
Demographers (incluclina: Lester Brown)

explain the social usefulness of the study and
interpretation of vital statistics grades ,high,
college, and general).

studies concepts by taking them on a trip around
the x%orld.
TM1

,

.(10,

1) People Pack Color Slides (19
slides/eolor/$20,00/revisec) Available: Planned
Parenthood Federation of America, Inc,, 810
Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019.
Many facts and figures on trends and
population made readily comprehensible, in
brilliant color grades professional).
2) Population Education and Family Planning
in Marriage and Family Course (colur/25x Viicrn
overhead transparency) Available: American
Mime Fit 11101
Association, International
Family Planning Project, 2010 Massachusetts
.Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Population and its socioeconomic
conse(Auenees,

3) Population Reference 'Bureau
(slides/197,-5-present/color/$.5)) each/35mm)

Available: Population Reference Bureau, 1337
Connecticut AN:Cittle, N,,\V Washington, D.C.
20036.

13) Why Cities? (5 Filmstrips/$88.00/cassettes
or records/teacher's guide) Available: Walt
Disney Educational Media Company, 500 S(nIth
Rucni Vista Street., Burbank, California 91521.
This set tells the story of cities
how they

began, why We need them, what's ving yith
cities, and how we can improve them.
14) Wordview Unit I and Unit 11 (2 units, each

containing 5 filmstrips/color/eath unit
$69.50sound/cassettes or records/80-page
teacher's guide) Available: Scholastic Book
Services, 901 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood CM Is,
New Jersey 07632,
A cross-cultural filmstrip plow-am that
introduces 2nd and 4th (graders to basic social

Prepared from maps, tables, and graphs
represented in the _Popubwion Bia/con series and

from Series I and Series 11 of the bureau's
classroom charts, the slides cover topics such as
world grain c(msuniption, history of !Haman
population growth, and cult em ET.S, population
distribution (grades junior, high, and general):
4) U.S. Growth and Expansion (27 overview
transp1rencies/(olor(S85.)0/5 teacher's guides
unit envelopes) Available: Encvi lopaedlit
Brittanica Educational Corporation, 125 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60(
(series
1

#:39)110).

Five units designecl to illustrate grmth And
(lc clop mcnt of U.S. since Europe coloni/ation to
present (grades junior ;Ind senior).

APPENDIX B

A Guide to Curriculum Materials
Basic General References

1) An Introduction to Population,
Environment, and Society, Lawrence Schaefer
(290pp.; $4.50) Available: E.Y. Education
Services, 625 Orange Street, No. 38, New Haven,
Connecticut 06511.
Teaching manual: includes activities and
background information, student workbook
reprints, annotated film list and bibliography.
Grades 7-12.

wironment and Population, A Manual of
ng Activities for Elementary Grades,
Pruett and Carol Harrington, P.O. Box
Rochester, Minnesota 48063.
wtivities designed to create an awareness of
aopniation and environmental problems for
,

:01 ades K-6.

3) Environment and Population: A
Sourcebook for Teachers, Kathryn Horsley and
others (112pp.; $3)75) 1972, Available: National
Eduction ..1ssociation, 1201 16th Street, NAV.,
Washiturton D.(;, 90016
Background information, class activities,
references, A=V materials recommendations,
keyed to courses in contemporary issues, family
life, history/social studies, science, and sociology.
Grades 7-12.

4) Focusing on Global Poverty a d
Development, J.INne Millar Wood
512.00) 1973, Available: Oversea.
-.1opment
Council, 1717 Massachusetts Avenue, NAV.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
Source book on variety of topics in
development education; inclttcling population,
Includes background inform in: teaching
guide to films. etc. tirades l - Adult.

5) The Local Community: A Flandbook for
Teachers, The High School Geography Project
S").321 1971, Available: Nlacmillan, Inc.,

866 Thii . elute, New -York, Ne% York 100 22.

A demonstration of hose-k with current
and local population data. Uses population
activities to explore the size of local community.
Grades 10-12.
6) Malthus and America, Subcommittee on
Department Operations of the House Committee
on Agriculture (24[134 $.40) 1974, Available:
Superintendent of Documents, USGPO,
Washington, D.C. 20402.
Thomas Malthus' doctrine: insufficient food
supplies. This publication outlines the population
food crisis, various bulwarks hindering attempts
at solving the problem, and alternative methods
of action to combat these bulwarks and resolve
the food dilemma before it is too late.

7) Options: A Study Guide to Population and
the American Future, Available: The Population
Reference Bureau, hie., 1337 Connecticut
Avenue, N.W., kVashington, D.C. 20036.

Guide for exploring populaton trends and
Weir possible effects on the hatTire, based on the
official report of the Commission on Population
Growth {ind the American Future., Discussion
section plus activities, reference, and U.S.

population data sheet,
8) The Population Activists' Handbook, Joan
Draper, editor (Washington: -Fire Population
Institute) 1974 (174pp.; $4.95) .Waikible: The
Population Institute, 110 Maryland Avenue,
ti E., Washington, D.C. 20002.
This handbook gives ha( kgromid, philosophy,
step-by-step suggestions, fund-raising ups, and
descriptioi1s of several successful
population-1 elated projects mg:ITU/L.(1 on

campuses or based on campuses and impa
on the larger community.

9) Population mull-Inman Development,
laaiue NItirplry (ti1.00) Available: The
PopulationInstitute, 110 11.n vlanitl lvencte
Ashingion,
`):111)(r'_
A coui ez c to lithium in, hiding lesson plans,

activities, and bibliography. Multidisciplinary
course outline (15 class sessions) for teacher
training, undergraduate, and advanced high
school students.

10) Population and Social Change: A
Curriculum Guide for High School Teachers,
Mark Cohen and Neil Gustafson (150pp.; $5,00)
Available: Upper Midwest Council, Federal
Reserve Bank Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55480.

General background information plus specific
information on population trends and patterns in
the midwest. Grades 10-Adult,

11) Population Education: Sources and
Resources (Washington: Population Reference
Bureau) 1975, Available: Population Reference
Bureau, 1337 Connecticut Avenue, N,W.,

programs and additional resource and
background information.
14) The Population Education Teacher's
Workshop Package ($20.00) Available: Mass
Media Associate, 2116 N. Charles Street,
Baltimore, Maryland 21218.
Thirteen minute film "Population Education:
So What, Who Cares? Big Deal!" Leader's guide,
copies of four curricula, evaluation forms,
samples of available materials.

15) Population Growth in the United States
and Mexico: A Geographical Analysis, John Dak
and Marion Rice (Athens, Georgia4lniversity of
Georgia) 1972 (9(pp.; $1.25) grades 4-7,
Available: Geography Curriculum Project,
University of Georgia, 107 Dudley Hall, Athens,
Georgia 30601. Also available: Black Population

kVashington, D,C. 20036.
A twenty-three page guide designed for use by
teachers and community leaders. Includes listing

Distribution and Growth in the United States (one text

of information sources and written and
audiovisual resource,

copy, $3.00; Level 7-8-g).
A two-week self-study unit designed to
introduce students to basics of demography.

and one response book $2.00; Level 6-7-8) and
Population Grinoth and World Food Resources (single

12) Population Education Resource Kit
($2.1J0, including postage) Available: Zero
Population Growth, 1346 Connect cut. Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C, 20036.
A guide developed by Zen Population Grcnvdt
(ZP(_;) to acquaint teachers with concepts and

materipopulation educadon, includes:
Introduction to Population Education;
Classroom Read Materials; Background
Information For Planning Lessons (including
World Population Data Sheet, samples of
Interchange, newsletter and ccipy of Two av-Tvo
Dunertylon. 01 the Po 01(11101/ Problem; Population
Education: S0111"CCS ',Ind Resources: "The Family"

Population Profile, and more.
13) Population Education Leader's Kit (53.00
each) Available: Zero Population Growth, 1346
Connecticut Avenue, NAV., Washington, D.C.
20036,
Designed to

leaders in conducti

edit( ati(
and (munnunitv
ft-h(r-training sessiiAlS 111

edliC16011.

in

Population Edination Resource Kit (described
:those) plus deLuled guide to cuatdttt nog

16) Population, Resources, and the
Environment ($4.25) Available: Superintendent
of Documents, USGPO, Washington, D.C.
20402.

Detailing different rates of population growth
in America and possible effects.
17) Population: The People Problem ($16.95)
1975, Available: Multi-Media Productions, Inc.,
P.O. Box 5097, Stanford, California 94305.
Filmstrip/cassette plus teachers manual: Part I
(13 min) deals with basic concept of fertility,
mortality, doublingltimes, etc.; Part II (22 min)
deals with issues such as population and economic
growth, food supply strategies for the future, etc.

18) "Population; The U.S. A Problem; the
World
A Crisis," New York rims Sunday
men, (single copies free) April 30, 1972,
Available
Ailation Supplement, P.O. Box
6586, 11
4ton, I),C: 20009.
Supplenitun contains a statement of the
Population Commission's findings at specific

recommendations. Also includes statements by
international figures, spokesmen for minorities,'
women, and religious groups, and teachers
guide. Grades 7-Adult.

19) Selected Recommended Materials for
Population Education (free) Available: Zero
Population Growth, 1346 Connecticut Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
Six-page guide to teaching materials,
background readings, whereto find additional
materials, and charts and posters.

20) "Strategies for Population Education:
Twelve Steps to Incorporate Population
Education into Your Public Schools" (single
copies of brochure free) Available: The
Population Institute, 110 Maryland Avenue,
N.E., Washiwon, D.C. 20002.
21) "Teaching About Population," Intercom,
Center for War/Peace Studies, No. 72 (51.50)
1973, Available: intercom, Center for War/Peace
Studies, 218 E. 18th Street, New York, New York
10003.

Resources guide on population issues.
Background information; lesson plans, list of
teaching materials, etc. Grades 9-12.

22) Teaching Population and Family
Planning ($2.33) 1974, Available: IPPE, 18-20
Lower Regent Street, London SW I Y 4PW
England.
A pacial developed for teachers containing
resource lists, bibliographies, booklets on
population, informaticm about International
Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPE), etc.

23) Understanding Population: A Short
`s Primer and A Glossary of Terms, Information
Bulletin #18, Douglas N. Ross (New York: The
Conference Board) March 1977 ($3.00)
Available: The Conference Board, 845 -Third
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022.
24) ZPG Leaflets ($.12 each) Available: Zero
Population Growth, 1346 Connecticut Avenue,
NAV., Was Ungton, D.C. 200'36.

Brief 4-6 page discussion of population topics.
Titles include: Population Myths, Teenage
Pregnancy, Facts on Abortion, Limits to Growth,
U.S. Population Policy.

25) Population Education Activities for the
Classroom, Selected and developed by Judith M.
Schultz and Herbert L. Coon (Columbia, Ohio:
ERIC Center for Science, Mathematics, and
Environmental Education) January 1977.
Produced under contract to the National
Institute of Education, this 183 page
compendium includes suggestions of over 100
classroom activities at the elementary throu
high school level. Subject areawinclude social
studies, science, mathematics, home economics,
language arts, and art. A glossary, pre- and
.post-factual and attitudinal tests, and an
annotated guide to resources are included.
Available: ERIC Center ficir Science,
Mathematics, and Environmental Education, the
Ohio State University, 1200 Chambers Road, 3rd
Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43212.

Fact Sheets, Charts, and Posters
1) More: The Interfaces Between Population,
Economic Growth and the Environment (44pp.;
8.75) April 1972, Available: League of Women
Voters of the U.S., 1730 M Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
Statement of demographic factors influencing
population change, distribution, and growth and
discussion of the relationship between economic,
environmental, and population factors.
Bibliography included.
2) Population Periodicals Chart, Available:
The Population Institute, 110 Maryland\ Avenue,
N.E,, Washington, D.C. ,:)0002.
List of periodicals in field with addresses and
subscription prices,

3) Population Poster Packet ($1.50 for :set of
six posters) Available: Population Institute, 110
Maryland Avenue, N.E., Washington, D.C.
20002.

Illustrations of population and environniental
problerns by children and i.dults.

-

4) Population Profiles, Population Statistics,
WI-tat Do They Mean?, Available: Population
Institute, 110 Maryland Avenue, N.E.,
Washington, D.C. 20002.
Fact sheets on uncicrstancling dem gral hic
data.

5) Population Synthesis 1976, Available:
Population Institute, 110 Maryland Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20002
One-page fact sheet on world population and
effects of our population growth.

6) World and U.S. Population Charts (set of
wall charts, each with 10 notebook -size
reproductions/$3.50; one chart with 10
notebook-size reproductions/$.50) Aviilable:
Population Reference Bureau, 1754 N Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036,
Topics: World Population Growth; World
Birth and Death Rate (estimate); Workl
-Urbanization 1800-2000; The .Developrnent
Gap; Age-Sex Population Pyramids; Rapid, Slow
and No Growth Nlodels; Components of U.S.
Population Growth 1900-1974; Distribution of
U.S, Population 1973; U.S. hurnigrants by
Regions
1820- 1974,

7) U.S. Population Data Sheet 117Thp
1072, Available; Population References Bureau,
Inc., 1337 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, DJ:. 2(1036.
8) World
,,ulation Data Sheet, Available:
Population Reference Bureau, Inc., 1337
Connecticut Avenue, NAV., Washington, D.C.
20036.

Annual publication showing population sill:
birthrates, growth rates, cit,
9) ZPG Factsheets (single copies f ree; write fdr
complete price list which includes diScounts on
multiple copies) Available: ZtTo Population
Growth, 1346 Connecticut
re, N.W.,

Problem for Minors, The Benefits of Zero
Population Growth.

Games

1) Balance ($12,00) Available: Interact, P.0,
Box 262, Lakeside, California 92040,
Explores conflict between the social-economic
values necessary for a family to function and
ecological values necessary for our physical
environmerft to survive. Emphasizes problems of
air pollution, water and power, land use, and
population. Grades 10-12.
,

2) Baldicer ($25.00) Available: -John Knox
Press, Box 1176, Richmond, Virginia 23209,
Simulation games on feeding the world
population; stresses concepts of economic
interdependence, food production, population
management. Grades 10-12.

3) Eco: An Island Simulation Game, Anita
Yoder and John Landahl ($1.00) 1975, Available:

Dolphin Enterprises, 2435 North Northhke
Way, Seattle, Washington 98103.
Designed to simulate interactions of human
and animal populations in a closed ecosystem;
employs matlt, language, and social science skills.
Grades 4-12.

4) Ecology ($7.00) Available: Da 1-1/
Educational Division, 80 Wilson Way,
Massachusetts 02090.

Test-

d

To acquaint students with the economic and
environmental cicallenge of three ages of
r_iili thou
hunting, agricultural, and
industrial. Grades 4-12.
5) Ecopolis ($1200
,ailable: 1 nteract, Box
262 Lakeside, California 92040.
Introduces students to concept of ecosy_tem
and interdependence, with special emphasis on
u-1 use and population.problents. Grades 4 and

Washington, RC. 20036.
`Titles: U.S. Population, 15 Facts You Should
linow About :abortion, Illegal Immigration, A
U.S. Population Policy: ZPG's Recommendations,

'Hie Right to Choose: Facts on Abortion, The
He-(_;hild Farnilv, Teenage Pregnancy: A Nlajor

6) Explosion,
-e,,, and
Roger
Dennis Porter _1.(10) Available: Interact, P.O.
Bo\
Like Hie, California 92040.

Social pressures of population growth;
resources, consumption, and the environment;
governmental decision making cm flu
crisis. Thirty-live student guides and one
teachers guide. Grades 10=12,

7) Food for Thought, A Population Simulation,
Kit (53.00) Available: Population Institute, 110
Nlarvland Avenue, N,., Washington, D.C.
,20002.
Updated, expanded version of Global

12) Population and knvironment
Crossword Puzzle (5 pages) Available: Center for

Cultural and Technical Interchange Between
East and West, 17777 East-West Road, Honololu,
Hawaii 96822.
Puzzle using population and eeuvirottment
technology with answer sheet.

13) Simulation Games for the Social Studies
Classroom, \Villiuim A. Newbitt (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Co.) 1971 (S2.50).

.------( ;eography, jointly developed by the Population

Institute and the Popu latkin Reference Bureau.
Designed for the understanding- of the
relationships, problems, and consequences
involved in population growth rand distributic of
pebple, food, and land area.

14) Starpower (S12..50) Available:

II,
P.O. Box 1023, La Jolla, California 92037.
Designed to introduce students to problems of
lequal resource distribution throughout the
world; Unportance of trade to economic
development. Grades IQ-Adult.

S) Games for the Scien e Classroom, Paul B.
Hounshell, Ira R. Trollii).4-er (Washington, D,(.:
NS-I`: \) 1976 ($3.75) Available: Nati(mal Science
Teachers Ass(iciaticm, 17-12 COnnecticut Avenue,
NAV., Washington, D.C. 20a09.
Publication to provide science teachers With the

means to enhance the learning environment
through the use of instrtictional games.

(

Global Futures Gat

"MO'

v:ti!able:

Earthrise, P.O. Box 120, AlITICN Sta

Providence, Rhode Island 01901.
Simulation of present and Lettuce trend
population, food, technology, etc. [;racks

tt

10-Adult.

10) The Planet Management Game
Ati'utilable: Houghton \fil'fliii Company, ()
Beacon Street, Boston. Massachusetts 02107.
Designed to help students understand
problems of pollution, population explosiot
famines. ;Fades 7-12.

11) Population: A Game of,1Man and Society
(510.00) Available: Urban Svsteuis, Educational
Division, 80 Wilson Vay, Westwood
Nlassachusetts 02090.
Uses hypothetical
nnIel problems
growing population ',Ind hi]) resources. GI1(IS
10=2\(1111t.

Kits and Packets
1) The American City, NIL I itne(ha I it No.
0976 K, Available, Encyclopaedia BritariRtica
Educational Corporation, -125 North ',Iichiwn

Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 6411,
The changing character of American society,
over the past 250 vcars is depicted in this study of
three dynamic cities, considering quality of life in

the past, present, -,ind Future. litcludes three,
sound filmstrips with cassettes; two
audiocas'settes; student resource readers; sixteen
spirit masters, sixteen miniprints, zind teacher's
guide. Grades .junior ;Ind senior.
2) Episodes in Social Inquiry, Social
Resources for (he Social Studies, 1972Available: Allyn and Bacon,d70 Atlantic
enue,
Boston, Massachusetts 02210.
episodes related to poptilition:
Size aiid Society (5-Ipp.;, 10 copies for $6.30);
Migration Within the U.S. (51pp.: 10 copies for
56.5))): Population Change. Each episode is an
eight I2-day unit in which students work with
data in deyelopinent and testing of hypothesis.
Includes student resources and toamplete
instructors guide. ades 10-12.
The 1nun' 'Tam Experiertce, William D.
1j. $4,50) Av:nlable: Wider I Iorizons

I ray is-6

Project, Foreign Policy Association, United
Nations Plaza, 345 East 46th Streef, New York,
N.Y. 10017:
FiVe lesson plans on various aspects of
immigration and adjustment; teachers guide and
student workbook included. Grades 7-12.

Self-instructional package - role of physician
in population growth; workbook and test sheets.

7) Population Education Packet, Judith
Kunofsky (48pp.; free) Available: Sierra Club,
1050 Mills Tower, San Francisco, California
94104.
Contains pamphlet On "Population and the
Sierra Club," classroom projects, lesson plans, etc.
Grades 7-Adult.

4) The People Pack ($3.00) Available: Planned

Parenthoe Federation, 810 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N.Y., 10019.

Fimily planning and population acts-,
arguments, statistics, charts, bibliography,
glossary, and quotations (194 color-cpded cards:
6" x -4 /packet).
.

5)-The People Packet: Is There a Population
Problem? Whose Problem Is It?, Available:
National Association for Foreign-Student Affairs
(NAFSA), 1860 Nineteenth Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20009.'
Guide for Planning Population Programs;
Population Organizations and Centers; Speaker,
Sources; Bibliographies, etc:
6) Population Dynamics c$4.80) Available:
Self-Instructional Materials Project, Health
Services Consortium, P.O. Box 2686, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina 27514.

8).Popula., n Programs Kit ($2.00) Available:
Population Institute, 110 Maryland Avenue,
NIX., Washington, D.C. 20002.
Directory of organizations which provide
population speakers, film lists, guides to
simulation games On food, population, sex roles
and other program ideas.

9) Eco-Kir($30.00) 197, Available: E-P
Education Services, do ACES, 800 Dixwell
Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut 06511.
Slides and cassettes: An introduction to 6 areas
of intense environmental concern; designed for
independent study using cassettes, slides, guide
sheets, and bibliographies. pi,
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APPENDIX C

Squrces of Information and Materials
These are just a-few of the organizations wor n- in the areas of population and population
education. For a more complete listing, see:

Population Education: Sources and lesources
Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
1337 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009
Organizations

_A

Newsletters and Series Publications

Center for Information-on America
P.O. Box C
shington, Connecticut 06793

Vital Issues (see Readings for Teachers, Re

Center for War/Peace Stpdies
218 East 18th Street
New York, New York 10003

Intercom (quarterly; $6.00/year

International Planned Parenthood Federation
18-20 Lower Regent Street
,London SW7Y4PW England

People (quarterly;.$6.00/year)

Overseas, Development Council
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Communique ($.1,0 each)

Planned Parenthood Federation of America
810 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019

Family Planning Perspective part :Iy; $15/year)

The Population Council
One Dag Hammarskjold Plaza
New York, New York 10017

Studies- in Family Planning (monthly).
Current Publications in Population1Family Planning
(bimonthly)

Population Crisis Committee
1120 18th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Draper 11 /odd Population Fund R
(biannually; frCe)

Development Paper ($.50 to $1.00 each

Family PlanninglPopulatron Perspective (birriOnthly,
$18/year)
Waslington Memo (20 issues; $15/year)

The Population Institute
110 Maryland Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
Population Reference Bureau,
1337 Connecticut Avenue, N.1
'Washington, D.C. 20036

bimonthly;

World Population Data Shee
mal)
Intercom (monthly)
Interchange (bimonthly pop -I.

education newsletter)
Population Bulletin
PRB Report
All available to 1_

membership
VN'

dons
Sierra Club
530 Bush Street
San Francisco, California

Newsletters and Series Publications
Sierra Club Bulletin (annual; $ /year)
Population Report (bimonthy; free)

08

World Population Society
1337 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Newsletter (quarterly; with membership,
$5.00/year)

orldvaatch institute
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Worldwatch Paper ($25/year, subscriptions for

Zero Population Growth, Inc. (ZPG)
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington,)D.C. 20036

ZPG National Reporter (10 issues, $5.50 /year; fact
sheets; pop-ulation education kits; media target.
list, etc.)

papers and books, papers $2.00 each with
discounts for larger ordr,p)

Agencies
United Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs
Population Division
United Nations Plaza
New York, New York 10009

Demograpkd Yearbook 1($22.00)

United Nation _ und for Population Activities
485 Lexington Avenue
New York, New York 10017

UNFPA Newsletter (filon

U.S. Departments5rCommerce
Bureau of Census
Population Section
Washington, D.C. 20233

10 year Census reports on the nation plus state
reports and special current series.

Populi (monthly;

free)

re)

U.S. Department of Health, Edution, and
Welfare
Office of Population At fairs
South Portal Building

200 Independence Aven e S.W.
Room 724 H
Washington, D.C. 2024
S. Department of State
Wm/ for International Development

Population Pcogi-am

ffice of Population
Rosslyn Plaza East
Rborn 515
Washington, D.C. 20523
,

Bibliographies
Bibliojkaphy of Society, Ethics and the Lfe

ces

The Listings Center
360 Broadway
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York 10706
92

.ista

(annual; free

Bibliographic Series

Science for Society Bibliography

Technical Information Service
Carolina Population Center
University Square
'Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514

Office of Science Edtkation
American Association for the Advancement of
Science
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036
Current Publications in Population /Family Planning

Information Office
The Population Council
245 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10017
Population Education: A Selective, 4iznotatid
Bibliography for. United States Schools

Selected Bibliography: Small Library of Family

Planning and Population

Planned Parenthood/World Population
Katharine McCormick Dexter Library
810 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019

The Demographic Division
The Population Council
245 Perk Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Sourcebook on Population, 1970-1976

Population Education: Sources and Resources

The People Packet

Population Reference Bureau
1337 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
1860 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Population Index

Office of Population Research
5 Ivy Lane
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Population Reference Bureau
1337 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

41.
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BOOKS

A

All Kinds of Families, Simon
65
American People, The, Kahn
11
American Population Debate, Callahan, ed. 12

FamilieS are Like That, Child Study
Association of America
65
Filling the Family Planning Gap, Stokes
18
Food and People Dilemma, Borgstrom
25
From Many Lands, Eisinaw
55
From Now to Zero: Fertility, Contraception,
....and Abortion in America,
Westoff and Westoff19

Future 'of Population Growth: Altertive
Paths to Equilibrium, Frejka

31

B
G

Beyond Malthus: Population and Power,

Champlain

23

Birth Control in the Modern World,
Draper
Block by Block, Munier and Vogel

Geometry. of Hunger, The, Halacy
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45
62
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66
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Health: The Family Planning Factor,
Eckholm and Newland
Central City/Spread City, Schwartz
54
Here I Amf, Baron, ed.
Chickenbone Special, The, Walls
43
House on Liberty Street, A, Weik
Chosen Baby, The, Wasson
65
How People Live in the Suburbs, Stanek
Cities Are People, Hirsch
55
How the World's First Cities Began,
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ow's World, The,
Gregor
Michelsohn
44
Human Fertility and National
Cities Old and New, Wise
-66
Development, U.N.
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Impact, Scientific American
15
Hundred Penny Box, The, Mathis
City Book, The, Corcos
66
City in the Third World, The, Dwyer, eel. 14
I
Color of Man, The, Cohen
56
Concise Report on the World Population
I Am Adopted, Lapsley
Situation in 1970-1971 and Its
Immigrants in American Life, Mann
Long-Range Implications, Population
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Studies, U.N.
7
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It's Time for Brotherhood, Sechrist and
,

D

DoomsdlY Syndrome, The, Maddox
Downtown, ,Our Challenging Urban
Problems, Liston

Woolsey

46
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66

65
42
16
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67

L

Politics, and Birth Control, Dienes

24

Making Our Way, Katz and Katz
Mankind at the Turning Point,

Essay on the Principle of Population, An,
Malthus

61

56

Kevin's Grandma, Williams

Earth Is Home: The Pollution Story,

'7"

62
65

K

26

E.

Behrens
Earth: Our Crowded Spaceship, Asirnov
Economic History of World Population,
Cipolla

21
61

Mesarovic and Pestel
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55

28

Mice, Moose and Men, McClung
My Grandson Lew, Zolotow
My Village in India, Gidal and Gidal

54
66
62
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Nation of Immigrants, A, Kennedy
Newcomers, The, Raskin and Raskin
Newtowns, Munzer and Vogel
Next 200 Years: A Scenario for America
and the World, The, Kahn
No-Growth Society, The, Olson and
Landsberg, ed.
Now or Never, The Fight Against
Pollution, Halacy

43
55
55
29
27

45

O

'On Growth: The Crisis of Exploding
Population and Resource Depletion,
Oltmans, ed.
One Earth, Many People, Pringle
Our Dirty Air, Elliott
Our Overcrowded World, Fisher
Overpopulation: How Many Are
Too Many?, Sorvall

28
53
57
37

Population Dilemma, The, Hauser, ed.
Population: Dynamics, Ethics, and Policy,
Reining and Tinker, ed.
Population, Environment, and Society_,
Borrie
Population, Evolution, and Birth Control,
Hardin, ed.
Population Geography and the Developing
Countries, Clarke
Population Growth and the Complex
Socieix, Hughes, ed.
PopulatiOn Growth in America, Worton
Population Policies and Economic
Development, World Bank
Population Problem, The, McCormack
Population Profiles, Lee, et.al.
Population Puzzle, The, Drummond
Population: Quantity
Quality, Hartley
Population, Resources, Environment,
Ehrlich and Ehrlich
Power and Choice: The Formulation of
American Population Policy, Bachrach
and Bergman
Projections of the Population of the United
States: 1975-205(), Gov. Doc.

38
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20
7

39
42
32
23
11

54
5

21

30
13
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People!, Cook and Lccht
People Downstairs and Other City
Stories, The, Bacmeister
People Problem, The, Fraser
Pictorial History of Immigration, A,
Handlin
Place to Live, A, Benclick
"Policies on Population Around the
World," Schroeder
Pollution: The Population Explosion,
Jones
Population, Hellman
Population, Oppenh, 144-1
Population: A Clash
Prophets,
Pohlman, ed.
Population and America's Future,
Spengler
Population and People, Stockwell
Population and the American Future,
Counnission on Poptilation Groth
and theAmetican Future
PopuWion Bomb, The, Ehrlich
Popul on Crisis: An Interdisciplinary
Perspective, Reid and Lynne, ed.
Population Crisis and Moral
Responsibility, Wogman, ed.

4

65

Rapid Population Growth: Consequences
and Policy Implications, NAS
Readings in Human Population, Ecology,

16

Readings in Population, Petersen, ed.
"Report on Bucharest, A," Population

Davis, ed.

3

24
3
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65

Round About the City, Child Study
Association of America

66

S

54
3ti

Sidewalk Story, Mathis
T

4

This Crowded World, Frankel
61
Toward the End of Growth: Population in
America, \Vestoff, et.al.
10
Twenty-Two Dimensions of the Population
Problem, Brown, McGrath, and Stokes
Two Children By Choice, Rossman
47
U

4

"U.S. Population in 2000

Zero Growth

or Not?", Poptdation Bulletin
98

48

Urbanization of America: An Historical
Anthologyi The, Walstein, ed.
Urhanizatiori of the Earth, The, Arango

15
16

W

Waiting for Momma, Moskin
Way It Is, Hol lard, ed.
We the Americans, Gov. Doc.
We Wanted to Be Free, Cavanah, ed.
What Can She Be? An Architect, Goldreich
and Goldreich
Where the People Are, Gay
Who Shall Live? Man's Control Over Birth
and Death, American Friends Service
Committee
William's Doll, Zolotov
World Migration in Modern Times,
Scott, ed.
World Population and the Food Supply,
Lowry

World Population Dilemma, The,
Populatiot Ref crence Bureau

World Population Growth and Response,
Population Reference Bureau
World Population Prospects, As Assessed
in 1968, U.N.
"World Population: Status Report 1974 ",
Berelson

66
61
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56
62
54

17

67

7

6

World Population Trends: Signs of Hope,'
Signs of Stress, Brown
World Population: 1975, Gov. Doc.
World Urbanization 1950-1970,
Volume II: Analysis of Trends,
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Relationships and Development,

Your Changing City, Schere
Your City TomotTow, Halacy
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